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ABSTRACT
Compounds with 3d and 4f -electrons can often be tuned to manifest new physics
and evolve into new ground states with multiple parameters: pressure, magnetic field,
and chemical substitution. In this work chemical substitution and magnetic field were
used to tune correlated states coming from 3d- and 4f -electrons.
The first part of this thesis summarizes the study of Lifshitz transitions in K- and
TM - (TM=Co, Rh, Ru, and Mn) substituted BaFe2As2 single crystals by thermoelectric
power (TEP) measurements.
• TM=Co (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.42): the TEP is negative for all Co concentrations studied.
x ∼ 0.02, 0.11, and 0.22 are the concentrations where Lifshitz transitions occur.
• TM=Rh (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.171): the temperature dependence of the TEP is very similar
(sign and absolute value) to that of Co-substitution, x ∼ 0.015 and 0.1 are the
concentrations where Lifshitz transitions may possibly occur.
• TM=Ru (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.36): very complex temperature dependent TEP behavior.
x ∼ 0.07, 0.2, and 0.3 are the concentrations where either Lifshitz transitions or
other significant changes of the electronic structure or correlations might occur.
• TM=Mn (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.147): for x ≤ 0.042, the TEP exhibits a minimum at low tem-
peratures and is negative over the whole temperature range studied. With further
increase of Mn content, S(T ) at low temperatures evolves into a maximum and
changes sign once or twice at higher temperatures. The ranges of Mn concentra-
tions 0.012 ≤ x ≤ 0.017 and 0.092 ≤ x ≤ 0.102 were identified to be regions where
either Lifshitz transitions or other significant changes of the electronic structure
xvi
or correlation might occur. The latter region corresponds to a region where the
structural transition abruptly disappears and different magnetic order is observed.
• K (0.44 ≤ x ≤ 1): for the K-substitutions studied, the TEP is positive over the
whole temperature range measured. The functional behavior of the TEP, S(T ),
is somewhat similar, except for the sign, to that of the heavier Co-substituted
samples. x ∼ 0.55 and x ∼ 0.8−0.9 were delineated as the K concentrations where
Lifshitz transitions may occur.
The second part of this thesis presents two studies of tuning the low-temperature
states of Ce-based materials. The first of these is a comprehensive study of transport
and thermodynamic properties of CeZn11 and LaZn11 single crystals as well as the search
for a possible field-induced quantum critical point in CeZn11. CeZn11 orders antiferro-
magnetically below ∼ 2 K. The zero-field resistivity and thermoelectric power data show
features characteristic of a Ce-based intermetallic with crystal-electric-field splitting and
possible Kondo-lattice effects. The constructed T −H phase diagram for the magnetic
field applied along the easy [110] direction shows that the magnetic field required to sup-
press TN below 0.4 K is in the range of 45−47.5 kOe. A linear behavior of the ρ(T ) data,
H‖[110], was observed only for H = 45 kOe for 0.46 K ≤ T ≤ 1.96 K followed by the
Landau-Fermi-liquid regime for a limited range of fields, 47.5 kOe ≤ H ≤ 60 kOe. From
the analysis of the data, it appears that CeZn11 is a local moment compound with little
or no electronic correlations arising from the Ce 4f -shell. Given the very high quality of
the single crystals, quantum oscillations are found for both CeZn11 and LaZn11.
In order to study a system with clearer Kondo-like features, the effects of La dilution of
the Kondo lattice CeCu2Ge2 were studied as well. CeCu2Ge2 orders antiferromagnetically
below TN ∼ 4 K with the Kondo temperature TK in the range of 4−6 K. The study of
(Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 system indicated that with La-substitution TN is suppressed in an
almost linear fashion and moves below 0.36 K, the base temperature of the measurements,
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for x > 0.8. Remarkably, in addition to robust antiferromagnetism, the system also
shows low temperature coherent scattering below Tcoh up to ∼ 0.9 of La, indicating a
small percolation limit ∼ 9% of Ce that separates a coherent state from a single-ion
Kondo impurity state. Tcoh as a function of magnetic field was found to have different
functional dependencies in coherent and single-ion regimes. Remarkably, (Tcoh)
2 was
found to be linearly proportional to TN . The Kondo temperature was found to slowly
change in a non-linear fashion from ∼ 4 K to ∼ 1 K upon La substitution. For Ce
concentrations, y = 1 − x, in the range of 0.01 ≤ y ≤ 0.08, Tmin in the resistivity data
is proportional to y1/5 as expected for the single-ion Kondo impurity. The jump in the
magnetic specific heat δCm at TN as a function of TK/TN for (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 system
follows the theoretical prediction based on the molecular field calculation for the S =
1/2 resonant level model.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Lifshitz Transition and Iron Arsenides
Phase transitions play a major role in our everyday life. We are very familiar with the
liquid-gas transition of boiling water or the solid-liquid transition between ice and water.
These transitions involve latent heat thus they are phase transitions of the first order. In
condensed matter, a different order phase transition is observed when the ferromagnetism
of piece of magnet ‘melts’ into a paramagnet or the resistivity of a material reaches
zero value in zero magnetic field at the onset of a continuous, superconducting, phase
transition that does not involve the latent heat, i.e., via second order phase transitions.
Yet another type of phase transition related to the reconstruction of the Fermi surface,
“neck” disruption or a void formation, was proposed by I. M. Lifshitz [1]. This phase
transition, if it happens at T = 0 K, is called a transition of the two and a half order. In a
material the Lifshitz transition can be realized by application of pressure, magnetic field
and by chemical substitution (adding extra electrons or holes, or being isoelectronic).
Lifshitz transitions have been experimentally observed by a number of measurements in
elemental metals as well as alloys.[2]
A phase transition line can divide phase space into regions where the properties of the
system are different on either side of the line. If the given system is tuned with a control
parameter (pressure, magnetic field, or chemical substitution), then by constructing the
temperature versus control parameter phase diagram, one can delineate the states of the
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Figure 1.1 Location of the known Lifshitz transitions in the phase diagram of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2.
TN and Tc data are taken from Refs. [3] and [4]. Top insets show schematic Fermi surface
topology in the a− b and a− c plane for each region in the phase diagram.[5]
system and have a better understanding of the system or get a hint for new routes for
the exploration of the system.
Figure 1.1 presents the T − x phase diagram for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2. BaFe2As2 mani-
fests a transition from the paramagnetic tetragonal to the antiferromagnetic orthorhom-
bic state, a spin-density-wave type magnetic transition, at approximately TN = 140 K.
[6] With Co-substitution, the structural and magnetic transitions are suppressed and
superconductivity is observed for less than 4% Co. With additional Co-substitution,
the superconducting temperature Tc reaches as high as ∼ 23 K at x ∼ 0.06. With fur-
ther Co-substitution, no signature of the structural and magnetic transitions, and only
decreasing Tc is observed up to x ∼ 0.14.[3]
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on the Fe-based
superconducting series Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 revealed three Lifshitz transitions (see Fig.
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Figure 1.2 (a) T −x phase diagram of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 and Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2 series. R, M and
C are the resistance, magnetization, and specific heat data, respectively [11]. (b) T − x
phase diagram of Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 series.[12]
1.1).[4, 5] More importantly, two of Lifshitz transitions occur in proximity to the onset
and offset of superconductivity in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, suggesting that superconductivity
may be connected to the changes in the Fermi surface topology. This observation is also
important because there are models of superconductivity for Fe-As superconductors in
which details of the band structure/Fermi surface are considered important [7, 8, 9, 10].
Although ARPES or measurements of quantum oscillations are extremely impor-
tant in giving a detailed description of the FS evolution through a Lifshitz transition,
in many cases less demanding, transport measurements, in particular thermoelectric
power (TEP), have been proven to be very sensitive to the existence of this transi-
tion [2, 13, 14]. Indeed, the Hall effect and, more notably, TEP displayed a clear
anomaly at the low-substitution levels Lifshitz transition in the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 and
the Ba(Fe1−xCux)2As2 series.[15]
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Figure 1.3 (a) T − x phase diagram of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 series.[16] The structural and mag-
netic transitions are represented schematically as one. (a) T − x phase diagram of
Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2 series.[17, 18]
Substitution of Rh for Fe, which is an isoelectronic substitution compared to Co,
changed the lattice parameters in different way compared to Co-substitution. However,
transport and thermodynamic properties showed similar behavior for similar Co and Rh
concentrations. The T −x phase diagrams for these two systems are nearly identical [see
Fig. 1.2(a)] [11].
Whereas Co- and Rh-substitutions for Fe are adding an extra electron, isovalent, Ru-
substitution alters the electrical and thermodynamic properties of BaFe2As2 due to steric
and magnetic dilution effects. The suppression of the structural/magnetic transition
and evolution of the superconducting dome upon Ru-substitution are similar to those of
Co/Rh, however, the onset and offset of superconductivity happen at much larger values
of Ru- compared to Co/Rh-substitution [see Fig. 1.2(b)].
5Different behavior is observed and a markedly different T−x diagram was constructed
upon hole substitution: Mn instead of Fe and K instead of Ba. For the (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2
series, K-substitution suppresses the structural/magnetic transition and induces super-
conductivity with Tc of 38 K at x = 0.4, the highest bulk Tc among all FeAs-based
AEFe2As2, where AE is alkali earth, (122) series and with further K-substitution, Tc
falls continuously to ∼ 3 K at x = 1, Fig. 1.3(a).[16] Both the Sommerfeld coeffi-
cient, γ ≈ 100 mJ mol−1K−2, [19] and Pauli susceptibility (χ ≈ 25 ×10−3 emu/mol)
[20] are strongly enhanced in KFe2As2. Moreover, susceptibility and thermal-expansion
measurements provided strong evidence for the existence of a crossover between a low
temperature heavy Fermi liquid and a high-temperature incoherent behavior similar to
what is found in heavy fermion compounds.[21] In addition, ARPES measurements on
KFe2As2 revealed that some of the energy gaps may have nodes.[22]
For Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2, the structural/ magnetic transition is suppressed as the Mn
concentration is increased, however, no superconductivity is observed for any value of x,
instead, at x ∼ 0.11 the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition was thought to abruptly
disappear whereas magnetic ordering persists along with changes in the temperature
evolution of the antiferromagnetic ordering [18]. It was later shown that the orthorhombic
distortion is still present but could not be resolved in earlier diffraction studies most
probably due to its coexistence with the tetragonal phase and a microstrain-induced
broadening of the Bragg reflections [23]. It has to be noted that single crystals with
homogeneous, single-phase concentrations of Mn beyond x > 0.147 cannot be easily
grown because the crystals phase separate into Mn- and Fe-rich mesoscopic regions at
intermediate substitutions.[17, 24] The phase diagram for Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2 is shown
in Fig. 1.3(b).[17]
Since upon K and TM=Co, Rh, Ru, and Mn substitutions such rich physics is ob-
served, it is interesting to study these series with TEP measurements to compare and
contrast results and answer the question, “Will they be able to capture all the features
6pertinent to each series?” And more importantly, will a Lifshitz transition, or transi-
tions, be observed for each series? Chapter 2 of this thesis summarizes my experimental
findings that address the questions raised above.
1.2 Heavy Fermions and Quantum Phase Transition
In the early 1930’s significant experimental efforts were made to understand low
temperature minima in the resistivity of nearly pure metals with transition metal im-
purities ( e.g. Fe in Au) [25], as well as the resistivity’s lower temperature logarithmic
increase.[26, 27] The occurrence of the resistance minimum was found to be closely con-
nected with the existence of localized magnetic moments of impurity atoms and was a
direct consequence of the interaction between localized impurity spins and the conduc-
tion electrons and was subsequently associated with what is now known as the Kondo
effect.[28] These dilute Kondo alloys also showed significantly enhanced Sommerfeld co-
efficient, γ, values which was due to a corresponding large quasiparticle density of states
that resulted from a resonant phase shift at the Fermi level due to those conduction
electrons that “screened” the localized magnetic moment well below the characteris-
tic “Kondo temperature” TK .[29, 30] This complete screening of the impurity spin by
conduction electrons lead to the formation of the nonmagnetic Kondo-singlet ground
state.[31, 32, 30]
Later on it was realized that the Kondo effect is not limited to transition metal im-
purities but was also possible in the intermetallic compounds containing ambivalent or
hybridizing rare-earths and actinides (including Ce, Yb, U, Np and Pu) in dilute as well
as in dense, periodic arrays of 4f - and 5f - ions. In the 4f - and 5f -based heavy fermions,
the impurity spins are no longer independent of each other and are arranged in a dense
periodic array, a Kondo lattice. The f electrons interact with each other through the
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction mediated via the conduction elec-
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TN ~ J
2N (EF)
TK ~ Dexp[-1/JN(EF)]
Fermi liquidAFM
T
JN(EF)
TK >  TRKKYTK <  TRKKY
 
 
Figure 1.4 Doniach diagram illustrating (i) the antiferromagnetic regime, where TK < TRKKY and
(ii) the heavy fermion regime, where TK > TRKKY . Experimental observations in recent
times pointed out that the transition between these two regimes is a quantum critical
point (QCP).[33]
trons. In these compounds, the f levels lie near the Fermi level and virtual excitations
into the conduction band lead to an antiferomagnetic exchange interaction with the con-
duction electrons. This interaction modifies the conduction electron states in the region
of the Fermi level leading to anomalous low temperature properties. The rare-earth based
heavy fermion intermetallic compounds possess effective charge-carrier masses hundreds
of times that of the bare electron mass as a result of strong electronic correlations. Ad-
ditionally, because of the small energy scales in the heavy fermion metals, their ground
states are easily tuned by the chemical doping as well as by magnetic fields and a range
of pressures readily accessible in many condensed matter physics laboratories.
The Doniach phase diagram, shown in Fig. 1.4, illustrates the competition between
the on-site Kondo interaction and the inter-site RKKY interaction of the Kondo lattice.
This competition sets two temperature scales: TRKKY = J
2N(EF ) and the single ion
temperature TK = Dexp(-1/2JN(EF )) (J is the exchange coupling between the local
8moment and conduction electrons, N(EF ) is the density of the electrons at the Fermi
level, D is the width of the conduction band). The antiferromagnetic state is formed
when JN(EF ) is small and, when JN(EF ) is large, a fully screened, Kondo-lattice,
nonmagnetic ground state, with Fermi-liquid behavior, becomes stable.
Experimental observations indicate that by using an external non-thermal parameter,
i.e., chemical composition, pressure, or magnetic field, the transition between the RKKY
and Kondo regimes can be tuned (in some cases continuously) through a quantum phase
transition at T=0 K [34]. If the phase transition remains second order, then at the critical
value of the tuning parameter, there is a quantum critical point (QCP) that separates an
ordered state from a disordered state at zero temperature. The heavy-fermion systems
are very suitable for QCP studies because of their small energy scales and they can be
continuously tuned from the antiferromagnetic to a paramagnetic metallic state by the
variation of the strength of the 4f conduction electron hybridization JN(EF ), which
can be modified by application of pressure or chemical substitution. Close to the critical
value [JN(EF )]c at which an antiferromagnetic transition TN → 0, according to itinerant
spin-fluctuation theory [35, 36, 37], the abundance of low-lying and long-range spin
fluctuations, mediating the interactions between the heavy quasiparticles, gives rise to
pronounced deviation from the Landau Fermi liquid behavior. This is reflected in the low
temperature coefficients (i) of the specific heat γ, that is proportional to a qausiparticle
mass, and (ii) of quadratic temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity A, that
correspond to a quasiparticle-quasiparticle scattering cross section, they both increase or
diverge at the QCP upon cooling to lowest temperatures. In the conventional models, in
which magnetic order arises through a spin-density-wave instability, the quasiparticles
stay intact at the QCP and the QCP is followed by the Fermi-liquid behavior. In this
case these quasiparticles of the f and conduction electron states lead to the formation
of the largely renormalized masses.
9Chemical substitution and pressure have historically been used to tune systems to the
QCP. However, recently, the magnetic field is used to drive the magnetic ordering to zero
temperature by suppressing long-range magnetic correlations. Field suppression of TN ,
same as pressure, does not induce any disorder and opens up an entire new dimension in
the phase diagram for study. However, in this case, another type of QCP arises when the
antiferromagnetic (AFM) order is suppress upon application of the magnetic field. At
a critical field Hc, where TN is tuned towards zero temperature, the AFM correlations
between the ordered moments are suppressed resulting in a field-aligned state forH ≥ Hc.
This is very different from the destruction of the ordered moments which occurs at H
= 0 upon hybridization strength “tuning” of an antiferromagnet through its QCP at
[JN(EF )]c as described above.
The field-induced AFM QCP was observed in YbAgGe [38], YbRh2Si2 [39], and
more recently YbPtBi [40]. However, no field-induced AFM QCP was observed in the
stoichiometric Ce-based heavy-fermion compound. In this context, CeZn11 with the TN ∼
2 K and γ ∼ 40 mJ/mol-K [41] seems to be a promising candidate to study magnetic
field induced quantum phase transitions and possibly QCP-based physics. Chapter 5 of
the thesis gives the results of my studies of this compound.
Another way of suppressing magnetic ordering is via dilution, e.g., substituting a
non-magnetic ion for a magnetic one. Indeed, some of the theories developed for the
single impurity model were successfully applied to explain experimental results of some
La diluted Kondo lattices not only in the very diluted case but also in the intermediate
regime, for example, for CePb3 [42] and CeNi2Ge2 [43].
The Kondo-lattice compound, CeCu2Ge2, with Kondo temperature ∼ 4 K [44], orders
antiferromagnetically below 4.15 K [45, 46, 47]. The electronic coefficient of the specific
heat was estimated to be ∼ 100 mJ mol−1K−2 [47]. In order to see how a known Kondo-
lattice system can evolve to a single-ion limit, I studied (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 series. The
results of this study are given in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEW
2.1 Theory of Transport
2.1.1 Resistivity
The electrical conductivity, σ, for a free electron gas is given by a simple and impor-
tant formula
σ =
ne2τ
m
, (2.1)
where n is the number of free electrons per unit volume, e is the elementary charge, τ is
the relaxation time of an electron between collisions, and m is the mass of the electron.
Here, τ is often assumed to be isotropic. However, in real metals, the resistivity can be
better understood with the Kubo formula [48]:
σ =
e2
12pi3~
∫
FS
ldS, (2.2)
where l is the mean free path, the distance that the electron travels before being scattered.
Here, conductivity is an integral over the Fermi surface of the mean free path of the
electron for the area of the Fermi surface, dS. The main difficulty in the calculation
of the temperature dependence of the resistivity, ρ = 1/σ, is the calculation of the
mean free path l = vτ of conduction electrons due to the fact that in real metals τ
is anisotropic and different portions of the Fermi surface may have relaxation times
of different magnitude and energy. The collision of electrons with (1) phonons, (2)
each other, (3) with impurities and other static defects in the crystals are the main
mechanisms that give rise to the resistance (for now, the discussion of the magnetic
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scattering is ignored) The third mechanism is the cause of the residual resistance ρ0 at
zero temperature.
At low temperatures, only electron-electron scattering, accompanied by a spin flip,
contributes to the temperature dependence of the resistance giving rise to a quadratic
temperature dependence:
ρe−e ≈ m
ne2
eF
~
(
T
εF
)2
. (2.3)
The scattering of electrons by phonons, if the drag of phonons by electrons is ignored,
results in:
ρ(T )
ρ(ΘD)
≈

(
T
ΘD
)5
(T  ΘD),
T
ΘD
(T  ΘD).
(2.4)
ρ(ΘD) ≈ ΘD/ne2~ and ΘD is the Debye temperature.
The total resistance can be written for T  ΘD as
ρ = ρ0 + AT
2 +BT 5 (2.5)
and well describes the low temperature dependence of a simple metal. If the various
scattering mechanisms are assumed additive, then the Matthiessen’s rule holds:
ρ =
∑
i
ρi. (2.6)
2.1.2 Hall effect and Magnetoresistance
A magnetic field affects the motion of electrons in metals. Under the Lorentz force
F = −ev × H, the electrons move in helices with the axis parallel to the field. The
cyclotron frequency of electrons is ωH = eH/cm
∗ around this axis. Here, m∗ is the
effective mass of the electron in the magnetic field and m∗ = (~2/2pi)∂A/∂ε, where A is
the area enclosed by the orbit in its plane. The electron orbit is lying on the constant
energy surface ε(k) = ε.[49]
If H is applied along the z axis and the current is along the x-axis, there will be
two components of the electric field established: Ex = ρxxJx and Ey = ρxyJx. Ey is
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perpendicular to both Jx and H and is a Hall field with magnitude Ey = −ωτ/Ex. The
Hall coefficient for a single band of electrons is RH = −1/ne. In a multiband systems,
the temperature variation of the Hall coefficient is assigned to a different variation of hole
and electron mobilities with temperature. In the two-band model, the Hall resistivity is:
ρxy =
1
e
nhµh
2 − neµe2 + (µhµe)2(nh − ne)H2
(nhµh + nhµh)2 + (µhµe)2(nh − ne)H2H (2.7)
where, µh and µe are the mobilities of holes and electrons and µ = |e|τ/m∗. If ne = nh =
n then ρxy varies linearly with H and
RH =
1
ne
µe − µh
µe + µh
. (2.8)
Calculation of the magnetoresistance ρxx with H (J‖x and H‖z) (high field approx-
imation ωτ  1) is a complicated task and requires detailed knowledge of the shape of
the Fermi surface. The topology of the Fermi surface may be divided into two categories:
open and closed orbits.
Closed orbits: If the number of electrons is not equal to the number of holes, the
resistivity tends to a saturation value irrespective of the direction of the magnetic field
and current. If the number of electrons is equal to the number of holes, the transverse
resistance tends to infinity as H2 whereas the longitudinal resistance tends to a constant
value.
Open orbits: Strong anisotropy of the resistivity and strong dependence of the re-
sistivity on the direction of the electric current (J⊥H, H‖z) are the most important
characteristics of metals that contain open Fermi surfaces. If the magnetic field is per-
pendicular to the open direction of the Fermi surface, then the resistivity along the open
direction increases quadratically whereas the resistivity along the other direction tends
to saturation. In the case of a metal whose Fermi surface is corrugated cylinder, the
resistivity for the field along an arbitrary direction, tends to saturation and it increases
quadratically along the directions of the field perpendicular to the open orbit. However,
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the functional dependence of the resistivity can change from one to another in a narrow
range of ∆θ, where θ is the angle between the magnetic field and a plane perpendicular
to the open direction of the Fermi surface.[50]
In a two band model the magnetoresistance can be written as
∆ρ
ρ0
≡ ρ− ρ0
ρ0
=
σ1σ2(β1 − β2)2H2
(σ1 + σ2)2 +H2(β1σ1 + β2σ2)2
. (2.9)
The longitudinal magnetoresistance (j‖H) is relatively weak and tends to saturation.
More about the magnetoresistance of metals can be found in Refs. [48, 50, 51]. Magneto-
resistivity of some samples satisfy Ko¨hler’s rule [52]
∆ρH
ρ(0, T )
= f
(
Hρ(300K)
ρ(0, T )
)
. (2.10)
ρ(0, T ) is the zero-field resistivity. This rule supports the assumption that for the magne-
toresistance to be observable, the electron must be able to complete a significant portion
of its orbit before being scattered. This implies that if the magnetic field and the scatter-
ing rate are increased by the same factor then the probability that electron will complete
an orbit remains constant. Ko¨hler’s rule is based on the idea of the presence of a univer-
sal mean free path, which is independent of the electron momentum. Strong deviation
from the Ko¨hler’s rule arise if the metal is anisotropic (open orbits are present). It will
also break down if the magnetic impurities or a magnetic breakdown are present or when
the quantum correction to the resistance becomes significant.
When magnetic scattering is present, analysis of magnetoresistance, Hall effect and
resistivity becomes more complex. For example, the field dependence of the Hall resis-
tivity deviates from linearity if the skew scattering is present. When it comes to the
magnetoresistance, several theories have been put forward to explain the behavior of the
magnetoresistance in and above the magnetically ordered state. Yamada [53] proposed
a model of the magnetoresistivity of a simple axial antiferromagnet below and above the
magnetic ordering transition as well as in the saturated paramagnetic state. According to
this model, a positive magnetoresistance ∆ρ(H)/ρ(0) ≈ H2 is expected in the AFM state
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when the magnetic field is applied along the direction of the spins and field-independent
magnetoresistance is expected for a magnetic field perpendicular to the spin direction.
In the paramagnetic state, the magnetoresistance is predicted to be negative and field
dependent at low fields, and eventually saturating at high fields.
It has to be mentioned that one can observe quantum effects, such as the Shubnikov-de
Haas effect [54], in the resistivity. A single crystal must be sufficiently pure, whereas the
temperature and the magnetic field should obey the conditions ωHτ  1 and ~ωH & T .
[50] However, the quantum oscillations can be observed even in “dirty” metals, provided
very low temperature T = 0.01 K and high magnetic fields (500 kOe) are accessible[55].
2.1.3 Thermoelectric power (TEP)
When a sample is heated at one end and the voltage between the hot and cold ends
is measured, the ratio between the thermoelectric voltage and temperature difference
defines the Seeback coefficient or thermoelectric power and is an intrinsic property of the
material. Physically, the thermopower can be understood as a measure of entropy per
carrier and it can be negative or positive.
The Mott expression for a diffusion thermoelectric power can be successfully used to
explain the temperature-dependent TEP of simple metals [56]
Sd =
pi2
3
k2T
e
(
∂lnσ
∂ε
)
εF
(2.11)
here e is the elementary charge and εF is the Fermi energy. By inserting the electrical
conductivity σ(ε) in the Eq. 2.11, the TEP can be written as:
Sd = −pi
2
3
k2BT
e
[(
∂lnτ(ε)
∂ε
)
εF
+
∫
dkδ(εF − ε(k))M−1(k)∫
dkδ(εF − ε(k))v(k)v(k)
]
, (2.12)
where k is an electron wave vector and M−1 is the inverse of the effective mass ten-
sor. Eq. 2.12 contains information on both transport (scattering time and its energy
dependence) and thermodynamic properties of the system with the second term being
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purely thermodynamic, and demonstrates the difficulty of interpreting the temperature
dependence of the TEP. This expression can be simplified in the case of the free elec-
tron gas where the second term is equal to 3/2εF and using an isotropic relaxation time
approximation to give at very low temperatures (residual resistance region)
Sd =
pi2k2BT
3eεF
(2.13)
and high temperature (phonon scattering region)
Sd =
pi2k2BT
eεF
. (2.14)
For free electrons, the Fermi energy is related to the carrier concentration n and to
the density of states N0(ε) as εF = 3n/2N0(ε). Then TEP at low temperatures can be
written as
Sd =
2pi2k2BTN0(ε)
9en
. (2.15)
For intermediate temperatures, the TEP departs from linear behavior due to the phonon
drag contribution.
A thermal gradient that induces electron transport which leads to a thermal voltage
being established also induces heat transport via lattice vibrations. A net phonon cur-
rent, traveling from the hot to the cold end of the sample, will be established by the same
temperature gradient. In a simplified picture, an electron in a metal is more likely to
absorb a phonon traveling in the −∇T direction (hot to cold end) than the one traveling
in the opposite direction. Hence, the electron will be “dragged” along by the phonon
current. As a result, electrons will pile up at the cold end of the sample. An internal
electric field will be generated by this charge imbalance that will exert a retarding force
on the streaming electrons. [56] The contribution of the phonon drag to the TEP may
be positive or negative depending on the type of carries and the type of charge-phonon
(known as electron-phonon) scattering that the charge carrier undergoes. For example,
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normal, N , scattering (happens in the first Brillouin zone) of electrons has a negative
contribution to thermopower whereas the umklapp, U , scattering (creates a phonon with
a momentum k-vector outside the first Brillouin zone) of electrons contributes a positive
phonon-drag term to the thermopower. If a portion of the Fermi surface is thin, let’s
say lens-like, the phonon-drag contribution may be large if the wave vector of phonons
is equal to the thickness of the lens. [56]
For the temperatures T  ΘD, the thermopower can be described as
S = Sd + Sg = aT + bT
3, (2.16)
where the linear in temperature term is the diffusion thermopower and the phonon drag
contribution to the TEP, denoted with the subscript g, Sg, is the T
3 term. The phonon
relaxation processes lead to a maximum in Sg at a temperature near 0.1 − 0.3ΘD [56].
At high temperatures, where phonon-phonon interactions become important, the TEP
varies as 1/T .
The diffusion thermopower for transition metals can be written as [56]
Sd ∼ pi
2k2T
3|e|
(
dlnN(ε)
dε
)
ε=εF
. (2.17)
Hence, the larger the slope of the density of states N(ε) at the Fermi level, the larger
TEP observed. It has to be noted that in compounds with complicated Fermi surfaces,
the TEP will also be quite anisotropic depending on the direction of the thermal gradient.
For example, the TEP of elemental Cd and Zn, shown in Fig. 2.1, is very anisotropic
depending on a thermal current being applied parallel or perpendicular to the hexagonal
axis [57]. The TEP is markedly different below ∼ 50 K.
If the complex Fermi surfaces can be approximated by two or more spherical surfaces
with electron and/or hole character, then Sd can be written as
Sd =
∑
j σjSj∑
j σj
, (2.18)
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Figure 2.1 The thermopower of Cd and Zn parallel and perpendicular to the hexagonal axes. Re-
produced from Ref. [57]
where j is the label for the band. Non-linear behavior of Sd with temperature can arise
in this multi-band model if the relative conductivities associated with the several bands
change with temperature.
In a case of a two-band conductor with the electron-like, e, and hole-like, h, carriers,
the net diffusion thermopower can be written as
Sd =
σeSe + σhSh
σe + σh
≈ SeNe/me
∗ + ShP/mh∗
Ne/me∗ + P/mh∗
, (2.19)
where S is the diffusion thermopower, σ is the conductivity with the subscript denoting
the type of carriers, and Ne and P denote the concentrations of electrons and holes,
respectively and are assumed temperature dependent.[58]
Along the same lines, if Matthiessen’s rule is assumed to be valid
ρ(T ) = ρi(T ) + ρj(T ), (2.20)
where ρ is the total resistance and ρi is the “ideal” resistivity of the pure solvent metal and
ρj is the resistivity associated with the scattering of conduction electrons by impurities
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of type j, then the Sd can be written in a convenient form, known as a Gorter-Nordheim
relation [59]
Sd = Sd
j +
ρi
ρ
(Sd
i − Sdj). (2.21)
Sd
j is the characteristic thermopower of the impurity of type j and Sd
i is the ideal
diffusion thermopower, and both are linear function of temperature.
The description above holds for simple metals and transition metals with the assump-
tions that scattering is isotropic. Thermopower of 4f -based intermetallics, in addition
to the simple theory described above, has additional physics associated with magnetism
of 4f electrons and crystal electric field (CEF) effects. More about this theory can be
found for example in Ref. [60] and references therein.
2.2 Landau Fermi Liquid Theory
The Fermi-liquid model proposed by Landau [61] predicts certain temperature depen-
dencies for observable physical quantities at sufficiently low temperatures. For example,
the specific heat divided by temperature, C/T , becomes linear in temperature, the mag-
netic susceptibility χ also becomes temperature independent, and the electrical resistivity
ρ behaves as ρ = ρ0 +AT
2. The Fermi-liquid model is the correct description of the low-
temperature measurable parameters of a metal provided that the electron interactions
as T →0 become temperature independent and are short ranged in both space and time.
In the Fermi gas model, the electrons are assumed to be non-interacting. Landau
pointed out that this interaction should not be ignored because it is not weak, especially
in metals. He developed a theory for interacting fermion system in which he introduced a
weak interaction between particles, then the collision probability is proportional not only
to the intensity of the interactions but also to the square of the temperature. The key idea
was that the interactions are ”turned-on” gradually, so that in the transition from the gas
to the liquid, the classification of the levels remained invariant. In this classification, the
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role of the Fermi gas particles is assumed by the ”elementary excitations” (quasiparticles).
Each such particle possesses a definite momentum and obeys Fermi statistics and the
total number of these particles is always equal to the total number of the particles in the
gas. The energy of the particle depends on a states of the surrounding particles and the
energy of the whole system is a function of the distribution function and not a sum of
the energies of the individual particles. The Fermi distribution for the quasiparticles is
n =
1
e(ε−µ)/kT + 1
(2.22)
For electrons in a metal, each electron collects around itself a screening cloud of other
electrons, in this manner becoming a quasiparticle with an effective mass m∗.
m∗ =
p
∂ε∂p
|p=p0 , (2.23)
where p0 is the limiting momentum of the Fermi distribution of quasiparticles at T = 0.
The density of quasi-particles states at the Fermi surface is
N(0) =
m∗pf
pi2~3
=
m∗k
pi2
. (2.24)
Some manifestations of the Fermi-liquid state:
(a) Specific heat.
The low temperature specific heat of a Fermi liquid is linear in temperature, with the
coefficient given in terms of the effective mass of the quasiparticles (as opposed to the
mass of the bare electron) at the Fermi surface [62]
cv =
m∗pf
3~3
k2T (2.25)
and is enhanced, or in terms of the Fermi temperature, Tf and the total particle density
n as
cv =
pi2
2
nk
T
Tf
. (2.26)
(b) Spin Susceptibility
χ =
~2
4
γ2N(0)
1 + F0
a =
m∗/m
1 + F0
aχ(0) (2.27)
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where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and F0
a is the dimensionless, spin antisymmetric,
Fermi liquid parameter for l=0.[62]
(c) Resistivity
In the Fermi liquid regime the resistivity has quadratic temperature dependence and
ρ = ρ0 + AT
2, (2.28)
where A is proportional to a weighted angular average of the squared quasiparticle scat-
tering amplitude and A ∝ (N(0))2. ρ0 is the residual resistivity.
(d) Thermopower
The Mott formula for the TEP, Eq. 2.11, is still valid in the case of electron-electron
interactions [63, 64] and can be written as
Sd ∼ pi
2k2T
3|e|
(
dlnNd(ε)
dε
)
ε=εF
. (2.29)
In the T = 0 limit, a dimensionless ratio q can be defined that links the S(T )/T and
C(T )/T through the Faraday number F = eNA = 9.6×105 C/mol.
q =
S
T
NAe
γ
. (2.30)
This ratio is equal to -1 for the free electrons. In a wide range of different metals, despite
a very complicated Fermi surface, one finds 0.5< |q| <2.[64] Moreover, in other cases
which appear not to follow this general trend, the number of carriers per formula unit
gives a satisfactory explanation for the magnitude of q.
2.3 Lifshitz Transitions
Paul Ehrenfest in 1933 introduced classification of the phase transitions, in which the
order of the transition is determined by the lowest order of differential coefficient of the
Gibbs free energy function G which shows a discontinuity at the transition. According
to this classification, a transition is said to be of the first order if, in a phase transition,
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G is continuous but its derivatives are discontinuous (i.e., there will be a latent heat
associated with the specific heat). If in a phase transition latent heat is not involved, the
first derivative of G is continuous but the second derivatives that represent specific heat
(Cp = −T
(
∂2G
∂T 2
)
P
), thermal expansion coefficient (α = 1
V
(
∂2G
∂P∂T
)
P
), and compressibility
(κ = − 1
V
(
∂2G
∂P 2
)
T
) are discontinuous, then this transition is said to be of the second order.
This classification may be extended indefinitely, although the discontinuity in properties
becomes progressively less significant. It has to be mentioned that the Ehrnfest’s clas-
sification is of only limited application, since “true” second-order phase transitions are
very unusual, with the exception of the superconducting transition in zero magnetic field
that resembles an ideal second-order phase transition.
The modern classification of the phase transition divides them only into two broad
classes:
(i) first-order phase transition that involves a latent heat, for example: solid-liquid-
vapor phase transitions, allotropic transition in solids (e.g., grey to white tin, carbon to
diamond and graphite).
(ii) continuous phase transitions such as: superconducting transitions in zero field;
λ-transitions: order- disorder structural transformation in crystalline quartz [65], solid
hydrogen [66], β-brass [65], and in many other solids.
In 1960 I. M. Lifshitz described a peculiar “electronic transition” which occurs due
to variation of the topology of the Fermi surface during its continuous deformation that
may occur at value of energy ε = εc in metals at high pressures.[1] Figure 2.2 shows
a schematic representation of the Lifshitz transition: disruption of the “neck” of the
Fermi surface and appearance of a new detached region. Since the density of states of
conduction electrons is energy dependent in momentum space, then at a critical value of
energy that corresponds to a Lifshitz transition, the density of states near the boundary
surface also poses some peculiar features which lead to the anomalies of the electronic
characteristic of metals.
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 2.2 Schematic representations of Lifshitz transitions. a - Disruption of the “neck” of the
Fermi surface, b - appearance of a new detached region. The figures where redrawn from
Ref. [1].
The density of states N(ε) near the transition can be presented as a sum
N(ε) = N0(ε) + δN, (2.31)
where N0(ε) is a smoothly varying function; δN is associated with the transition and is
non-zero on one side of εc where either a new void is formed or a neck is disrupted. Then
δN =
 0, region Iα|ε− εc|1/2 region II. (2.32)
where α = nε−1/2, and n is the concentration of electrons in a metal. Region I corresponds
to an already existing neck or a not-yet-formed void and region II corresponds to a region
where the neck is disrupted or a new void is formed.[1]
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By choosing the ‘energy distance’ Z = εF − εc, as a parameter that denotes the
closeness of the system to the transition, the transition will manifest itself in the ther-
modynamic potential Ω at T = 0 [1] as
δΩc =
 0, region I−(4/15)α|Z|5/2. region II (2.33)
Since the second derivatives of the thermodynamic potential have a singularity ∼
Z1/2, and the third derivatives have a singularity ∼ Z−1/2, then according to the Ehren-
fest terminology, one can call such an anomaly at T = 0 K a “transition of the 21
2
order”.
At temperatures larger than zero and in the presence of impurities that scatter electrons,
the singularity at Z=0 becomes diffused and the transition is called Lifshitz transition
or an electronic topological transition (ETT).
We can tune Z and bring the system closer to the Lifshitz transition by changing
the Fermi energy by doping with a nearby element that adds either additional electrons
or holes. In the case of isovalent doping, the unit cell volume is changing as a result of
adding an atom of a larger/smaller ionic radius resulting in a Fermi surface change as well.
Isovalent doping can be thought of as being “like” applying pressure. Actual application
of hydrostatic pressure or axial strain changes the c and/or a lattice parameters or their
ratio and can bring the system to the Lifshitz transition as well.
In 1959, J. M. Ziman noted theoretically a particular sensitivity of the thermoelectric
power to singularities in the electron spectrum.[13] Lifshitz transitions in the thermo-
electric power measurements were first observed in Li1−xMgx alloys in 1982 by Egorov
et al. (see Fig. 2.3) [68]. If TEP is plotted as a function of a controlled parameter,
in this case Mg concentration, the Lifshitz transition is clearly seen as a maximum at
T ' 4.2 K. At T= 78 K, the maximum, although much broader and with reduced height,
is still clearly seen. For T= 300 K, due to thermal broadening only a small shoulder in the
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Figure 2.3 The dependence of the thermopower of Li1−xMgx on magnesium concentration at different
temperatures (•) T ' 4.2 K, (4) T= 78 K, and (◦) T= 300 K. The data were digitized
from Ref. [67].
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Figure 2.4 Differential thermopower as a function of Z/2T which characterizes the proximity of the
system to the ETT of the (a) neck-disruption type and (b) void formation type. Curve 1
corresponds to the pure case and curves 2 and 3 correspond to increasing impurity levels,
with 3 being the most impure. S0 =
pi2T
2eε0
and is the value for an isotropic normal metal.
The data are the result of the theoretical computations and were digitized from Ref. [2].
Upper panels of each figure give a schematic representation of the Fermi surface before
and after the Lifshitz transition.
S/T data is seen. It should be noted that the maximum is shifted to the lower concen-
trations as the temperature is increased.
More detailed overviews of the experimental results and theory on the Lifshitz tran-
sitions in the thermoelectric power measurements, in particular, as well as other mea-
surements are given in Refs. [2] and [14]. The reviews also give detailed calculations of
the effects of impurities on the Lifshitz transition as seen in TEP measurements. Fig-
ures 2.4(a) and (b) show schematically the effect of impurities on the dependence of the
thermoelectric power in the proximity of the system to the ETT of the neck-disruption
type and of the void formation type, respectively. Curve 1 corresponds to the absence of
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impurities, i.e. pure case, curves 2 and 3 correspond to increasing impurity levels with
3 being the most impure case. As can be seen, the anomalies become much weaker and
broader at small but finite temperatures as the amount of the impurity is increased.
More detailed description and mathematical derivations of all three cases are given in
Refs. [2] and [14] and references therein.
2.4 RKKY Interaction
The interaction between magnetic moments in metals can be direct or indirect. In
the direct interaction the electrons on the neigboring magnetic atoms and throughout
the metal are interacting via the Coloumb interaction. In the 4f -based intermetallic
compounds, the 4f electrons strongly overlap the conduction eleectrons and their net
spin polarizes the conduction electrons via s − f interactions. This polarization has an
oscillatory component due to the Fermi distribution which restricts the wave vector of
the conduction electrons that carry the polarization. This resultant polarization will be
carried over to the vicinity of other ions and will then interact with the moment of their
4f shells and produce the alignment of the moments. Therefore the exchange interaction
is indirect because it does not involve direct coupling between magnetic moments. This
indirect interaction is known as the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY) interac-
tion [69]. If we consider a localized spin Sa located at r = 0, that is interacting with the
spin of conduction electrons, si, located at r = ri, then
Hint = −J
∑
i
Sa · siδ(ri)→ Hint = gµB
∑
i
Heff · si. (2.34)
The effective magnetic field that each electron “sees” is
Heff = − J
gµB
Saδ(r). (2.35)
This effective field induces the electron spin density at r, which can be expressed
through the spin susceptibility. On the other hand, spin susceptibility is the nonlocal
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response of the magnetization M(r) to the local field H(r′),
M(r) =
∫
d3r′χ(r− r′)Heff (r′) = − J
gµB
χ(r)Sa. (2.36)
The magnetization can be related to the induced electron spin density as
M(r) ≡ −gµBs(r). (2.37)
Then electron spin density is,
s(r) =
J
(gµB)2
χ(r)Sa. (2.38)
This electron spin acts on the spin Sb located at point r. Hence
1,
HRKKY = −( J
gµB
)2χ(r)Sa · Sb, (2.39)
where the real-space susceptibility is
χ(r) =
1
(2pi)3
∫
d3qχ(q)eiq·r =
2k3FχP
pi
F (2kF r). (2.40)
Here, χp = µ0µ
2
Bg(EF ), where µ0 is a vacuum permeability, µB is a Bohr magneton,
and g(EF ) is the density of states at the Fermi energy.[70]
The function F (x) that is known as the RKKY interaction is expressed for free
electron systems as
F (x) =
−xcos(x) + sin(x)
x4
(2.41)
and is plotted in Fig. 2.5.
At large distances r  k−1F (for example, Gd impurities in Cu are positioned ran-
domly with the average spacing several times the atomic lattice constant), the suscep-
tibility (and the magnetization due to a delta function perturbation) is proportional to
cos(2kF r)/r
3 and is oscillatory. However, at small r (nucleus) the susceptibility diverges
consistent with the delta function perturbation assumption, Eq. 2.35. Depending on
1www.mpi-halle.mpg.de/∼bruno/publis/1993 1.pdf
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Figure 2.5 The function F (x) that describes the real space magnetization produced by a delta func-
tion field located at x.
the values of kF and the distance between the two local moments, the exchange between
neighboring moments may be positive or negative, which will result in ferromagnetic or
antiferromagnetic ordering, respectively. The RKKY interaction provides an important
mechanism for magnetic coupling between localized electronic moments in metals. One
moment produces an oscillatory magnetization of the electron gas which can interact
with a second moment.
2.5 Single-ion Kondo Effect and Kondo Lattice
The manifestation of the effects of certain magnetic impurities in the metallic envi-
ronment in transport properties has been known since the early 1930’s.[26, 27] One of
these effects is a minimum in the electrical resistivity at low temperatures, for example,
as was observed for Au with 3d iron impurities.[71] This minimum in the resistivity
was known at the time as a violation of Matthiessens’s rule. It was also realized that
the minimum was only observed for the impurities that had localized moment behavior.
Many theoretical approaches were established to explain the experimental data. P. W.
Anderson in 1963 put forward a theory, now known as the ”Anderson model” which
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contains a narrow resonance associated with the impurity states, ”virtual bound states”,
and a short range interaction U between the localized electrons. This interaction was
needed to explain the observation of localized magnetic moments.
J. Kondo in 1964 made a significant advance in the theory of magnetic impurities.[28]
He assumed that there is a local magnetic moment associated with a spin S which is
coupled via an exchange interaction J with the conduction electrons. Using third order
perturbation theory in the coupling J , he showed that this interaction leads to scattering
of the conduction electrons near the Fermi level and gives a −lnT contribution to the
resistivity. For the antiferromagnetic coupling, the logarithmic term increases at low
temperature and, combined with the phonon contribution, is sufficient to explain the
observed resistance minimum. He also showed that the temperature of the minimum in
the resistivity at T < θD is dependent on the impurity concentration as T ∝ c1/5.[28]
The difficulty of the theory was that, in the antiferromagnetic case, the logarithmic
term diverges at the finite Kondo temperature TK as T → 0
TK ≈ (D − εF )e−1/|J |ρ, (2.42)
where D is the bandwidth for the free-electron band. Hence, the theory worked for
T  TK but could not be extended to the region T  TK .
It was also realized experimentally that if the impurity interactions are carefully
eliminated, then, at T  TK , the impurity spin seems to be compensated and the
magnetic impurity behaves at low temperatures similar to a non-magnetic impurity.
However, in this case, the coefficients in the power laws that describe transport and
thermodynamic properties were enhanced.
In 1975, G. Wilson made a significant contribution to the theory of magnetic im-
purities in the metallic host.[72] He applied the ideas of the numerical renormalization
group to the Kondo problem and obtained the exact results for the ground state as well
as the low temperature behavior T  TK for the spin S = 1/2, s − d model. He also
established that the ratio χ/γ is enhanced for the impurity by a factor of two over that
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Figure 2.6 Specific heat per mole of impurity with S=1/2 in H=0 magnetic field with TK=1, 4, and
25 K. The curves for the specific heat is based on the theory by Schotte and Schotte [82].
for non-interacting electrons. The simple interpretation of this ratio was given later on
in terms of Landau Fermi liquid theory.[73] The Wilson ratio, RW :
RW =
4
3
(
pikB
µBg
)2
χ(0)
γ
, (2.43)
where kB and µB are respectively the Boltzmann constant and the Bohr magneton. RW
= 1 for noninteracting or weakly correlated electrons in metals [30], and RW = 2 in the
Kondo regime for the Kondo impurity problem [72].
Further on, more theories were developed to explain thermodynamic and transport
properties, at zero and finite magnetic fields, for the compounds containing transition
metal as well as Ce and Yb impurities.[74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82]
For example, the specific heat per mole of impurity at H=0 in the Schotte and Schotte
[82] approach for S=1/2 is given by a simple formula:
C = R
∆
pikBT
(
1− ∆
2pikBT
ψ′
(
1
2
+
∆
2pikBT
))
(2.44)
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and is a curve with a Schottky hump and entropy Rln2. Here, ∆ is the width of a
resonance of Lorenz shape at the Fermi energy and is roughly of the Kondo energy
kBTK . ψ
′ is the first derivative of the digamma function. The specific heat curves
generated with Origin software for different Kondo temperatures TK = 1, 4, and 25 K
are given in Fig. 2.6. Since this model does not include the quasiparticle interaction it
has a Wilson ratio equal 1. This model gives a reasonably good fit of the experimental
magnetic isotherms as a function of magnetic field in some diluted Kondo systems.
The Kondo mechanism, strictly speaking, applies only to metallic systems with very
small amount of magnetic impurities which are considered non-interacting and isolated.
As the number of magnetic impurities increases, they start interacting via the RKKY
interaction. For a fully ocupied sub-lattice of “impurities” the resistivity shows a max-
imum because electrons are scattered coherently as opposed to the scattering off the
independent scattering centers.
Intermetallic compounds and concentrated alloys containing 4f and 5f elements that
display similar behavior to that of magnetic impurities and dilute alloys at high tem-
peratures are called dense Kondo systems or Kondo lattices. Kondo lattices display
more marked anomalies in their electronic properties at low temperature, which indicate
stronger many-body correlations due to the Coloumb interactions. The low tempera-
ture specific heat coefficient γ for Kondo lattices is of the order of 200-300 mJ/mol K2.
Among these compounds are CeAl2, CeIn3, CeSi2, CeNi2Ge2 and CeCu2Ge2, as well as,
YbCuAl and NpSn3.[30]
The high and low temperature behavior of Kondo-lattice compounds can be qual-
itatively described by the single impurity theories.[30] La-substitution for Ce in the
Kondo-lattice system CePb3 [42, 83], resulted in the magnetization, specific heat and re-
sistivity data scaling with the concentration of Ce ions over surprisingly large intervals of
La concentrations and temperature. The low-temperature specific heat per Ce ion agrees
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quantitatively with that of an S = 1/2 Kondo impurity of TK = 3.3 K over the whole
temperature range. Remarkably, this TK is independent of La concentrations.
Recently a two-fluid description of the Kondo lattice was put forward by S. Nakatsuji
et al. [84] based on analysis of CeCoIn5 at various levels of dilution with La. CeCoIn5
is particularly interesting because it is a Kondo-lattice material that exhibits supercon-
ductivity with unconventional Cooper pairing with Tc = 2.3 K and non-Fermi-liquid
behavior due to its proximity to an antiferromagnetic instability. [85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90]
For CeCoIn5, the Kondo temperature TK (1.7 K), a new intersite coupling energy scale
T ∗ (45 K), and the CEF splitting (120 K) are well separated and the La dilution keeps
essentially the same TK and CEF parameters.[90] Based on the scaling laws found for the
La-diluted Kondo-lattice system CeCoIn5, it was found that characteristic temperature
T ∗ that governs the intersite coupling of the f shells in the coherent Kondo lattice is
different from the concentration-independent single-ion TK , responsible for the on-site
4f - conduction-electron hybridization. This theory was proposed to be applicable to
the general problem of the ground state of the Kondo lattice. However, the study of
La dilution of the CeNi2Ge2 [43, 91] did not find such a universal application of this
theory. Instead, the TK was suppressed rapidly from 30 K to 1 K with La-substitution
and remarkably the S=1/2 single impurity model of Schotte and Schotte [82] was used to
fit the specific heat data even in the coherent state for the intermediate La-substitution
levels.
Kondo-lattice compounds with γ > 400 mJ/mol K2 are somewhat arbitrary divided
into a new category called heavy fermions.[30] Among them Ce-based representatives
include CeAl3, CeCu2Si2, and CeCu6; [30, 92] Yb-based compounds include YbNi2B2C,
[93] YbRh2Si2 [94], YbPtBi [40], and YbT2Zn20 (T = Fe, Co, Ru, Rh, Os, Ir) [95]; and ac-
tinide compounds include UPt3, U2Zn17, and UBe13 [30, 92]. These “heavy fermions” are
the compounds that show some of the most interesting low temperature behavior. Since
these compounds are local moment-like systems at high temperatures, it was surprising
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to discover superconductivity in some of them at very low temperatures, for example
in CeCu2Si2 below 0.7 K [96], since magnetic impurities in conventional superconduc-
tors cause pair-breaking and as a result rapid decrease of the superconducting transition
temperature with the increase of impurity concentrations.
Heavy fermion compounds often show Fermi-liquid behavior at low temperatures.
Due to the large m∗ of these compounds, the Sommerefld coefficient, spin susceptibility
and a coefficient A of the T 2 dependence of the resistivity are enhanced. The dimen-
sionless Wilson ratio Eq. 2.43 has been used to qualify the interaction effect and f spin
fluctuations, therefore it presents a characteristic of strongly correlated Fermi liquids
[30]. RW > 1 in strongly correlated systems where the spin fluctuations are enhanced
while charge fluctuations are suppressed.
According to the Fermi-liquid theory, Aγ−2 ∝ n−4/3 ( n is the electron density) and
is independent of m∗ the effective mass of the quasiparticles. The ratio between the
coefficient A of a T 2 dependence of the resistivity and the linear specific heat coefficient
γ is known as a Kadowaki-Woods ratio [97]. It was experimentally observed that this
ratio is approximately equal to 10−5 µΩcm(mJ/mol K)−2 for many Ce- and U-based
heavy fermion compounds. The Kadowaki-Woods ratio was extended to include systems
with general f -orbital degeneracy, N , for Ce, Yb, Sm, and Er based compounds.[98, 99]
This generalized Kadowaki-Woods ratio is given by
A
γ2
=
h
e2N2Ak
2
B
9(3pi2)−1/3
n4/3a3
1
1
2
N(N − 1) ≈
1× 10−5
1
2
N(N − 1) (2.45)
For the case of N = 2, this formula gives the Kadowaki-Woods relation. For general N
= 2, 4, 6, and 8, this gives a set of universal relations.[98]
2.6 Doniach Diagram and Quantum Phase Transition
The competition between the on-site Kondo interaction and the inter-site RKKY
interaction of the Kondo lattice is well described by the Doniach phase diagram. This
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Figure 2.7 Doniach diagram, illustrating the antiferromagnetic regime, where TK < TRKKY and the
heavy fermion regime, where TK > TRKKY . Experiment has told us in recent times that
the transition between these two regimes is a quantum critical point.[33]
competition sets two energy scales: TRKKY = J
2N(EF ) and the single ion interaction
temperature TK = Dexp(-1/2JN(EF )) (J is the exchange coupling between the local
moment and conduction electrons, N(EF ) is the density of the electrons at the Fermi
level, D is the width of the conduction band). A somewhat extended Doniach phase
diagram is shown in Fig. 2.7 [33]. The antifferomagnetic state is formed when JN(EF )
is small; when JN(EF ) is large, a fully screened Kondo-lattice ground state becomes
stable. This diagram is fundamentally based on the single impurity Kondo model, it is
purely a comparison of energy scales and does not provide a detailed mechanism that
connects the heavy fermion state to the local moment antiferromagentic state. However,
the Doniach phase diagram provides qualitativly a good guideline.
Experimental observations indicate that for some systems the transition between the
RKKY and Kondo regimes occurs through a quantum critical point (QCP) at T = 0 K
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[34], noted as [JN(EF )]c in Fig. 2.7. In general materials are tuned by chemical substi-
tution, pressure, and/or a magnetic field.
Classical first- and second-order phase transitions that are driven by temperature as
a control parameter were discussed in Section 2.3. For second order phase transitions
that are characterized by thermal fluctuations of the order parameter, the correlation
length and correlation time are diverging as the system is approaching the transition.
On the contrary, quantum phase transitions occur when T = 0 where the thermal fluctu-
ations have died out. However, quantum fluctuations due to the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle will be dominant as temperature nears to and reaches zero. The Heisenberg
uncertainty principle introduces time varying quantum fluctuations and the correlation
length, ξ, of these fluctuations diverge at the quantum critical point. The correlation
length can be described by ξ ∝ t−ν , where t = |g − gc|/gc is the proximity to the critical
point and ν is a critical exponent [100, 101]. The correlation time (fluctuation decay
time), described as τ ∝ ξz, where z is the dynamic exponent that also diverges as the
QCP is approached. Many physical properties depend on the parameter t.[101] Crit-
ical exponents are related to each other by the scaling relations 2 − α = 2β + γ and
2− α = β(δ + 1) and the hyperscaling relations 2− α = dν and γ = (2− η)ν [101].
A non-thermal parameter such as external pressure, chemical substitution, or mag-
netic field can drive the system continuously (or step-wise) at zero temperature from
an ordered ground state (second-order phase transition) to a disordered ground state
crossing a quantum critical point (QCP) at T=0 with the ordered state remaining a
second-order phase transition down to the QCP. The T = 0 temperature is unattainable
in real measurements, however the behavior of the system at finite temperature suffi-
ciently close to this critical point is still determined by the QCP. Consequently as the
QCP is approached, a non-Fermi-liquid behavior can often be observed and the magnetic
properties can be scaled based on the theoretical models.
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Table 2.1 Temperature dependence of non-Fermi liquid behavior according to spin fluc-
tuation theories by Hertz, Millis, and Moriya [34, 35, 36, 37]. χQ is a staggered
susceptibility.
Hertz-Millis
AFM z = 2 AFM z = 2 FM z = 3 FM z = 3
d = 3 d = 2 d = 3 d = 2
C/T γ − a√T c log(T0/T ) c log(T0/T ) T−1/3
∆χ T 3/2 χ0 − dT
∆ρ T 3/2 T T
TN/C (gc − g)2/3 (gc − g) (gc − g)3/4 (gc − g)
Moriya
AFM AFM FM FM
d = 3 d = 2 d = 3 d = 2
Cm/T γ0 − a
√
T −logT −logT T−1/3
∆χQ T
−3/2 −(logT )/T T−4/3 −T−1logT
∆ρ T 3/2 T T 5/3 T 4/3
There are few theories that describe the non Fermi-liquid behavior of the exper-
imental observables in the vicinity of the QCP. For example, the results of the spin
fluctuation theory of non-Fermi liquid behavior of Millis and Hertz and self-consistent
renormalization model are given in Table 2.1. According to this theory, close to a QCP,
the abundance of the low-lying long-range spin fluctuations, mediating the interactions
between the heavy quasiparticles gives rise to the non Fermi liquid behavior. The Som-
merfeld coefficient γ and low-temperature coefficient of T 2 temperature dependence of
the resistivity A increase or diverge upon cooling to low temperatures close to a QCP.
As was mentioned above, the magnetic order can be suppressed with chemical dop-
ing, pressure and magnetic field. In 1998, Heuser et al. [102, 103] published a series of
articles where they looked into a possibility of suppression of TN → 0 with magnetic field.
They reported field-induced non-Fermi-liquid behavior in the vicinity of the QCP, first on
polycrystalline CeCu6−xAgx down to 0.3 K and later on single crystals down to 0.07 K.
Magnetic fields were used to suppress AFM order in YbRh2Si2 [94, 39], YbAgGe [38], and
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most recently YbPtBi [40] with non Fermi-liquid behavior emerging at QCPs followed
by Fermi-liquid behavior at higher fields.
Whereas chemical substitution and pressure affect the strength of the 4f -electron
hybridization, and at the critical value of which, where TN → 0 a QCP is reached, a
different type of AFM QCP is achieved when magnetic field is used to suppress the
AFM order. In the latter case, magnetic field suppresses the AFM correlations between
the ordered moments at a critical field Hc where TN → 0 resulting in the field aligned
state for the magnetic field larger than Hc. Measurements in applies magnetic field are
much easier to attain in laboratories compared to the measurements under pressure. In
addition, unlike chemical substitution, magnetic field suppression of the AFM does not
induce disorder and opens a new dimension for study in the phase diagram. However,
the theory for the magnetic field driven QCP and the behavior of the transport and
thermodynamic properties near such a QCP is still in the development stage.
2.7 CEF Effect in Specific Heat
For magnetic ions in certain crystals, interactions of magnetic ions with each other or
their surroundings cannot be ignored. The shape of the atomic orbitals is important for
understanding of the effect of the local environment due to the crystal on the energy levels
of an atom. Only s-orbitals are spherically symmetric; the other orbitals have pronounced
angular dependencies. Different orbitals will behave in different ways since the local
environments are often not spherically symmetric. The crystal electric field (CEF) is
an electric field derived from neighbouring atoms in the crystal. The size and nature
of crystal field effects depend crucially on the symmetry of the local environment. The
crystal field splits the electronic states and usually one finds that, at room temperature,
not only the ground state but also some excited states of the system are thermally
populated. The 4f electrons in rare earth ions lie much closer to the nucleus compared
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with the 3d electrons in the transition metal ions, and lie within (are screened by) the
5s, 5p, and 5d shells. Therefore, they are to a large extent shielded from the local
environment. Hence, the spin-orbit interactions are stronger than the CEF interactions
for rare earth impurities compared to transition metal impurities.
For example, depending on the point symmetry of the Ce3+ site, the crystal electric
field splits J = 5
2
multiplet into three doublets (lower than cubic point symmetry) or a
doublet and a quartet (cubic point symmetry). Consider a system with three CEF levels
with the degeneracies g0, g1, and g2, where the g0 level is the ground state and the g1
and g2 levels are excited levels. Let the g0 be at energy ε, then the excited levels are
at ε1, and ε2, with respect to the ground state respectively, Fig. 2.8(a). The partition
function then is
Z = g0e
−βε + g1e−β(ε+ε1) + g2e−β(ε+ε2), (2.46)
where β = 1/(kBT ). The free energy is F = −kBT lnZ and the energy of the system is
E = ∂
∂β
(βF ). The specific heat due to CEF effects can be easily calculated by hand as
C =
dE
dT
=
1
kBT 2
g0g1ε1
2e−
ε1
T + g0g2ε2
2e−
ε2
T + g1g2(ε2 − ε1)2e−
ε1
T
− ε2
T(
g0 + g1e
− ε1
T + g2e
− ε2
T
)2 . (2.47)
The temperature-dependent curves of specific heat due to CEF effects can be modeled
using Origin software and are plotted for selected gi and Ei values in Fig. 2.8(b). This
simple model of the CEF effects in the specific heat often times gives a satisfactory fit
to the real data. However in case of some Ce- or Yb-based intermetallic compounds due
to hybridization effects the peak position is reproduced well but the hight of the peak is
not always well reproduced. Therefore, different theoretical approaches are need to be
involved in the modeling of the specific heat curve due to the CEF effects. If one includes
effects associated with the Kondo temperature TK the resultant formulas will not be so
simple. The energy scales of the Kondo temperature and the CEF effects have to be
compared and the properties of the system will be governed by the dominant energy
scale.
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Figure 2.8 (a) Three CEF levels, g0 ground state with energy ε, g1 and g2 are the excited states
with energies ε1 and ε2 respectively. (b) Various Schottky anomalies in the specific heat
due to CEF effects calculated and plotted for selected gi and Ei based on Eq. 2.47 using
Origin software.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
3.1 High-temperature Flux Growth Technique
Although polycrystalline samples are useful for preliminary characterization, most
of the time the anisotropic dependences of thermodynamic and transport properties
are averaged due to the random orientation of the microscopic grains; subtle changes
in the physical and magnetic properties can be smeared and even missed. In addition,
polycrystalline samples possess stresses, strains and grain boundaries at which impurities
are often present. Hence, single crystals are essential for any detailed analysis and study
of intrinsic anisotropic properties, electronic structure, Fermi surface and so on.
Many techniques, the reviews of which can be found in Refs. [104, 105, 106], have been
developed for single crystal growth. However, high temperature solution growth is the
most widely used technique for exploratory growth of single crystals. There are several
advantages associated with this technique: it allows growth of peritectically decomposing
compounds, even ones with limited liquidus surfaces; it works equally well for congruently
and incongruently melting materials; it requires relatively small mass of material and uses
relatively simple equipment [107, 108]. In addition, the use of a proper solvent can reduce
the growth temperature and incorporation of the volatile elements into solution reduces
their vapor pressures.
The growth of binary intermetallic compounds from a so-called “self-flux” is a simple
example of a solution growth. A binary phase diagram of the constituent elements is a
very useful and indispensable tool to determine the concentrations of the elements and
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Figure 3.1 Binary phase diagram for the La-Zn system. [109].
the growth temperature profile. The growth of LaZn11 single crystals provides a detailed
example of solution growth. At first glance, the binary phase diagram given in Fig. 3.1
[109] indicates that LaZn11 is bracketed on either side by the more Zn-rich LaZn13 and
the less Zn-rich La2Zn17. This binary phase diagram, if accurate, would imply single-
crystal growth of LaZn11 out of a binary solution would be impossible. On the other
hand, according to Fig. 3.2 (which can be found in Ref. [110] and similar phase diagram
is also given in Ref. [111]) a substantial liquidus line for LaZn11 exists and single crystals
should be easily grown. To test these phase diagrams, and hopefully to grow LaZn11, a
growth out of excess Zn was attempted.
To grow single crystals of LaZn11, high-purity elemental La (Ames Laboratory) and
Zn (5N, Alfa Aesar) were put in an alumina crucible with the molar ratio of 3:97, re-
spectively. Another crucible, a “catch crucible”, was filled with fused silica wool and
placed, inverted, on top of the crucible containing the elements, and then sealed in a
fused silica ampule under ∼ 0.25 atm of a high-purity argon gas. A schematic picture
of the ampule is shown in Fig. 3.3. The ampule was placed in a 50-ml alumina crucible
and then placed on an ∼ 3-cm thick slab of refractory brick in the furnace to reduce Zn
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Figure 3.2 Binary phase diagram for La-Zn. [110] The arrow denotes the weight ratio of concentra-
tions of La and Zn that were used to grow LaZn11 single crystals.
vapor condensation, associated with temperature gradients in the furnace, in the “catch
crucible” and/or at the top of the fused silica ampule. Based on the phase diagram
shown in Fig. 3.2, the temperature controller was programmed to heat the furnace to
950 ◦C, dwell there for 2 h, in 1 h cool to 870 ◦C, dwell there for 1 h, and then cool over
75 h to 720 ◦C, at which temperature the excess Zn was decanted using a centrifuge.
[107, 108] Since the ampule is removed quickly from the furnace and is placed tip down
into the centrifuge, the fused silica wool at the top of the ampule serves as a mechanical
buffer (or cushion) and the silica wool in the “catch crucible” acts as a strainer for the
molten flux leaving single crystals behind. The obtained single crystals were in the form
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Figure 3.3 Diagram of the fused silica ampule that was used for the sample growth.
of slightly distorted octahedra. This result is a confirmation of the extended liquidus
line shown for LaZn11 in Refs. [110] and [111].
Single crystals of CeZn11, with similar morphology (see Fig. 5.3), were also grown
from high temperature binary solutions rich in Zn. High purity, elemental Ce (Ames
Laboratory) and Zn (5N, Alfa Aesar) were combined in an alumina crucible in the molar
ratio of 1.5:98.5 respectively and sealed in a silica ampule under 0.25 atm of high purity
argon gas. In this case, the ampule, was heated to 1000 ◦C, dwelled there for 3 h, cooled
over 3 h to 850 ◦C, and finally cooled down, over 100 h, to 500 ◦C, at which temperature
the excess Zn was decanted.
Although the single crystals of LaZn11 and CeZn11 obtained had some of the reflective
surfaces covered in Zn flux, the residual flux and/or oxide slag on the crystal surface could
be removed by using a dilute acid (0.5 vol % of HCl in H2O) [112] or polished off, as in the
case of samples for the resistivity, Hall effect and thermoelectric power measurements.
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Single crystals of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 were grown from a ternary solution rich in Cu-
Ge self-flux. The detailed description of the growth from the ternary melt can be found
in Refs. [108, 113]. A starting composition of (Ce1−xLax)0.05Cu0.475Ge0.475 was placed in
a 2-ml alumina crucible, sealed in a silica ampule [107, 113] under a small partial pressure
of high purity argon gas. The ampule was heated to 1180 ◦C, dwell there for 2 h, then
cooled within 155 h to 825 ◦C, at which temperature the excess liquid was decanted using
a centrifuge. To prepare the samples with nominal Ce concentration y = 1 − x in the
range 0.01≤ y ≤ 0.08, an ingot of (Ce0.08La0.92)0.05Cu0.475Ge0.475 was prepared first by
arcmelting. Then the ingot and La0.05Cu0.475Ge0.475 were mixed in the ratios of 1:1, 1:2,
and 1:4, to get the nominal values of y = 0.04, 0.02, and 0.01 respectively. The single
crystals grow as plates with the tetragonal c-axis perpendicular to the plate and the Laue
back-reflection pattern confirmed that the plate-like samples have edges along (100) or
(010) with the c-axis perpendicular to the plates (shown in Fig. 3.6).
Single crystals of Ba(Fe1−xTMx)2As2 were grown by Dr. N. Ni and Dr. A. Thaler
via self-flux using conventional high temperature solution growth technique described
elsewhere [3, 11, 12, 17, 114]. Single crystals of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 were grown by Dr. Y.
Liu and the details of the growth can be found in Ref. [115].
3.2 X-ray and Laue Back Scattering Diffractions
Powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected on a Rigaku MiniFlex diffrac-
tometer (Cu Kα1,2 radiation) at room temperature on ground single crystals to determine
or confirm the unit cell dimensions and to establish if any detectable levels of any impu-
rity phases are present. Typical measurements consisted of scans with 2θ between 200
and 900, data being recorded every 0.020. Round, zero background holders made out of
single crystal silicon were used to collect the data. The space group of Si is Fd3¯m. For
the face-centered crystal system, diffraction is allowed when h, k and l are either all even
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or all odd, and no diffraction will be observed when h, k and l are mixed, i.e., even and
odd. Thus, the Si for the sample holder can be cut so that the plate is perpendicular to,
for example, [100] direction and gives almost zero diffracted (or reflected) intensity.
The small amount of Dow Corningr high vacuum grease was smeared onto the holder
before the sample was sprinkled onto the surface of the crystal.
Sample displacement, transparency, flatness, particle size, axial divergence, and pre-
ferred orientation are all sources of errors in the x-ray diffraction data. Sample displace-
ment is probably the most common and the largest source of error out of all. It results
from the sample being above or below the goniometer focal plane.
Lattice parameters were refined by the LeBail method using Rietica software 1. Dur-
ing the refinement the correction due to the sample displacement was done. Typical error
bars were taken as 0.2% and 0.1% based on the refinement of the Si powder and Si single
crystal standards, respectively, that was done separately and reflects the instrumental
parameters for this particular x-ray powder diffractometer.
Given that the x-ray diffraction can be used to determine the lattice parameters, in
the case of the (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 series study, the K concentrations were verified based
on the c-lattice parameter obtained from the x-ray patterns (scans that are shown in
Fig. 3.4. From the earliest growth of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals [116], it was been
appreciated that the degree of K-substitution can vary within the batch or even within
the different layers of the same crystal. Indeed in the study presented in Chapter 4,
the single crystals picked from the same batch had different Tc values implying different
levels of K-substitution. For this reason, the concentrations of potassium for the specific
samples used in this study were initially inferred by matching the Tc values obtained
from the offset criterion, shown in the inset to Fig. 3.5, in thermoelectric power (TEP)
measurements to that in the published phase diagram [16]. Determining K concentrations
this way leads to a difficulty in determining the error bars in the K concentrations.
1ftp://ftp.ansto.gov.au/pub/physics/neutron/rietveld/Rietica LHPM95
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Figure 3.4 X-ray diffraction pattern of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2, x ∼ 0.44, single crystal. The black curve
is the x-ray pattern taken by the x-ray diffractometer. The red curve is the calculated
pattern based on the Rietica refinement and the blue curve is the difference between the
x-ray pattern and the refinement.
However, based on the sharpness of Tc, we expect the error bars associated with the
value of x determined this way to be smaller than 0.05.
The concentrations of K as determined by this Tc criterion were checked by measuring
the c-lattice parameters of the same samples that where used for the TEP measurements.
After the sample was dismounted from the TEP measurement set-up, the ends containing
silver paste were carefully cut off and the tiny sample (area ∼ 0.1-0.2 mm2, thickness
∼ 0.01 mm) was placed in the center of the zero-background powder x-ray diffraction
holder. (Note: the sample was not ground − it was still single crystal) The sample was
then oriented manually (details of this approach were optimized by Dr. A. Jesche) to
give the best reflection conditions at 2θ corresponding to (002) set of planes. After this
alignment, the x-ray diffraction pattern, containing five to seven sets of (00l) planes in
the 100 < 2Θ < 1100 range, were collected on the single crystal at room temperature
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Figure 3.5 c-lattice parameter of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals as a function of K concentration
(red circles). For comparison, the data from Refs. [115] (squares) and [117] (triangles)
are also given. The data were collected on the same samples as were used for the ther-
moelectric power measurements. The inset shows an offset criterion used to determine
Tc. The arrow denotes a Tc for x ∼ 0.44.
using Rigaku MiniFlex powder diffractometer (Cu Kα1,2 radiation). Figure 3.4 shows an
x-ray pattern together with the refined pattern and the difference for the single crystal
of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2, x ∼ 0.44.
The c-lattice parameters were refined by the LeBail method using Rietica software.
The lattice parameters as a function of the K-concentrations (determined using Tc crite-
rion shown in the inset to Fig. 3.5) are presented in Fig. 3.5. The data from Refs. [115]
(squares) and [117] (triangles) were also plotted for comparison. The agreement between
this work data and the literature is quite good and indicates that the x-values in this
work are consistent with structural data as well as transition temperature data.
To orient crystals for anisotropic measurements, Laue-back-reflection patterns were
taken with a MWL-110 camera manufactured by Multiwire Laboratories. Figure 3.6
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Figure 3.6 (a) X-ray Laue backscattering pattern for (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2, x = 0.415, showing a
four-fold rotation symmetry of the [001] direction. (b) A picture of the sample that was
used to collect the Laue pattern shown in panel (a). The [001] direction is perpendicular
to the sample and the [100] horizontal and [010] vertical axes are along the naturally
formed facets of the sample. The shape of the bottom part of the sample is due to the
crucible limited growth. The top part of the sample was cut off for other measurements.
shows the X-ray Laue backscattering pattern for (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2, x = 0.415, showing
a four-fold rotation symmetry of the [001] direction as well as a picture of the plate-like
crystal. [100] and [010] axes are along the naturally formed facets of the sample. After the
main crystallographic directions were determined, the samples were cut and polished so
as to have the applied magnetic field parallel (or perpendicular) to a particular direction
of interest.
3.3 Wavelength Dispersive Spectroscopy
Elemental analysis was performed by using wavelength-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(WDS) in the electron probe microanalyzer of a JEOL JXA-8200 electron-microprobe to
determine the precise stoichiometry of the Ba(Fe1−xTMx)2As2 and (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2
single crystals. The measurements to determine the sample stoichiometry were done on
clean, shiny, flat surface regions free from residual flux. The samples can be mounted on
a copper or carbon tape if the samples naturally have a flat mirror-like surface. However,
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in some instances when the samples have irregular shapes, it is better to polish them,
so that the flat and smooth surface without deep scratches is achieved. In this case, it
is better to secure the samples using the epoxy and then polish them using a 1200 grit
diamond paper. For each compound, the WDS data were collected on 10−12 points on
the same sample. The relative error bars that are associated with the counting statistics
is on the order of 1%. All TM concentrations used in the text are the experimentally
measured ones. The homogeneity of the samples is reflected in the uncertainties in TM-
concentrations obtained from the WDS measurements. The uncertainties, taken as twice
the standard deviation, σ, were in the range between 0.001 and 0.002 for Co- and Rh-
substitutions. The σ values vary from 0.5×103 for low Ru-substitutions to 0.025 at high
Ru-substitutions (see Ref. [12] for details).
3.4 Magnetization Measurements
Magnetic measurements were carried out in a Quantum Design (QD), Magnetic Prop-
erty Measurement System (MPMS-5.5 and MPMS-7), superconducting quantum inter-
ference device (SQUID) magnetometers over the range of 1.8 to 300 K and for applied
magnetic fields from 0 to 55 or 70 kOe. For the magnetization measurements, the sam-
ples were mounted in between two transparent drinking straws so that the field was along
the desired crystallographic direction. In some instances, when the sample could not be
mounted in between two straws, the sample was glued with Loctite 495 glue (1−2 mg) to
a Kel-Fr, PCTFE (PolyChloroTriFluoroEthylene) disk, that had been machined so as to
tightly fit inside of a transparent plastic straw used as a sample holder for magnetization
measurements 2. The disk with the sample could then be mounted inside the straw so
that the field could be applied along the needed crystallographic direction. Although
this measuring protocol allowed for ready orientation of the sample, it also made it hard
to have alignments more accurate than ± 100 of desired direction of applied field. The
2http://www.qdusa.com/sitedocs/appNotes/mpms/1014-201.pdf
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Figure 3.7 M(T ) and M(H) data measured on the disk with the small amount of the Loctite glue.
magnetic signal from the disk with the glue (same amount as was used to fix the sample)
was subtracted in a point by point manner from the total magnetic signal. (In some
measurements the signal from the glue could be ignored as very small.) In order to per-
form this subtraction, the data, shown in Fig. 3.7, were acquired for the disk with the
glue separately using the same temperature and field protocol as for the data collection
with the sample. When the temperature protocol for the sample was different from that
of the disk with the glue, the data for the disk were interpolated to match every data
point collected for the sample with the disk.
In cases where the signal from the disk was comparable in magnitude but opposite
in sign to the signal from the sample, the signal from the sample glued to the disk was
below the resolution of the MPMS, i.e., the obtained moment had poor regression fit
values and questionable accuracy. In a similar manner, if the total magnetization of
the sample plus disk changed sign, a discontinuity appeared in the magnetization data
which, for example, could prevent an accurate determination of the effective moment.
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Figure 3.8 M(T ) and M(H) data measured on the fused silica holder, with cut out area in the
middle, with the small amount of the Loctite glue.
In many cases a zero crossing could be avoided by having a positive, rather than
negative, background signal. A fused silica rod with a cut out area in the middle, to
hold the sample, was used to provide a comparably sized, but positive, background
(Fig. 3.8). Again, as in the case with the disk, the fused silica rod had to be measured
initially for the proper background subtraction. The magnetization data for the rod
with the ∼ 3-mm cut is given in Fig. 3.8. The subtraction of the background can be
done in three different ways. First, as in the case of the disk, the data from the rod
can be subtracted from the total magnetization of the rod with the sample. Second,
an Automated Background Subtraction (ABS) option in the MPMS MultiVu software
provided by the Quantum Design can be used to subtract the background. In this
case one needs to measure the background first. The ABS feature performs background
subtraction point by point from the measured SQUID response using the data collected
on the sample holder and scaled to the SQUID range, gain, and calibration. Third, a
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program for background subtraction developed by Dr. V. Tafour using Igor software can
be used. This program is especially useful if the moment happened to change sign at
higher temperature. The algorithm of this background subtraction is similar to the one
utilized by ABS. The data for the rod has to be measured first, then the sample is glued
and is measured without sample centering, i .e., using the same center position as was
used for the fused silica rod measurements. Then the response voltage from the rod is
subtracted point by point from the total signal, and the signal is fit to obtain a moment
at each data point. This method also allows to manually adjust the center position.
It is hard to estimate typical error bars for the magnetization measurements. There
are several sources of errors, e.g., the value of the calculated magnetization depends on
how accurate the mass of the sample is measured, usually the sample contains a small
amount of the flux. For example, the weight of the sample of mass 20 mg can be mea-
sured, using the electronic scale, with the uncertainty of 0.1 mg, the flux on the sample’s
surface can amount to ∼ 0.5 mg (hard to estimate if there are flux inclusions). How well
the sample is oriented with respect to the applied magnetic field will influence the ab-
solute value of the magnetization for that particular field orientation. Also the shape of
the sample which ideally should be needle like and of uniform magnetization affects the
measured value of the magnetic moment, especially for ferromagnetic or superconducting
samples.
3.5 Specific Heat Measurements
The specific heat of some compounds was measured in applied fields up to 140 kOe
and temperatures down to ∼ 0.4 K in a Quantum Design (QD) Physical Property Mea-
surement System (PPMS-14) with a 3He option using a relaxation technique. The mea-
sured background specific heat, which includes the sample platform and grease, for all
necessary (H,T ) values was accounted for in the final results. The specific heat of non-
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local-moment bearing La-based compounds was measured over the same temperature
range and was used to estimate the non-magnetic contribution to the specific heat. The
specific heat of the La-based compound was assumed to be not field dependent in this
work and this specific heat was used to estimate the non-magnetic contribution to the
specific heat of the corresponding magnetic compound. An example of the specific heat
data is given in Fig. 5.7 (shown in Chapter 5). Sources of error in specific heat measure-
ments come primary from the measured weight of the sample, as well as errors associated
with second phases such as flux inclusions. Also the measured specific heat depends on
the geometry of the sample (it must be flat) and its thermal diffusivity. The thermal
link between the sample and the platform also contributes to the measured specific heat,
if the thermal link is poor then the measured specific heat will be reduced.3
3.6 Electrical and Hall Resistivity Measurements
The temperature- and field-dependent resistivity, and Hall resistivity measurements
were performed in applied fields up to 140 kOe and temperatures down to ∼ 0.4 K in a
Quantum Design (QD) Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS-14) with a 3He
option. A standard four-probe geometry, ac technique (f = 16 Hz, I = 3−0.3 mA),
was used to measure the electrical resistance of the samples. Electrical contact to the
samples was made with platinum wires attached to the samples using EpoTek H20E
silver epoxy. To calculate the resistivity of a sample, the cross-sectional area and the
distance between the midpoints of the two voltage contacts were used. The uncertainty
in the determination of these lengths is one of the primary sources of uncertainty in
resistivity values. For example, in Fig. 5.6 (shown in Chapter 5), for the two directions
of current flow for CeZn11, l = 0.69 ± 0.01 mm for I‖[001] and l = 0.94 ± 0.01 mm
for I‖[010], the width of both voltage contacts together was 0.27 ± 0.01 mm for I‖[001]
and 0.26 ± 0.01 mm for I‖[010]. The virtually equal resistivity values for both current
3QD PPMS Manual for specific heat measurement option
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Figure 3.9 Hall resistance for the opposite magnetic field directions measured on single crystal of
LaAgSb2. The inset shows an actual sample with contacts that was used to measure Hall
effect. l1 and l2 are distances between the voltage contacts based on two different criteria.
orientations is most likely a coincidence due to the chosen criterion for estimation of
the distance between the two voltage contacts. If the distances between the outside and
inside ends of contacts are used, then the value of resistivity will be 28% smaller and 64
% larger (I‖[001]), respectively, and 22% smaller and 38% larger (I‖[010]), respectively,
than that calculated using the “midpoint” criterion chosen above.
A four-wire geometry, ac technique, was used to collect the Hall resistivity data. The
current contacts were placed on the ends of the thin, rectangular-shape sample (see inset
to Fig. 3.9). The voltage contacts were placed in the middle of the other two sample
edges (see inset to Fig. 3.9) and were made as small as practically possible so that the
contacts defined a line perpendicular to the sample. All four contacts were made with Pt
wires and EpoTek H20E silver epoxy. The polarity of the magnetic field was switched to
remove any magnetoresistive components due to the misalignment of the voltage contacts.
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Figure 3.9 shows a Hall resistance for opposite field directions measured on LaAgSb2
single crystal.
Error bars in the Hall measurements come from the estimation of the distance between
the voltage contacts (see l1 and l2 in the inset to Fig. 3.9).
3.7 Thermoelectric Power Measurements
Thermoelectric power (TEP) measurements were performed by a dc, alternating heat-
ing (two heaters and two thermometers) technique [118] using a Quantum Design PPMS
to provide the temperature environment between 2 and 300 K and CRYO Industries
of America, Inc. 3He cryostat to provide the temperature down to ∼ 0.3 K. The ends
of the samples were mounted directly on the gold-plated surfaces of the SD package of
the Cernox thermometers 4 using Du-Pont 4929N silver paste to ensure thermal and
electrical contact, both of which are very important for the TEP measurements in the
experimental set-ups being used. The samples of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 for TEP measure-
ments in the 3He cryostat were mounted with the help of the silver epoxy. The silver
epoxy was allowed to cure at 70 ◦C for about 30−60 minutes.
While performing early (in my career) TEP measurements, it was found that samples
sometimes developed cracks in the silver paste which were believed to lead to a decreased
thermal contact between the sample and the surface of the SD package of the Cernox
thermometer and, as a result, somewhat noisier data with a consequently smaller absolute
value of the inferred TEP over the whole temperature range: since the heater is mounted
on the surface of the SD package of the Cernox thermometer, the actual ∆T across
the sample was probably smaller than that read by the sensors leading to a smaller
thermoelectric voltage ∆V generated. (Given poor contact on one or both sides of the
sample, ∆V should not change dramatically due to zero electrical current but ∆T should
change due to finite heat flow.)
4http://www.lakeshore.com
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Figure 3.10 In-plane TEP data of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, x=0.0073. All samples are from the same
batch. ”+Sn” (short dot curve) - the ends of the sample were dipped into Sn solder to
ensure better thermal and electrical contact and then the sample was mounted on the
surface of SD package of the Cernox thermometers as explained in the text. The effect
(if any) of the Sn on the TEP signal was not corrected for.
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The TEP data for the sample with the crack in the silver paste and a few other from
the same batch, for which the silver paste contacts showed no evidence of degradation,
are shown in Fig. 3.10. The data for the sample with the crack in the silver paste is shown
in solid curve, it is clearly noisier data with the absolute value of the TEP significantly
smaller compared to the absolute value of the TEP of the other three samples with good
thermal contact. For one of the samples, the data set presented as a dotted line, the ends
of the sample where dipped into Sn solder to ensure better thermal and electrical contact
between the sample and the surface of the SD package of the Cernox thermometer,
and then the sample was mounted on the surface of the SD package of the Cernox
thermometer as explained above. Additional contributions (if any, the superconducting
transition at ∼ 3.7 K for Sn was not observed in the data) of Sn to the TEP signal were
not corrected for. Unfortunately, a simple scaling of the data set for the sample with the
crack in the silver paste, solid curve, to the other data sets does not work most likely
because the temperature dependence of the temperature gradient associated with the
degraded contact cannot be measured or modeled.
Based on these observations, in the cases when multiple TEP measurements on sam-
ples from the same batch had data spread significantly beyond the expected experimental
errors, within a maximum of 10% [118], the data set with the largest absolute value of
the TEP and highest signal-to-noise ratio was taken as a more reliable measurement.
Some notes on a sample shape and mounting for TEP measurements are given in the
following paragraphs:
• Sample requirements: Sample length 2.5−3 mm with small cross sectional area
(0.05 × 0.05 mm2 if possible), otherwise ∆T will not be well defined. If the sample
is too short and just barely touches the surfaces of the SD packages of the Cernox
thermometers, then ∆T will not be well defined as well. However, if the sample is
shorter than indicated length, one can attach lead wires (Pt) to both ends of the
sample with the help of silver epoxy or silver paste, whichever works best for the
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sample, and the lead wires can be mounted on the surfaces of the SD packages of
Cernox thermometers with the help of the silver paste as described below. In this
case, one should also remember that if the sample is too small, then ∆T across the
sample will be poorly defined.
Typical sample dimensions, for example, for CeCu2Ge2, were 0.09 × 0.15 × 2.5
mm3. The cross-sections of the Fe-arsenides TEP samples, discussed in Chapter 4,
were smaller. Since there is no geometric factor that is taken into account when
calculating TEP, the shape of the sample can be arbitrary. However, the part
of the sample touching the SD surface of the Cernox thermometer should be flat
with minimal oxidation to insure better thermal and electrical contact. Once the
sample is properly shaped, it can be mounted on surfaces of the SD packages of
the Cernox thermometers by using Du-Pont 4929N silver paste (solvent: ethylene
glycol monobutyl ether acetate) and silver epoxy.
• Silver paste: Silver paste is preferable for sample mounting because it is easy to
clean off of the surfaces of the SD packages of Cernox thermometers and sample
with ethanol either before or after the silver paste is cured. Not only is this less
damaging to the Cernox thermometers but it also means that the sample can be
recovered after the measurement is done. However, silver paste is more prone to
degradation and crack formation.
If the sample cross-section is very small (75 µm diameter Pt wire, for example),
4 h at room temperature may be enough to cure the silver paste as long as the
amount of the silver paste is small. The recommended time to cure silver paste for
TEP measurements is 24 h at room temperature. The silver paste should not be
touched during the curing process because the disturbance will lead to cracking of
the silver paste and partial loss of the ∆T across the sample.
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• Silver epoxy: The sample can also be mounted on the surface of the SD package of
the Cernox thermometers with the help of the silver epoxy. For TEP measurements,
the silver epoxy needs to be cured in the furnace at 70 ◦C for an hour. Silver epoxy
is very hard to remove, the sample can not be recovered in its pristine form, 1
h cure time may not be enough for the epoxy to solidify completely, and often
heating of the Cernox thermometer to high temperature will eventually lead to
the loss of the thermometer calibration. The silver epoxy was used to mount
the samples of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 for TEP measurements in the 3He cryostat.
The initial attempts to mount the sample with the silver paste were unsuccessful.
The silver paste developed cracks or the ends of the sample “popped” from the
surfaces of the SD packages of the Cernox thermometers. The possible explanation
of this was that the G-10 slabs, on which Cernox thermometers are mounted and
electrically insulated from the base of the 3He TEP puck, are expanding/contacting
differently upon cooling, resulting in a large strain on the silver paste and a sample.
Therefore, the silver epoxy was used to provide a stronger bond of the sample to
the surface of the Cernox thermometer. The TEP of the samples was initially
measured in the PPMS and provided a guideline to whether the calibration of the
Cernox thermometers was changing upon curing of the silver epoxy. After the
measurement, the silver epoxy was removed by very careful and tedious scratching
off of the surfaces of the SD packages of the Cernox thermometers.
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CHAPTER 4. LIFSHITZ TRANSITION IN K AND TM
(TM=Co, Rh, Ru, AND Mn) SUBSTITUTED BaFe2As2
SINGLE CRYSTALS
4.1 Introduction
The recent discovery of families of Fe-As containing materials supporting supercon-
ductivity with elevated transition temperatures, Tc, has attracted the attention of the
condensed matter physics community. From the very beginning, details of the elec-
tronic structure of these materials were considered to be of importance for magnetism
and superconductivity, [7, 114, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127] since, in
most cases, superconductivity was achieved by suppressing antiferromagnetic and struc-
tural phase transitions associated with reduced transition metal moments by substitution
and/or application of pressure. At least in the particular case of electron substitution
of the BaFe2As2 with a transition metal, it is thought that for superconductivity to
appear, the structural/magnetic transition temperature should be suppressed enough
and the additional electron count caused by substitution should be within the certain
window.[11, 114, 128] For the case of the most intensely studied Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 fam-
ily, [3, 129, 130] the onset of superconductivity was shown [4, 15] to coincide with a
Lifshitz transition [1] (change of a Fermi surface topology).
ARPES or quantum oscillations measurements can be extremely useful in giving a de-
tailed description of the Fermi surface evolution through a Lifshitz transition. However,
less demanding, transport measurements, in particular thermoelectric power (TEP), have
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been proven to be very sensitive to the existence of Lifshitz transitions [2, 14]. Indeed,
TEP and Hall coefficient as a function of x at constant temperatures displays a clear
anomaly at x ∼ 0.02 in the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 series [15] that later on was associated
with the Lifshitz transition based on ARPES measurements [4]. In this chapter, TEP
measurements were employ to identify, confirm, and characterize possible Lifshitz tran-
sitions in Ba(Fe1−xTMx)2As2 (TM=Co, Rh, Ru, and Mn) as well as (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2
series. This chapter is based on work published in:
1) “Thermoelectric power of Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 and Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2: Possible
changes of Fermi surface with and without changes in electron count” by H. Hodovanets,
E. D. Mun, A. Thaler, S. L. Bud’ko, and P. C. Canfield, Phys. Rev. B 83, 094508
(2011).
2) “Importance of the Fermi-surface topology to the superconducting state of the
electron-doped pnictide Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2” by C. Liu, A. D. Palczewski, R. S. Dhaka,
Takeshi Kondo, R. M. Fernandes, E. D. Mun, H. Hodovanets, A. N. Thaler, J. Schmalian,
S. L. Bud’ko, P. C. Canfield, and A. Kaminski, Phys. Rev. B 84, 020509(R)(2011).
3) “Physical and magnetic properties of Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2 single crystals” by A.
Thaler, H. Hodovanets, M. S. Torikachvili, S. Ran, A. Kracher, W. Straszheim, J. Q.
Yan, E. Mun, and P. C. Canfield, Phys. Rev. B 84, 144528 (2011).
4) “Thermoelectric power of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (0≤ x ≤ 0.05) and Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2
(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.171)” by H. Hodovanets, A. Thaler, E. Mun, N. Ni, S. L. Bud’ko and P. C.
Canfield, Phil. Mag. 93:6, 661-672 (2013).
5) “Signatures of quantum criticality in the thermopower of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2” by
S. Arsenijevic, H. Hodovanets, R. Gaal, L. Forro, S. L. Bud’ko, and P. C. Canfield, Phys.
Rev. B 87, 224508 (2013).
6) “Fermi surface reconstruction in (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (0.44 ≤ x ≤ 1) probed by
thermoelectric power measurements” by H. Hodovanets, Y. Liu, A. Jesche, S. Ran, E. D.
Mun, T. A. Lograsso, S. L. Bud’ko, and P. C. Canfield, Phys. Rev. B 89, 224517 (2014).
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4.2 Lifshitz Transition in Ba(Fe1−xTMx)2As2 Single Crystals
4.2.1 Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, 0≤ x ≤ 0.421
Recently presented TEP data on Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 [15] showed a sudden change in
the TEP between x = 0.02 and x = 0.024 over the whole measured temperature range.
This feature was attributed to a Lifshitz transition and subsequent ARPES measurements
[4] supported this conclusion. In order to better understand the nature and details of this
feature, TEP measurements were carried out on tightly spaced Co-substitution levels so
as to look in more detail at the region of Co-substitution where the Lifshitz transition
appears to occur. In addition to low-Co concentration study, Co-doping levels up to x
= 0.42 were examined as well.
Figure 4.1 shows the temperature-dependent TEP data for the re-grown, tightly
spaced Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.05) single crystalline samples. The data evolve
gradually instead of manifesting sudden jump as reported in Ref. [15].
While performing these new measurements, it was found that the silver paste used to
mount the sample (see Section 3.7 for more details) sometimes developed cracks which
lead to a decreased thermal contact between the sample and the surface of the SD package
of the Cernox thermometer. As a result, somewhat noisier and smaller in absolute value
data were obtained (see Fig. 3.10) which looked similar to the ones for x = 0.012 and x =
0.02 in Ref. [15]. Few points were realized: (i) probably silver paste requires a different
1This work was published in the articles: H. Hodovanets, A. Thaler, E. Mun, N. Ni, S. L. Bud’ko
and P. C. Canfield “Thermoelectric power of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.05) and Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2
(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.171)”, Phil. Mag. 93:6, 661-672 (2013) (Received 6 August 2012; final version received
30 August 2012, published online 05 October 2012) and H. Hodovanets, E. D. Mun, A. Thaler, S.
L. Bud’ko, and P. C. Canfield, “Thermoelectric power of Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 and Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2:
Possible changes of Fermi surface with and without changes in electron count” Phys. Rev. B 83, 094508
(2011) (Received 25 October 2010; revised manuscript received 1 December 2010; published 7 March
2011)
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Figure 4.1 In-plane temperature-dependent TEP, S, of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.05). x =
0.024 () data are adopted from Ref. [15].
solvent, (ii) minimal time must be spend manipulating silver paste while mounting the
sample (silver paste thickens rather fast), (iii) the curing of the silver paste at 60 K for
20 min in the furnace probably leads to a non-uniform solidification of the silver paste
which leads to cracking on a cool down (the sample is mounted on two surfaces of the
SD package of the Cernox thermometers); therefore a sample with silver paste was cured
at room temperature and ambient pressure for ∼ 24 hours, (iv) several samples from
the same batch have to be measured if the crack in the silver paste was suspected or
found after the measurement was done or the data appeared noisy; in this case the data
set with the largest absolute value of the TEP and highest signal-to-noise ratio were
taken as a more reliable measurement, (v) the resistance across the sample was recorded
before and after the measurement (however, resistance across the sample is not always
an indicator that the crack is present unless the end of the sample is visibly not touching
the surface of the SD package of the Cernox thermometer); unfortunately in the current
TEP set-up the resistance across the sample cannot be measured/recorded during the
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TEP measurement. It has to be noted that numerous intentional attempts to create a
crack in the silver paste were unsuccessful. It probably points out to a thermal expansion
and contraction of all components of the TEP pack and sample as a cause of the crack.
The data taken on the newly grown single crystals show that the absolute value
of the TEP increases monotonically as the Co concentration is increased, Fig. 4.1.
The data for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, x = 0.024, are taken from Ref. [15] for comparison.
Superconductivity was not observed for any of the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (0 ≤ x < 0.034)
samples studied by the TEP in this work. Superconductivity appears for x = 0.034 of
Co in accordance with resistance and magnetization measurements.[131]
The structural, Ts, magnetic, Tm , and superconducting, Tc, transition temperatures
obtained from temperature-dependent TEP data for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.05),
Fig. 4.2, are consistent with the phase diagrams constructed from the data obtained by
resistivity, magnetization and specific heat measurements [3, 11, 131]. For Tc, an offset
criterion in S(T ) data was used. The criteria for extracting Ts and Tm are shown in Fig.
4.3.
In order to look for the signature of the Lifshitz transition[2, 14], S(x) is plotted
at constant temperatures.[2, 14] According to the theory, [2, 14] depending on the type
of the electronic topological transition: void formation or neck disruption, the features
in the S versus x at constant temperatures will be different. At helium temperatures,
the Lifshitz transition might manifest itself as a peak in |S| versus x plot. The peak
becomes broader and eventually evolves into a shoulder as the temperature or amount
of impurities is increased.
For the case of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, it is not suitable to plot the S(x) data at con-
stant temperature cuts at the helium temperature because superconductivity exists for
temperatures up to ∼ 24 K for some of the Co-substitution levels. In addition, for any
temperature cuts below 134 K, i.e, below Ts/Tm for the parent compound, the S(x) data
will have a feature at the Ts/Tm line crossing. Thus, in Fig. 4.4, 150 K temperature
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Figure 4.2 T − x phase diagram of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2. Data for Tc, Ts, and Tm obtained from
resistivity R(T ) and susceptibility M(T ) measurements are adopted from Refs. [3] (black
symbols: squares and rhombuses) and [131] (red symbols: triangles and circles).
was chosen so that any features associated with the structural and magnetic transitions
are not contributing to the data plotted. The data set from Ref. [15], open symbols,
shows a significant jump at 0.02 ≤ x ≤ 0.024. On the other hand, the data set from this
work’s tighter spaced Co-substitution levels, shows rather gradual evolution of S(x) with
Co-substitution, with what appears to be a slight dent or a change of slope at around x
= 0.02 of Co, which may be associated with the Lifshitz transition observed by ARPES.
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 is a complex five-band system and if one or a few sheets of the FS
undergo an electronic topological transition, it is unclear what the experimental signature
of the Lifshitz transitions would look like. Even, if one assumes that a Lifshitz transition
in a single band would manifest itself as a peak in S versus x at very low temperatures,
the combination of multiple bands and intermediate temperatures can be expected to
mar the signature of the Lifshitz transition [68]. That being said, the data from this work
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Figure 4.3 Derivative criteria used to infer upper Ts structural and lower Tm magnetic phase tran-
sitions from TEP data. The dotted lines are the values of the transition temperatures
inferred from the resistivity data. It should be noted that the Ts inferred from the TEP
data for this Co concentration is slightly higher than the one inferred from the resistivity
data.
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Figure 4.4 TEP, S , as a function of Co concentration, x , at 150 K. Open symbols data are adopted
from Ref. [15]. An arrow marks the regions of anomalous S(x)|T=150K behavior. The
dashed lines are guides for the eyes.
shown in Fig. 4.4 manifest a clear break in slope near x = 0.02, the value identified by
earlier ARPES measurements [4, 5].
Figure 4.5 shows the TEP data for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 for higher Co-substitution levels
0.13 ≤ x ≤ 0.42 that extend far into the over-doped, non-superconducting range of Co
concentrations. It is noteworthy that in this “over-doped” range of Co concentrations
the S(T ) behavior appears to be qualitatively consistent with that described within a
simple two-band 3D model given by Eq. 2.19 where the TEP and concentration of the
charge carrier associated with each band is temperature dependent.[58] In the over-doped,
non-superconducting range of Co concentrations the broad local minimum moves up in
temperature, out of the measured temperature range for x > 0.2, with no detectable
sudden change in the S(T ) values.
Figure 4.6 presents the schematic phase diagram for the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 series,
concentration-dependent TEP for 25 K, 50 K, 150 K, and 200 K, (where some of the
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Figure 4.5 In-plane TEP of the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (0.13 ≤ x ≤ 0.42) single crystals.
data from Ref. [15] were used for intermediate x-values) and low temperature S/T values
for non-superconducting members of the series. The low-concentration Lifshitz transi-
tion, discussed at length above and in Refs. [4] and [15] is clearly seen as a change in the
slope in the S(x)|T=const data. On further Co-doping, the minimum at x ∼ 0.06 and two
more subtle features are observed in the S(x)|T=const data, at x ∼ 0.11 and at x ∼ 0.22.
The possibility of several Lifshitz transitions in Co-doped BaFe2As2 was suggested in
the x ∼ 0.2−0.3 concentration range in several experimental and band-structural studies
[4, 132, 133]. This work TEP data indicated the concentrations x ∼ 0.06, x ∼ 0.1, and
∼ 0.2 for further, more careful investigation. Later on, ARPES measurements supported
the observation of Lifshitz transitions at x ∼ 0.1, and ∼ 0.2 [5]. No Lifshitz transition
was observed by ARPES measurements at x ∼ 0.06. This Co concentration, where S(x)
has the lowest points, corresponds to a critical region in the T − x phase diagram where
Ts/Tm ”lines” coincide with Tc ”line”, near optimal substitution and the highest Tc. Sub-
sequently, an analysis of the TEP in terms of entropy per charge carrier, pointed out that
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Figure 4.6 (a) T − x phase diagram for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 obtained from the TEP measurements.
Ts/Tm denotes the structural/magnetic transitions shown here schematically as a single
line; Tc denotes the superconducting transition. Lines through the experimental points
are guides for the eye. The criteria used are explained in the text. The horizontal lines
correspond to 25, 50, and 150 K. (b) x-dependent TEP of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 at fixed, 25,
50, 150, and 200 K temperatures. Arrows mark the regions of anomalous S(x)|T=const
behavior. (c) Low-temperature values of S/T for non-superconducting Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2
samples. The TEP data for 0.058 ≤ x ≤ 0.114 were adopted from Ref. [15].
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this minimum can be associated with the spin fluctuation and entropy build up close to
this critical region.[134]
Two new lines (T ∗ - a temperature of crossover from non-metallic to metallic behavior
and TCG - a temperature of a charge-gap formation) on the T − x phase diagram of the
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 series were suggested based on the c-axis resistivity measurements and
NMR. [135] The rather large slopes of these lines are not consistent with any observations
based on the in-plane TEP measurements; future S(T ) measurements with ∇T‖c may
be instrumental for understanding of the origin of these lines.
To summarize, the TEP data for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.05) evolve gradually
with Co substitution, instead of a large jump in the TEP data from x = 0.02 to x =
0.024 as was reported earlier [15]. Lifshitz transitions, appear to manifests themselves
as the change in the slope in S(x ) at 150 K at x ∼ 0.02 [4] as well as x ∼ 0.11 [4] and
x ∼ 0.22 [5].
4.2.2 Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2, 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.1712
Co and Rh belong to the same column of the Periodic Table and it has been shown,
that the temperature dependent resistance and magnetization data for Rh-substituted
BaFe2As2 are similar to those of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, resulting in the T−x phase diagrams
that are virtually identical [11]. The TEP of the Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2 series was measured
in order to compare the effects of Rh-substitution to those of Co on the temperature-
dependent TEP and position/manifestation of potential Lifshitz transitions.
Thermoelectric power data as function of temperature for Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2, (0 ≤
x ≤ 0.171), are shown in Fig. 4.7. The onset of superconductivity is observed for x =
2This work was published in the article: H. Hodovanets, A. Thaler, E. Mun, N. Ni, S. L. Bud’ko
and P. C. Canfield ‘Thermoelectric power of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.05) and Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2
(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.171)”, Phil. Mag. 93:6, 661-672 (2013) (Received 6 August 2012; final version received 30
August 2012, published online 05 October 2012)
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Figure 4.7 In-plane temperature dependent TEP, S , of Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.171).
0.026 of Rh-substitution. Superconductivity is not observable beyond x = 0.13, which
is consistent with resistance and magnetization measurements. The structural, Ts, mag-
netic, Tm, and superconducting, Tc, transition temperatures obtained from temperature
dependent TEP data for Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2, (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.171), Fig. 4.8, are consistent
with the phase diagrams constructed from the data obtained by resistivity, magneti-
zation and specific heat measurements [11]. For Tc, an offset in S(T ) was used. The
criteria for extracting Ts and Tm were adopted similar to the ones shown in Fig. 4.3
for Co-substitution. The TEP data for Rh-substitution are very similar to the TEP
of Co-substitution, although the absolute value of TEP overall is slightly smaller for
Rh-substituted samples compared to those of Co-substituted samples, Fig. 4.9.
The difference between the TEP of similar Co and Rh concentrations might be caused
by subtle differences in how Co and Rh change the details of the density of states near the
Fermi level, and/or a differences in the scattering potential, and/or changes in phonon
spectrum (Rh is a heavier than Co atom with larger ionic radius and Rh-substitution also
affects the lattice parameters in different way compared to Co-substitution [11]). Taking
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into account almost identical phase diagrams of Co- and Rh-substituted BaFe2As2 and
isoelectronic nature of substitution, the difference in the absolute value of the TEP
between Rh- and Co-substituted samples is more likely due to the differences in the
scattering potential.
To look for signatures of Lifshitz transitions in Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2, in Fig. 4.10,
S(x ) at 150 K for both Co- and Rh-substituted BaFe2As2 single crystals is plotted for
0 ≤ x ≤ 0.20. As was discussed for Co-substitution in Section 4.2.1, for Rh-substitutions,
T = 150 K was chosen so that any features associated with the structural, magnetic,
and superconducting transitions are not contributing to the data plotted. The data for
Co-substituted samples are the same as in Fig. 4.4 with the data for Co-concentrations
in the range (0.58 ≤ x ≤ 0.114) taken from Ref. [15]. At first glance, a change in the
slope is seen at x ∼ 0.015 of Rh in S(x ) at 150 K. Clearly, more measurements need
to be done on a tighter spaced Rh-substitution levels in order to show that indeed the
Lifshitz transition occurs near this concentration of Rh. The minimum at x ∼ 0.06 is
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probably of the same origin as in Co-substituted samples, and probably corresponds to
the increased scattering of electrons due to the build up of entropy near the critical region
as well as possible quantum critical fluctuations [134] or other significant changes of the
electronic structure or correlations. The anomaly in the S (x ) at x ∼ 0.1 of Co, near the
end of the superconducting dome, is associated with the Lifshitz transition observed by
ARPES [4]. An anomaly in S (x ) for Rh-substituted sample is also observable just below
this concentration and is marked with an arrow in Fig 4.10.
To see the outlined features better, S/T data were plotted as a function of x and T in
Fig. 4.11 for Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2 as well as for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2. For Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2,
it was reported in Ref. [134] that the minimum, red region in Fig. 4.11(a), develops in
the TEP data in the xc range bordered by the two Lifshitz transitions on each side. This
minimum is associated with the spin fluctuation and entropy build up close to the QCP.
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Similar behavior is observed in Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2, however the data spacing is not tight
enough for this region to be clearly delineated.
To summarize, the temperature dependent TEP data of Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2 show
very similar behavior to that of the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 series. The change of the slope
in S|T=150K(x) data for Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2, that might indicate the Lifshitz transition,
occurs at concentrations similar to those in the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 series. Anomalies
in S|T=150K(x) data at x ∼ 0.015 and x ∼ 0.1 for Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2 might be associ-
ated with Lifshitz transitions similar to Co-substitutions. Future ARPES measurements
would be needed to support this statement.
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4.2.3 Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2, 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.363
In as much as the simple concept, a rigid band shifting, appears to give some qual-
itative understanding of the evolution of physical properties with electron substitution,
there is less understanding of the salient parameters governing the evolution of the phys-
ical properties under pressure or with isoelectronic doping. One of the recent examples
of the latter is Ru-substitution for Fe in BaFe2As2. Studies by several groups, using
single crystals [12, 136] as well as polycrystalline [137] samples of Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2,
suggest that the structural/magnetic transition is fully suppressed for x ≈ 0.30, and a
superconducting dome with the maximum Tc of ∼ 20 K is observed for 0.2 . x . 0.4.
An initial band-structural study of Ru-substitution in BaFe2As2 [138] suggested that the
qualitative difference between Fermi surfaces of pure BaFe2As2 and pure BaRu2As2 is
the existence of three-dimensional, closed, hole pockets centered near the Z-point in the
latter, in contrast to open, corrugated, hole cylinders along Γ − Z in the former. An
ARPES study of Ba(Fe0.65Ru0.35)2As2 [139] resolved several Fermi surface pockets about
twice larger than those in BaFe2As2 but presented no evidence of any topological changes
of the Fermi surface from the parent BaFe2As2 compound.
TEP measurements on Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.36) single crystals are presented
here with the goals of (i) confirming and refining the T − x phase diagram and (ii)
determining the Ru-concentration ranges where significant Fermi surface changes may
possibly occur.
Temperature-dependent, in-plane, TEP data for Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.36)
single crystals are shown in Fig. 4.12. In contrast to Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 [15], the ab-
solute values of TEP do not exceed ∼ 10 µV/K. For all concentrations measured, a
3This work was published in the article: H. Hodovanets, E. D. Mun, A. Thaler, S. L. Bud’ko, and P.
C. Canfield, “Thermoelectric power of Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 and Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2: Possible changes of
Fermi surface with and without changes in electron count” Phys. Rev. B 83, 094508 (2011) (Received
25 October 2010; revised manuscript received 1 December 2010; published 7 March 2011)
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broad minimum is observed in the 150−200 K temperature range. In addition, multiple,
broad, features (the origins of which are unclear at this point) are observed for many Ru
concentrations. For 0.21 ≤ x ≤ 0.36, zero TEP at low temperatures, corresponding to
the superconducting state, is clearly seen in the data. The criteria used for construct-
ing of the T − x phase diagram from the TEP data are shown in Fig. 4.13. For the
structural/magnetic transition an extremum in the derivative, dS/dT , is used to infer
a critical temperature. As already noted from resistance and susceptibility data [12],
with Ru-substitution the structural/magnetic transition is suppressed, the characteris-
tic feature broadens, but no signature of split transitions is observed. It is noteworthy
that starting from x = 0.126, the characteristic feature marking the structural/magnetic
transition changes from a local minimum to local maximum [Fig. 4.13(a)]. For supercon-
ducting transitions, an offset criterion [as shown for x = 0.30 in Fig. 4.13(b)] was used to
infer Tc. For two concentrations, x = 0.21 and 0.24, S(T ) data have a significant shoulder
at the superconducting transition. In these two cases two criteria, offset, and S(T ) = 0
were used [marked by arrows for x = 0.24 in Fig. 4.13(b)]. The phase diagram obtained
from the TEP measurements [Fig. 4.14(a)] is consistent with that reported in Ref. [12]:
the structural/magnetic transition is suppressed by x ∼ 0.3 and the superconducting
dome exists between approximately x = 0.2 and x = 0.4.
There are several approaches that allow for the detection of changes in the electronic
structure from the TEP measurements. TEP at fixed temperature plotted as a function
of a control parameter (Ru concentration in this case) is expected to show anomalous
behavior at Lifshitz transitions.[2, 14]
Figure 4.14(b) shows the Ru concentration dependence of the TEP data at selected,
fixed temperatures. For the three highest Ru concentrations, results from measurements
on two samples each are shown. The data for T = 25 and 50 K have a clear feature at x ∼
0.2. This feature is weak, but discernible, in the 150 and 200 K data. It appears to be
enhanced in the low temperature S(x) cuts due to the crossing of the structural/magnetic
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transition line [Ts /Tm in Fig. 4.14(a)]. The data for T = 150 and 200 K correspond
to the same, tetragonal structure and absence of the magnetic order. A change in the
doping dependence of TEP at selected, fixed temperature, S(x) | T =const, data (for all
presented temperatures) is clearly seen at x ∼ 0.07. Another step-like feature at x ∼ 0.3
is unambiguous in 150 and 200 K data and is somewhat obscured, possibly by crossing
of the Ts /Tm line, for the low temperature data.
Another approach to look for the Lifshitz transition relies on the analysis of the low
temperature, linear in T , coefficient of TEP, S/T ([64]). For a free electron gas, S/T
depends on the carrier concentration, density of states, and scattering. For real materials
the description of the TEP becomes very complex. Still, in lieu of comprehensive theory,
one can try to look at gross features in S/T as a function of a control parameter. For the
non-superconducting Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 samples the low temperature S/T parameter
determined from a linear fit of the S(T ) data below ∼ 4 K (see Fig. 4.15) is plotted in
Fig. 4.14(c). The line crosses zero at x ≈ 0.07, in the same concentration range where
an anomaly in S(x) |T=const is observed.
To see the overall changes in the TEP data, the contour plot of S(x, T ) with the T−x
phase diagram for Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 (0≤ x ≤ 0.161) single crystals is shown in Fig. 4.16.
It seems that x ∼ 0.07 delineates the region between the minimum and maximum values
in the TEP. x ∼ 0.2 coincides with the end of the maximum (red/orange region in Fig.
4.16) − a ”hot” spot right before the structural and magnetic transitions are suppressed
and merge with the superconducting dome. The TEP can be thought of as a measure of
the entropy per charge carrier. This enhancement of the TEP may indicate a build up of
the entropy as the system nears the critical concentration where Ts/TN merge into the
Tc “line”. x ∼ 0.3 corresponds to the concentration where the TEP crosses zero value
few times.
The results above for the Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 series can be compared with the TEP
data for the well-studied electron-doped Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 series. From this TEP analy-
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sis, three ranges of Ru concentrations, x ∼ 0.07, ∼ 0.3, and possibly ∼ 0.2, are suggested
for possible Lifshitz transitions or other drastic changes in electronic structure, correla-
tions, or scattering in Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2. Whereas in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 the lower con-
centration Lifshitz transition coincides with the onset of superconductivity, in the case
of Ru-doping there is no obvious feature in the T − x phase diagram at x ≈ 0.07. Simi-
larly, Hall and TEP anomalies [15] in Ba(Fe1−xCux)2As2, which occur at the same extra
electron(e) value as the lower concentration Lifshitz transition in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, do
not signal the occurrence of superconductivity. A change in the Fermi surface topology
might be necessary but is not sufficient for superconductivity to occur in BaFe2As2 with
substitution.[128] The second anomaly in the TEP of Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 occurs at the
concentration corresponding to complete suppression of the structural/magnetic transi-
tion, the maximum of the superconducting dome and linear behavior of the normal state
resistivity.
The subsequent ARPES measurements [140] did not find measurable, significant
changes in the shape of the Fermi surface over the range of substitution studied. How-
ever, Ref. [140] did point out that Ru substitution seems to act in similar fashion to
magnetic dilution and also Ru atoms act as impurity scatterer. Later on another ARPES
study pointed out that Ru-substitution substantially changes the band structure near
the Fermi energy.[141] The most recent ARPES study of Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 [142] found
that the binding energy of both hole and electron bands changes significantly with tem-
perature in both pure and Ru substituted samples: upon warming the hole band moves
to higher binding energy and hole pocket shrinks while the electron band also moves to
higher binding energy and electron pocket expands. This temperature dependence of the
electron and hole bands combined with the substantial changes near the Fermi surface
could be a possible explanation of the features observed in TEP measurements.
To summarize, the temperature-dependent, in-plane, TEP in Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 (0
≤ x ≤ 0.36) single crystals shows rather complex behavior. The values are notably
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smaller than those observed in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 and are more consistent with those
expected in normal, weakly correlated metals. However, the temperature dependence
of the TEP is much more complex. The T − x phase diagram obtained from TEP
measurements is similar to the one previously outlined.[12] TEP analysis suggests three
concentration ranges, x ∼ 0.07, x ∼ 0.3, and possibly x ∼ 0.2, where Lifshitz transitions
or other significant changes of the electronic structure or correlations might occur. The
ARPES study did not confirm the Lifshitz transitions in Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 delineated
by TEP measurements. However, the temperature dependence of the band structure
combined with the substantial changes near the Fermi surface could possibly explain
complex behavior of the TEP.
4.2.4 Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2, 0 < x < 0.1474
So far studies of Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2 have been presented for TM = Co, Rh, and Ru.
Co and Rh are thought to add an extra electron and Ru is thought to be isovalent. TEP
measurements on Mn-substituted BaFe2As2 (0 < x < 0.147) were performed in order to
answer the questions how the TEP and position of the Lifshitz transition, if any, change
when Mn-substitution and a possible rigid band shift in the other direction take place.
Figure 4.17 shows the TEP S(T ) data of Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2 (0 < x < 0.147) single
crystals. The TEP data clearly show an anomaly associated with the structural/magnetic
transition that can be tracked as a function of x.[15, 143] The low-concentration data
show a kink associated with the structural/magnetic transition. As the concentration
of Mn increases, the transition is suppressed, the kink flattens out, and the struc-
tural/magnetic transition is more clearly seen in the dS/dT plots (Fig. 4.18). For
4This work was published in the article: A. Thaler, H. Hodovanets, M. S. Torikachvili, S. Ran, A.
Kracher, W. Straszheim, J. Q. Yan, E. Mun, and P. C. Canfield, “Physical and magnetic properties
of Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2 single crystals” Phys. Rev. B 84, 144528 (2011) (Received 9 September 2011;
published 31 October 2011)
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x < 0.1, the structural/magnetic transition temperatures extracted from S(T ) (Fig.
4.19) show a good agreement with those obtained from magnetization and resistivity
measurements [17].
Another noteworthy trend revealed in Fig. 4.17 is that, as x increases, there is a
shift from purely negative values of S (T < 300 K) for x < 0.033 to increasingly positive
values of S (T ∼ 50 K) for x & 0.10. These results imply that there may be a change in
the sign of the charge of the dominant carriers or mobility as x increases, at least at low
temperature. Also, below the low temperature negative minimum evolves into a positive
maximum at x ∼ 0.09.
In addition to phase diagram determination, S(T, x) data can sometimes identify
other changes in the electronic structure or character.[1, 2, 14] S as a function of con-
centrations at fixed temperatures is plotted in Figs. 4.20(a) and 4.20(b), and the low-
temperature, linear in T , coefficient of thermopower S/T as a function of concentration
[64] is plotted in Fig. 4.20(c). The low-temperature S/T parameter was determined
from a linear fit of the S(T ) data below ∼ 4 K. The only dramatic feature in the data
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Figure 4.19 T − x phase diagram for Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2 single crystals. The data for resistivity
and magnetization measurements are taken from Ref. [17]. The data from neutron
scattering measurements are from Ref. [18]. The temperature (T ∗) is the temperature
below which neutron scattering detects long-range magnetic order.[18]
is the sharp change in S(50 K) for 0.012 ≤ x ≤ 0.017. This feature can be explained
by taking into consideration the subsequent photoemission and x-ray absorption spec-
troscopy studies [144]. They indicated that the density of states for the Mn are very
much different from those of Fe and Co and is more local moment like and leading to
the increase in the scattering upon Mn substitution which is reflected as enhancement in
the TEP. Beyond this concentration, a fairly subtle feature can be seen in S(x) between
x ∼ 0.092 and x ∼ 0.102 for all plotted isotherms. Whereas for T = 50 K this could be
due to passing through a structural/magnetic transition, the anomaly seen in S(x) at T
= 150 K and T = 200 K (temperatures above T s/Tm) at the same concentration is of a
different character. In addition, the S(x)/T line crosses zero between x ∼ 0.092 and x
∼ 0.102 [Fig. 4.20(c)]. These analyses suggest that a Lifshitz transition or other change
in the electronic structure may occur in this substitution range.
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Figure 4.21, a contour plot of S(T, x), may shed more light on the changes in the TEP
of Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2. The T −x phase diagram has been added to the Fig. 4.21 as well.
The orthorhombic distortion/structural transition disappears at x ∼ 0.1, however, the
magnetic order persists above this concentration. Interestingly, T ∗, below which neutron
scattering measurements detect the long-range magnetic order [18], almost coincides with
the upper part of the maximum (red region) observed in the S(T, x). Ref. [18] states
that the magnetic order on both sides of x ∼ 0.1 have the same propagation wave vector.
Although, to explain the magnetic order without the orthorhombic distortion for x >
0.1, two wave vectors, the sum of which is equal to the propagation vector below x = 0.1,
were introduced. Later studies, specifically muon-spin-relaxation, nuclear magnetic reso-
nance and neutron-scattering measurements, [23] asserted that the magnetically ordered
volume is characterized by a finite orthorhombic distortion, which could not be resolved
in previous diffraction studies most probably due to its coexistence with the tetragonal
phase and a microstrain-induced broadening of the Bragg reflections. In any case, it ap-
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pears that the TEP is enhanced at low temperatures for x > 0.09 due to establishment
of this long-range magnetic order. The possible Lifshitz transition at the range of Mn
concentrations 0.092 ≤ x ≤ 0.102 could be connected with the abrupt disappearance of
the structural transition and the development of different magnetic ordering.
To summarize, two regions 0.012 ≤ x ≤ 0.017 and 0.092 ≤ x ≤ 0.102 were delineated
as the regions were the Lifshitz transition or other significant changes of the electronic
structure or correlations might occur. Former region probably originates from the density
of states of the Mn ions being local-moment like compared to those of Fe. The latter
region corresponds to the region where different magnetic order is established.
4.3 (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2, 0.44 ≤ x ≤ 15
Whereas Mn-substitution on Fe site beyond 14% is limited by problems of phase
separation and immissibility, substitution of K on the Ba site is possible across the
whole (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 series. In adition, one or two Lifshitz transitions [1] are expected
between x ∼ 0.4 and x = 1 based on the ARPES studies of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 [22, 145,
146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153]. One Lifshitz transition is associated with the
disappearance of the electron pockets around the zone corner (M point) [151] and second
Lifshitz transition is associated with the transformation of the ellipsoid-like hole pockets
at the M point into small off-M centered hole Fermi surface pocket lobes [152]. Both
Refs. [151] and [152] report a Lifshitz transition, albeit at different K concentrations.
Reference [151] claims the disappearance of the electron pocket at M point. Reference
[149] states that the shallow electron pocket is still present at M point for x = 0.7
and is expected to cross the Fermi energy upon further K-substitution in the rigid band
5This work was published in the article: H. Hodovanets, Y. Liu, A. Jesche, S. Ran, E. D. Mun, T.
A. Lograsso, S. L. Bud’ko, and P. C. Canfield, “Fermi surface reconstruction in (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (0.44
≤ x ≤ 1) probed by thermoelectric power measurements” Phys. Rev. B 89, 224517 (2014) (Received
16 May 2014; revised manuscript received 16 June 2014; published 27 June 2014)
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Figure 4.22 Thermoelectric power S and S/T (inset) data as a function of temperature of KFe2As2
single crystals.
approximation. Reference [152] claims the emergence of four small off-M -centered lobes
with some, within error bars, intensity due to electron pocket at the M point. These
results seem contradictory and inconclusive.
Interestingly, an anomaly in the pressure derivatives and deviation from the ∆Cp/Tc
∼ T 3c , known as BNC scaling, [154] were observed at x ∼ 0.7 by pressure dependent mag-
netization and specific heat measurements [155, 156]. Moreover, an electronic topological
(Lifshitz) transition was predicted at x ∼ 0.9 for (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 by the band structure
calculations [157], and a change in the superconducting gap symmetry was observed at
x ∼ 0.76 by thermal conductivity and penetration depth measurements [158].
TEP was measured on polycrystalline samples of hole-doped (Ba,K)Fe2As2 [159] and
it was concluded that S(300 K) as a function of K concentration has a complex behavior
and may manifest features consistent with the existence of strong spin fluctuations in
heavy-doped K samples. Although transport measurements on polycrystalline samples
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are useful, most of the time the anisotropic dependencies of the properties are averaged
and subtle changes can be smeared and missed. Therefore in work published in Ref.
[160], TEP measurements were performed on single crystals of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (0.44
≤ x ≤ 1) with 5T‖ab on a denser set of K-concentrations on the over doped side of the
phase diagram. The features observed at x ∼ 0.55 and x ∼ 0.8−0.9 are consistent with
the Lifshitz transitions and have been associated with the shift of the electron pockets
at the M point above the Fermi level and the transformation of the hole pockets near
the M point into “four blades” as observed by ARPES measurements [151, 152].
Thermoelectric power S and S/T data as a function of temperature for two single
crystals of KFe2As2 are plotted in Fig. 4.22. The data for these two samples are very
similar except in the S/T for the first sample a difference of ∼ 6% is observed between 5
K (above the Tc ∼ 4 K) and ∼ 20 K. It is worth pointing out that S/T ≈ const above Tc
signifying Fermi-liquid-like behavior, which is consistent with the resistivity and thermal
expansion measurements [21, 115, 161].
Given that the Debye temperature for KFe2As2 is rather low, ΘD = 177 K, [21] the
origin of the peak at TSmax ∼ 60 K seems unlikely to be due to phonon drag (expected
at 0.1−0.3 ΘD [56]) but rather is probably of an electronic nature. For KFe2As2, a broad
feature above 100 K has also been observed in the resistivity measurements, especially in
the resistivity measured along the c-direction, [162, 163] and thermal expansion measure-
ments [21]. The origin of this feature might be associated with a coherence-incoherence
crossover due to the scattering of the conduction electrons [21]. Whether the 60 K feature
in the TEP is associated with this crossover or not is currently unclear.
Figures 4.23(a) and 4.23(b) show temperature-dependent, in-plane thermoelectric
power data S of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (0.44 ≤ x ≤ 1) single crystals on linear and semilog-
arithmic scales, respectively. The superconducting state for all of the samples measured
can be seen as a drop to zero value in the TEP data. Above ∼ 100 K, as the concen-
tration of K increases, the value of the broad maximum in the TEP is decreasing in a
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Figure 4.23 Thermoelectric power S as a function of temperature of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (0.44≤ x ≤
1) single crystals on (a) linear and (b) semi-log scales.
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roughly monotonic way and the position of the maximum at ∼ 125 K for x ∼ 0.44 moves
to slightly higher temperatures of ∼ 130 K for x ∼ 0.82. After x ∼ 0.82, for the next
two potassium concentrations (x ∼ 0.9), the maximum collapses into a broad plateau
followed by a maximum at ∼ 60 K for pure KFe2As2.
The behavior of the TEP as the concentration of K is increased is more complex
below ∼ 100 K. The change in the TEP with increasing x can be better seen on a semi-
log plot given in Fig. 4.23(b). As K concentration is increased, the value of S decreases
until x ∼ 0.55, where the value of S dips and is the smallest, below ∼ 75 K, of all the
samples measured. As the K concentration is further increased, the low-temperature S
values increase again.
It should be noted that the values of the in-plane TEP that were obtained by mea-
surements on single crystals are larger for heavy K-substituted samples (x ≥ 0.8) than
those reported for the polycrystalline samples [159]. The difference increases as the K
concentration is increased, most likely reflecting the anisotropies in the scattering that
are associated with the 2D character of most of the Fermi surfaces of the KFe2As2 [147]
as opposed to the significant 3D character of the Fermi surfaces of the optimally-doped
Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 [148]. Indeed, the anisotropies of upper critical field Hc2 and the normal
state resistivity are also the largest for KFe2As2.[115]
Features in S |T=const vs x can often be associated with the Lifshitz transitions [1, 2,
14] and indeed were observed in the TEP measured on Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 single crystals
[15, 131, 143]. To investigate the possibility of a Lifshitz transition in (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2
single crystals, the data for S are plotted as a function of K-concentration at constant
temperatures in Fig. 4.24. Here, since there is no Tm and Ts for these K concentrations,
40 K was used as the lowest temperature which is above Tc for all x-values studied. No-
tably a minimum is clearly observable at x ∼ 0.55 for the two lowest temperature cuts.
As the temperature is increased above 75 K, this feature becomes less pronounced and
ultimately disappears. This is consistent with the ARPES measurements that pointed
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Figure 4.24 S at constant temperatures of 40, 50, 75, 125, and 200 K as a function of potassium
concentration of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (0.44≤ x ≤ 1) single crystals. The arrows mark a
minimum at x ∼ 0.55 and a small feature at x ∼ 0.8.
out x & 0.6 as a concentration where the electron Fermi surface pockets at the center
of M point disappear [151]. A multicarrier model of the TEP could possibly explain
such a change in the S(x) data. However, it seems that computation of the scatter-
ing parameters and the TEP based on realistic band structure calculations that would
also incorporate chemical substitution is beyond the capability of the present theory,
especially for the correlated materials. Another, more subtle, feature, a slope change,
is seen at x ∼ 0.8. The weakness of this feature in the S |T=const vs x at x ∼ 0.8−0.9
implies that there is no sharp change in the density of states at the Fermi level. The
Fermi surface of (Ba,K)Fe2As2 is complicated. The theory of the Lifshitz transition as
observed by TEP measurements [2, 14] despite being extended to include the impurity
effect (the dirty case) and be valid at T ≥ 0, is still only developed for the two generic
types of Lifshitz transitions (void-formation and neck disruption) in a single-band metal.
The TEP depends not only on the derivative of the density of states at the Fermi level
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Figure 4.25 Contour plot of S as a function of temperature and K concentration. Open symbols show
Tc-values that were determined using the offset criterion shown in the inset to Fig. 3.5.
The dotted lines (as well as the two vertical axes of the edges) show where the existing
data for the K concentrations were measured. The region where the broad maximum
in the S(T ) data evolves into a plateau is seen as an evolution from the red-yellow into
green region at x ∼ 0.8−0.9.
(the topology of the Fermi surface), but also on a type of charge carries, their mobilities
and the type of scattering that they undergo, which change with temperature as well.
All of this is hard to take into account when evaluating the functional dependence of the
TEP near particular Lifshitz transition, especially in the multi band material. Perhaps
this is why there is no general theory for Lifshitz transitions in multiband materials,
such as (Ba,K)Fe2As2, and no prediction on how strong or weak the feature in the TEP
associated with Lifshitz transition should be. Not surprisingly, depending on the specific
details of changes in the Fermi surface, the feature associated with the Lifshitz transition
seen in the TEP measurements will be different. This might be especially pertinent for
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2, where at x ∼ 0.8−0.9, hole pockets at the zone corner simultaneously
transform into “four lobes” [152].
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Figure 4.26 S0 and α as a function of K concentration. S0 and α are the results of the linear fit, S
= S0 − α T , to S(T ) over 250 K< T < 300 K.
To visualize the change in S at x ∼ 0.8−0.9 more clearly, one can look at more
than just isothermal S(x) cuts; a broader overview can be create by interpolating or
extrapolating the S(T, x) data and creating a 2D contour plot, Fig. 4.25, where S is a
function of temperature and K concentration. The Tc−x phase diagram and the dotted
lines indicating the concentrations of the measured samples were also added to the plot.
It is notable that the red-yellow high S region evolves into a green region in S(T, x) at
roughly x ∼ 0.8−0.9, and indicates, as was discussed above, that the broad maximum
in S(T ) evolves into a plateau.
The TEP data above T > ΘD can be analyzed in a yet another way: for example, for
high-Tc cuprates [164, 165], the scaling of the S(T ) data based on the linear fit of the high
temperature TEP data was done. In order to scale the S(T ) data in a manner similar to
high-Tc cuprates, a linear fit, S = S0 − αT , was performed to the S vs T data over the
temperature range 250 K < T < 300 K. Figure 4.26 shows S0 and α as a function of K
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Figure 4.27 Thermoelectric power S as a function of temperature of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals
scaled based on the linear fit, S = S0 - αT , over 250 K< T < 300 K. The inset shows
the 100 K ≤ T ≤ 300 K data on an enlarged scale. For clarity of the data, every sixth
data point is plotted and the superconducting region is excluded.
concentration. The evolutions of S0 and the slope α with the increase of K content are
similar and rather monotonic. However, two breaks in the slope at x ∼ 0.6 and x ∼ 0.9
can be seen and are at similar x-values discussed above. The scaling of the data to the
high-temperature slope, α, is shown in Fig. 4.27. It is worth noting that below ∼ 250 K,
the data are split into two manifolds at x ∼ 0.8−0.9, again emphasizing some change in
the TEP associated with this doping level. This split into two manifolds further supports
the conclusion that x ∼ 0.8−0.9 is a critical concentration range. These observations
indicate a change in the Fermi surface topology and are consistent with or related to
the BNC scaling deviation [155] that was observed in the specific heat measurements,
prediction of the Lifshitz transition by the band structure calculations [157], ARPES
measurements [152, 153] and with the change in the superconducting gap symmetry as
observed by thermal conductivity and penetration depth measurements [158].
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To summarize, the minimum observed in the S |T=const vs x at x ∼ 0.55 can be
associated with the change in the topology of the Fermi surface, significant changes in
the electronic structure, correlations, and/or scattering. This feature is clearly observable
below ∼ 75 K and a higher temperature smears it out. Also, S shows a change in the
x ∼ 0.8−0.9 range, where a broad maximum in S(T ) evolves into a plateau, seen better
in the contour plot of S(T, x) as an evolution of the red-yellow high S region into a
green region. In addition, the scaled thermoelectric power data are separated into two
manifolds at high temperature at x ∼ 0.8−0.9 range as well. The features seen in
the TEP measurement are consistent with the Lifshitz transitions observed by ARPES
measurements,i.e, the Lifshitz transition at x ∼ 0.55 may be associated with the shift of
the electron pockets at the M point above the Fermi level [151] and the Lifshitz transition
at x ∼ 0.8−0.9 may be associated with the transformation of the hole pockets near the
M point into “four lobes” [152] or other significant changes of the electronic structure
or correlations might occur.
4.4 Summary
The studies of possible Lifshitz transitions in K and TM (TM=Co, Rh, Ru, and Mn)
substituted BaFe2As2 were performed. Despite the different qualitative behavior of the
temperature and x dependent TEP for each of the series which is associated with the
physics that each substitute gives rise to, measurements of TEP proved to be an effective
tool for studying of the occurrence of the Lifshitz transition or in pointing out regions
where significant changes in the density of states near the Fermi energy may occur. To
summarize the main results:
1) TM=Co (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.42): the TEP is negative for all Co-concentrations studied.
x ∼ 0.02, 0.11, and 0.22 are the concentrations where Lifshitz transitions occur;
2) TM=Rh (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.171): the TEP temperature dependence is very similar
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(sign and absolute value) to that of the Co-substitution, x ∼ 0.015 and 0.1 are the
concentrations where Lifshitz transitions possibly occur;
3) TM=Ru (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.36): very complex S(T ) behavior, with the TEP being nega-
tive in the whole temperature range studied only for x ≤ 0.048. Above this concentration
the TEP changes sign (sometimes twice) for every Ru-concentration studied. x ∼ 0.07,
0.2, and 0.3 are the concentrations where Lifshitz transitions or other significant changes
of the electronic structure or correlations might occur. The subsequent ARPES studies
found (i) no detectable, significant change in the shape of the Fermi surface across the
series [140]; (ii) the band structure changes substantially near EF upon Ru-substitution
[141], and (iii) electron and hole bands are temperature dependent [142]. The latter two
findings are probably the origin of the features observed in TEP measurements.
4) TM=Mn (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.148): the TEP is negative in the whole temperature range
studied for x ≤ 0.042. S(T ) above this Mn-concentration is negative at low temperatures
for the rest of x of Mn studied, with the TEP being positive and/or negative at higher
temperatures. The ranges of Mn concentrations 0.012 ≤ x ≤ 0.017 and 0.092 ≤ x ≤
0.102 were delineated as regions where Lifshitz transitions might occur. The feature in the
former region is probably a result of change in the total density of states/scattering upon
Mn-substitution due to the density of states of Mn being more moment like compared
to those of Fe.[141] The latter region corresponds to the region where different magnetic
order is observed.
5) K (0.44 ≤ x ≤ 1): for the K-substitutions studied, the TEP is positive on the
whole temperature range measured. The functional temperature behavior of the TEP is
somewhat similar, except for the sign to that of the heavier Co-substituted samples. x ∼
0.55 and x ∼ 0.8−0.9 where delineated as a K concentrations where Lifshitz transitions
possibly occur.[151, 152]
It has to be noted that (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 and Ba(Fe1−xTMx)2As2 are compounds
with complicated Fermi surface and complex and rich physics. The theory of Lifshitz
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transitions as observed by TEP measurements [2, 14] despite being extended to include
the impurity effect (the dirty case) and be valid at T > 0, is still only developed for
the two generic types of the Lifshitz transition (void-formation and neck disruption) in
a one-band metal.[2] TEP depends not only on the derivative of the density of states
at the Fermi level (the topology of the Fermi surface), but also on a type of charge
carries, their mobilities and the type of scattering that they undergo, which change
with the temperature as well. All of this is hard to take into account when calculating
the functional dependence of the TEP and predicting a manifestation of the Lifshitz
transition, especially in the multi-band material.
That being said, depending on a specific reconstruction of the Fermi surface, in every
compound studied by TEP measurements, the Lifshitz transition may manifest itself
differently and may only be a small feature, as in the case of FeAs-based compounds
presented in this thesis, or may even be completely missed. In this case more direct
studies of the Fermi surface, such as ARPES, quantum oscillations and band structure
calculation, will be of great use and help.
Nonetheless, the features in TEP measurements possibly related to the Lifshitz tran-
sition in Co-, Ru- and Mn-substituted single crystals lead to subsequent ARPES studies
of these series. For Co-substituted samples the results from TEP measurements were
supported by ARPES measurements. The features seen in the TEP measurements for
Rh-substitutions are very similar to the ones for Co-substituted samples, which proba-
bly indicates that the position of Lifshitz transitions in Rh-substituted samples is very
similar, however, this statements still needs to be supported by ARPES measurements.
For Ru- and Mn- substituted samples, the subsequent ARPES studies did not support
Lifshitz transitions delineated by TEP measurements however, the temperature depen-
dence or change in the band structure and scattering or different magnetic order can be
the underlying cause of these features. Lifshitz transition in (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 agreed
with the one outlined by ARPES measurements.
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CHAPTER 5. ANISOTROPIC TRANSPORT AND
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES, AND MAGNETIC-FIELD
TUNED STATES OF CeZn11 SINGLE CRYSTALS
1
5.1 Introduction
The broad interest in intermetallic compounds containing Ce is due, in part, to
the fact that these compounds sometimes show anomalous electronic and magnetic
and thermodynamic properties associated with heavy fermions or valence-fluctuation
effects [32, 34, 92, 166]. A competition between local moment ordering mediated via the
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction and the on-site Kondo fluctuations
of the f electrons leads to the variety of ground states in these compounds. In addi-
tion, the crystal-electric-field (CEF) splitting of the Hunds rule ground-state multiplet
J influences the temperature-dependent thermodynamic and transport properties.
With this in mind, polycrytalline samples of CeZn11 were investigated by suscepti-
bility and specific heat measurements for possible heavy-electron behavior [41]. As a
result, CeZn11 was reported to have a relatively small γ value of 40 mJ/(mol K
2) which
was hard to estimate precisely because of the antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition near
2.0 K. It is precisely this relatively low value of the Ne´el temperature, TN , that makes
CeZn11 a promising candidate for the study of magnetic field tuning and possible quan-
1This chapter is based on the published article: H. Hodovanets, S. L. Bud’ko, X. Lin, V. Taufour, M.
G. Kim, D. K. Pratt, A. Kreyssig, and P. C. Canfield “Anisotropic transport and magnetic properties,
and magnetic-field tuned states of CeZn11 single crystals,” Phys. Rev. B, 88 (2013): 054410.
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tum critical point (QCP) effects. In addition, CeZn11 is of interest because two of the
first heavy fermion systems identified were UCd11 [167] and U2Zn17 [168]. Given the
Ce ion’s tendency to be more localized, CeZn11 may offer the possibility of studying
an ordered system that is close to correlated electronic behavior. It should be noted,
though, that the study of a similar compound, CeCd11, of cubic structure (space group
Pm3¯ m), with TN = 0.44 K and γ = 26 mJ/(mol K
2), revealed that the 4f electrons are
well localized.[169]
CeZn11 crystallizes in tetragonal, I 41/amd, BaCd11-type structure. The unit cell con-
tains one unique Ce site with tetragonal point symmetry, and three crystallographically
distinct Zn sites. The Ce atom occupies the center of a polyhedron composed with 22
zinc atoms [170].
In order to gain insight into the anisotropic, low temperature physical properties
of CeZn11 and investigate the possibility of a magnetic-field-induced QCP, the single
crystals were grown and transport and thermodynamic measurements were performed
down to 0.4 K with applied magnetic fields of up to 140 kOe. Here, the anisotropic
temperature and field dependent magnetic susceptibility, resistivity, Hall effect, heat
capacity and thermoelectric power (TEP) measurements on CeZn11 are presented. From
these measurements a T − H phase diagram that shows the evolution of the magnetic-
field-induced states of CeZn11 was assembled.
5.2 Results and Analysis
5.2.1 Basic physical properties
The powder x-ray diffraction patterns collected on the ground single crystals of
CeZn11 and LaZn11 are shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. X-ray diffraction mea-
surements confirmed the crystal structure of CeZn11 and LaZn11. Small traces of Zn,
from residual flux, can be seen in both patterns. The lattice parameters of CeZn11 ob-
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Figure 5.1 Powder x-ray diffraction pattern of finely ground CeZn11 single crystals. The peaks that
belong to CeZn11 are indexed to a tetragonal unit cell with a = 10.67 ± 0.02 A˚ and c =
6.87 ± 0.01 A˚. The relatively few, low intensity peaks that can be associated to Zn are
not indexed, however, the markers of the peaks positions are given.
tained from the LeBail fit are: a = b = 10.67 ± 0.02 A˚ and c = 6.87±0.01 A˚ and are
consistent with the reported unit cell [170]. The lattice parameters of LaZn11 obtained
from the LeBail fit of the x-ray pattern are: a = b = 10.69 ± 0.02 A˚ and c = 6.89 ±
0.01 A˚ and are also consistent with those published in the literature [171].
Due to the as-grown, single crystals’ ambiguous morphology, slightly distorted octa-
hedra [see Fig. 5.3(d)], it is hard to visually identify the orientation of the facets. In
order to determine the main crystallographic directions, Laue-back-reflection patterns
were taken. Figure 5.3(a) shows an x-ray Laue back scattering pattern of the [001] direc-
tion with a four fold rotation symmetry and four mirror planes with 450 angles between
each other. Figure 5.3(b) shows an x-ray Laue back scattering pattern of the [110] di-
rection with a two fold rotation symmetry and two mirror planes perpendicular to each
other. Figure 5.3(c) shows a sketch of an idealized, pseudo octahedral crystal with the
main crystallographic directions identified. Figure 5.3(d) shows the picture of an actual
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Figure 5.2 Powder x-ray diffraction pattern of finely ground LaZn11 single crystals. The peaks that
belong to LaZn11 are indexed to a tetragonal unit cell with a = 10.69 ± 0.02 A˚ and c =
6.89 ± 0.01 A˚. The relatively few, low intensity peaks that can be associated to Zn are
not indexed, however, the markers of the peaks positions are given.
sample (truncated by growth and separation) with the mirrored triangular surface be-
ing the (101) plane. Solid lines show the extension of the sample to match the sketch in
Fig. 5.3(c). [Note: The c axis goes through the tip (apex) of the crystal that points nearly
out of the page whereas the a- and b- axes bisect the edges of the pseudo-octahedron at
roughly 450 and 1350.] After the main crystallographic directions were determined using
the Laue-back-reflection technique, the samples were cut and polished so as to have the
applied magnetic field parallel to a particular direction of interest. The samples for the
magnetization measurements were not cut or polished.
The anisotropic temperature-dependent magnetization divided by the applied field
data M(T )/H of CeZn11 are shown in Fig. 5.4(a), where the magnetic field was applied
along the [100], [110], [001], and [101] directions. An arrow marks the value of TN = 2.00
± 0.03 K that was obtained from the maximum in d(χT )/dT [172] (χ=M(T )/H at small
fields for which M(H) at constant temperature is linear). The magnetic susceptibilities
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Figure 5.3 (a) X-ray Laue back scattering pattern showing a four fold rotation symmetry of the [001]
direction, (b) X-ray Laue back scattering pattern showing a two fold rotation symmetry
of the [110] direction, (c) a sketch of the sample with the main crystallographic directions
and (d) the picture of the sample with the mirrored triangular surface being (101) plane.
Solid lines show the extension of the sample to match the sketch in Fig. 5.3(c).
for the field applied along the [100] and [110] directions are essentially the same and
are about 10 times larger at low temperature than the magnetic susceptibility for the
field applied along the [001] direction. As would be expected, when the field is applied
along the [101] direction, M(T )/H falls between the data for H‖[100] and H‖[001]. The
inset to Fig. 5.4(a) displays the temperature-dependent inverse magnetic susceptibilities,
H/M(T ), for the field applied along the [100], [001] and of polycrystalline average taken
as χpoly=(2χ100+χ001)/3. The modified Curie-Weiss law fit of the magnetic susceptibility
in the form χ = χ0 +C/(T − θ) of the polycrystalline average above 50 K results in θp '
-5.6 ± 1.0 K and µeff ' 2.48 ± 0.01 µB/Ce3+ which is close to the Ce3+ free ion value
of 2.54 µB. The results of the modified Curie-Weiss law fit are listed in Table 5.1.
The M(T )/H data for LaZn11 are shown in Fig. 5.4(b), where the magnetic field
was applied along the [100], [110] and [001] directions. M(T )/H for H‖[100] and [110]
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Figure 5.4 (a) Temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility M(T )/H of CeZn11, with the mag-
netic field applied along the [100], [110], [001], and [101] directions. The inset displays
temperature-dependent, inverse magnetic susceptibilities for the field applied along the
[100], [001] and of polycrystalline average, χpoly=(2χ100+χ001)/3. (b) Temperature-de-
pendent magnetic susceptibility, M(T )/H, of LaZn11, with the magnetic field applied
along the [100], [110] and [001] directions. The inset shows the enlarged low temperature
part of the M(T )/H. It is important to note that the the vertical scales of Figs. 5.4(a)
and 5.4(b) are different.
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Figure 5.5 (a) Magnetization isotherms M(H) of CeZn11 at 1.85 K for the magnetic field applied
along the [100], [110], [001], and [101] directions. The inset: dM/dH versus H for
H‖[110] with the arrow denoting a broad metamagnetic-like feature seen in M(H), (b)
Magnetization isotherms M(H) of LaZn11 at 1.85 K for the magnetic field applied along
the [100], [110] and [001] directions.
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Table 5.1 Results of the modified Curie-Weiss law fit of the magnetic susceptibility.
χ χ0 (emu/mol) θ(K) µeff (µB)
χ100 (−7.8±0.1)×10−4 1.2 ± 0.5
χ110 (−7.8±0.1)×10−4 −1.6 ± 0.1
χ001 (−1.9±0.1)×10−4 −31 ± 1
χpoly (−5.6±0.1)×10−4 −5.6 ± 1.0 2.48 ± 0.01
are positive whereas M(T )/H for H‖[001] is negative, reflecting anisotropy of the Pauli
and Landau terms relative to the Larmor diamagnetic susceptibility. The apparent drop
in M(T )/H of LaZn11 below ∼ 10 K is due to filling of Landau levels associated with
quantum oscillations shown in detail in Fig. 5.5(b).
When the χ0 values found for CeZn11 are compared with the high temperature χ(T )
data of LaZn11, there is a good agreement for H‖[001] and poor agreement between the
in-plane χ0 values which is most likely due to delicate balance of terms with different
signs (Pauli paramagnetism versus Landau and Larmor diamagnetism).
Magnetic isotherms M(H) of CeZn11, shown in Fig. 5.5(a), were taken at 1.85 K for
the magnetic field applied along the same orientations as the M(T )/H in Fig. 5.4(a).
The magnetization does not saturate in any direction for the highest field of 70 kOe. The
magnetic moment is highly anisotropic and reaches the highest value of 1.7 µB/Ce
3+ at 70
kOe for the magnetic field applied along the [110] direction, which is below the theoretical
saturated value of 2.1 µB for the free Ce
3+ ion. In addition, M(H) for the magnetic field
along the [110] direction, shows a broad metamagnetic-like feature centered at about 18
kOe visible as a non-Brillouin-like upward curvature in the data but more clearly seen in
dM/dH plot shown in the inset to Fig. 5.5(a). As will be shown in further detail below,
this feature is associated with the suppression of TN to below 1.85 K at this field.
Magnetic isotherms M(H) of LaZn11, shown in Fig. 5.5(b), were taken at 1.85 K for
the magnetic field applied along the same orientations as the M(T )/H in Fig. 5.4(b).
Consistent with theM(T ) data, M(H) for H‖[001] is negative whereasM(H) for H‖[100]
and H‖[110] are positive. The de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) oscillations are clearly seen
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Figure 5.6 Zero-field, temperature-dependent resistivity ρ(T ) of CeZn11 and LaZn11. The inset in
the upper left shows an enlarged, low-temperature, part of the resistivity with the AFM
transition, TN , marked with an arrow. The inset in the lower right shows the magnetic
part of the resistivity, ρm = ρ(CeZn11)−ρ(LaZn11). The data shown in the insets are the
same as shown in the main panel of the figure.
setting in near ∼10 kOe in the M(H) for all field orientations. Analysis of the quantum
oscillations is given in the Appendix below. Change in the amplitude of the quantum
oscillations with temperature is the origin of the drop in the M(T )/H seen in Fig. 5.4(b).
As shown in the inset to Fig. 5.4(b), for H=10 kOe, the Landau levels start to fill below
T ∼ 10 K.
The zero-field, temperature-dependent resistivity ρ(T ) data of CeZn11, for current
flow along the [010] and [001] directions are presented in Fig. 5.6. The ρ(T ) plots show a
broad shoulder, characteristic of that of Kondo compounds, at around 10 K followed by
a sharp change of the slope and a kink (see upper-left inset to Fig. 5.6) corresponding
to the AFM transition at 1.96 ± 0.05 K estimated from the maximum in dρ/dT [173].
The broad shoulder may also have some contribution associated with the relatively small
value of the CEF splitting, which stems from the very symmetric, local, environment of
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the Ce ion (in a shell of 22 Zn atoms) [170]. The ρ(T ) data for both current directions
are similar, although, as was mentioned above, the virtually equal resistivity values for
both current orientations is most likely a coincidence and merely means that ρ(T ) has
relatively low anisotropy. The residual resistivity ratios (RRR) of the two samples are
305 for I‖[001] and 317 for I‖[100].
The zero-field, temperature-dependent resistivity ρ(T ) data of LaZn11 are also shown
in Fig. 5.6 for comparison. LaZn11 is the non-magnetic, isostructural variant of CeZn11,
and ρ(T ) of LaZn11 gives an estimate of the non-magnetic contribution to the resistivity
of CeZn11. With the assumption that the resistivity of LaZn11 is isotropic, the magnetic
resistivity, ρm = ρ(CeZn11)−ρ(LaZn11) was calculated, for each of the shown data sets
(lower-right inset to Fig. 5.6). ρm shows a broad peak near 40 K which may be associated
with a combination of possible Kondo physics and the certain thermal depopulation of
the exited CEF level as the temperature is decreased.
Heat capacity data Cp(T ) for CeZn11 [Fig. 5.7(a)] show a clear, sharp, λ anomaly at
2.00 ± 0.06 K, which is consistent with the ordering temperature values inferred from
magnetization and resistivity measurements [Fig. 5.7(b)], all of which are consistent with
a second order transition from the paramagnetic to an AFM ordered state. A broad peak
at around 5 K corresponds to a Schottky anomaly arising from the CEF splitting of the
Hund’s rule ground state multiplet. The sum of the electronic and lattice contribution
to the specific heat of CeZn11 may be approximated by the specific heat of LaZn11
which is also shown in Fig. 5.7(a). The electronic specific heat coefficient (γ) and the
Debye temperature (ΘD) estimated from the relation Cp/T = γ + βT
2 for LaZn11 are
10.2 mJ/(mol K2) (or 0.85 mJ/(mol K2 atom)) and 353 K (β = 0.53 mJ/(mol K4))
respectively and are similar to the ones reported in Ref. [41]. Because of the AFM order
at 2 K and the higher temperature broad peak associated with CEF effect, γ and ΘD
for CeZn11 cannot be estimated from the relation Cp/T = γ + βT
2. As a matter of fact,
the fit of the Cp/T vs T
2, for T > TN , gave γ values in the range 100−200 mJ/(mol K2)
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Figure 5.7 (a) Heat capacity Cp(T ) of CeZn11 (• -total), ⊕ - heat capacity of LaZn11 (electronic
and lattice), and ◦ - magnetic (Cm=Cp(CeZn11)−Cp(LaZn11)). Dashed curve: modeled
Schottky anomaly assuming that the energies of the first and second excited states are
∆1=12.2 K and ∆2=65 K added to heat capacity data of LaZn11. (b) dρ/dT , d(χT )/dT
and Cp as a function of temperature. The ρ(T ) data set was smoothed with the ad-
jacent-averaging method with a 2 points of window before derivative was taken. (c)
magnetic entropy, Sm, calculated by integrating Cm/T (•) and ∆Cm/T (line). (d)
∆Cm = Cp(CeZn11)−Cp(LaZn11) − CSch, where CSch is the contribution of the mod-
eled Schottky anomalies, as a function of temperature. Red line is the low-temperature
fit of the data with the function, AT 3e−Eg/T , that is expected for the magnon specific heat
of antiferromagnet with the energy gap, Eg, in the magnon dispersion relation [174, 175].
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depending on the temperature range chosen. Cp/T of CeZn11 has a value of 100 mJ/(mol
K2) at 0.4 K and is still significantly larger than the value of LaZn11 (11.9 mJ/(mol K
2))
at the same temperature.
The magnetic contribution to the specific heat of CeZn11 allows for the inference of
the change in the entropy by integrating Cm/T with respect to T , shown in Fig. 5.7(c).
Cm=Cp(CeZn11)−Cp(LaZn11). The very slight mass-correction to the LaZn11 data [176]
was not done since the mass-correction factor ΘD(CeZn11)/ΘD(LaZn11) is 0.9990. The
entropy recovered up to TN is 0.64R ln2 and is consistent with the ordered state emerging
from a CEF ground state doublet with the first excited state doublet located nearby.
According to Ref. [174], for two-level system that has equal degeneracy, the maximum
of the Schottky anomaly occurs at Tm = 0.42δ and CSch(max) = 3.64 J/(mol K). δ is
the energy separation between two levels. For CeZn11, CSch(max) = 3.62 J/(mol K) at
Tm ∼5.31 K, leading to δ ∼ 12.6 K. An alternate way to estimate the CEF splitting
is to fit the Cm data to the Schottky anomalies assuming that the J = 5/2 multiplet
is split into three doublets by tetragonal point symmetry. Taking into account that
the peak associated with the AFM transition is very close to the Schottky anomaly,
instead of fitting the Cm data, the Schottky anomalies were modeled assuming that the
energies of the first and second doubly degenerate excited states are ∆1 and ∆2 and
added the modelled Schottky anomalies to the heat capacity data of LaZn11. The result
is illustrated by a dashed curve in Fig. 5.7(a). By adjusting the values of ∆1 and ∆2
the best agreement with the experimental data was obtained, for T > TN , for ∆1 =
12.2 K and ∆2 = 65 K, which are slightly higher than the ones reported in Ref. [41].
If the fit was performed of Cmag(T ) as γ
′T+CSch (with the temperature region of the
AFM ordering is excluded), where CSch is the contribution of the modeled Schottky
anomalies, then γ′ = 24.3 mJ/(mol K2) and ∆1 = 11.3 K and ∆2 = 71.4 K. In this case
γ(total)=γ(LaZn11) + γ
′ = 34.6 mJ/(mol K2) for CeZn11. It should be noted that γ =
34.6 mJ/(mol K2) is a small value for a strongly correlated Ce-based system.
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To better understand the functional dependence of the magnetic specific heat at low
temperatures, below the AFM transition, the data were fitted below 1 K of ∆Cm =
Cp(CeZn11)−Cp(LaZn11)−CSch, where CSch is the contribution of the modeled Schottky
anomalies, with the function, AT 3e−Eg/T , that is expected for the magnon specific heat
of antiferromagnet with the energy gap, Eg, in the magnon dispersion relation [174, 175].
The result of the fit is illustrated as a solid line in Fig. 5.7(d). From the fit Eg =.66 K
was obtained. An integral of ∆Cm/T , a magnetic entropy, is shown as a solid line in
Fig. 5.7(c). The magnetic entropy is ∼ 0.85R ln2 which is consistent with the ordered
state emerging from the CEF state doublet. As stated in this paragraph above, ∆Cm has
only γ(LaZn11) excluded and addition of a linear term γT to the magnon contribution fit
results in γ = 0. The small value of γ(CeZn11) ≈ γ(LaZn11) suggests absence of strong
correlations.
The zero-field, temperature-dependent, thermoelectric power (TEP) S (T ) data of
CeZn11 are plotted in Fig. 5.8. Since the base temperature for the TEP measurements
is 2.1 K, the AFM transition for CeZn11 was not observed in the TEP measurements.
The value of the TEP is positive above 4 K signifying that hole-type carriers dominate
the thermoelectric transport in this material. The temperature dependence of the TEP
for CeZn11 is reminiscent of S(T ) of the noble metals or Zn [56], although it does have a
complex behavior at low temperature rather similar to that of the Ce-based heavy fermion
compounds which usually displays one or more peaks [177, 178, 179]. The absolute value
of the TEP is not anomalously large (TEP of LaZn11 being larger for T > 130 K) and the
temperature dependence of the TEP is almost linear above 125 K. Two positive maxima,
at ∼ 8 K and ∼ 40 K and a positive minimum at ∼ 13.6 K are observed in the S (T )
at temperatures below 60 K. Since S must vanish as T tends to zero, the data (inset to
Fig. 5.8) suggest the occurrence of at least one more negative extremum in the TEP data
as the temperature is lowered below 2.1 K. The position of the peak at ∼ 40 K is very
similar to the one found in the TEP of Zn (with the temperature gradient perpendicular
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Figure 5.8 Zero-field, temperature-dependent, thermoelectric power S (T ) of CeZn11 and LaZn11.
The inset: expanded, low-temperature portion of the plot.
to the hexagonal axis [57]) that has been attributed to the phonon drag contribution to
the TEP.
The zero-field S (T ) data of LaZn11 are also plotted in Fig. 5.8. As can be seen from
the inset to Fig. 5.8, S(T ) of LaZn11 tends to zero as temperature is lowered. The broad
negative minimum at ∼ 37 K is probably due to the phonon drag contribution to the
TEP [56, 180].
Based on the modelled Schottky anomalies, the lower temperature of CEF splitting,
∆1 is likely to be the origin of the broad shoulder observed in ρ(T ) at around 10 K and
also of positive maximum in the TEP at around 8 K. On the other hand, the origin of the
positive maximum in the TEP around 40 K, the position of which is weakly affected by
the applied magnetic field (shown below in Fig. 5.17) and which is at similar temperature
as the broad peak in ρm(T ), may be ascribed to an interplay of Kondo, crystal-field, and
phonon drag effects. If it is assumed that the θD of CeZn11 is very close to that of LaZn11,
then the peak due to the phonon-drag contribution to the TEP data should be expected
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Figure 5.9 Low-temperature parts of ρ(T ) curves for CeZn11 taken at different applied fields for
H‖[110]. Subsequent data sets are shifted upward from each other by 0.3 µΩ cm for
clarity. For H ≤ 42.5 kOe, the arrows denote the transition temperature, TN , inferred
from dρ/dT . The inset shows the resistivity curves for H = 0 and H = 140 kOe without
any offset.
at ∼ 0.1−0.2θD (Refs. [56] and [180]) which translates into a 35−70 K temperature
range. The negative minimum at ∼ 37 K in S(T ) of LaZn11 and positive maximum at
∼ 40 K in S(T ) of CeZn11 are both in this temperature range.
5.2.2 Measurements in applied magnetic field (H‖[110])
Given its relatively low TN value, it was decided to determine the T−H phase diagram
for CeZn11 and look for possible quantum critical effects. Since Fig. 5.5(a) shows that the
magnetization for the magnetic field applied along the [110] direction is larger than that
for the field applied along any other measured direction, indicating that [110] is likely to
be an easy axis, the attention will be focussed on the field dependence of measurements
with H‖[110]. Figure 5.9 shows low-temperature ρ(T ) curves for CeZn11 taken at different
applied fields for H‖[110] with each subsequent data sets shifted upward by 0.3 µΩ cm
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Figure 5.10 (a) ρ(H) (H‖[110]) isotherms for CeZn11. Subsequent data sets are shifted upward by
0.1 µΩ cm from each other. The arrows denote the fields of magnetic ordering that
were determined by the intersection of two lines that go through the dρ/dH data shown
in Fig. 10(b). Solid dots represent the position of the minimum in the dρ/dH data
in Fig. 5.10(b). (b) dρ/dH at 0.5 K as a function of magnetic field, with the criterion
for the field of magnetic ordering and the minimum (dρ/dH)min. The ρ(H) data set
was smoothed with the adjacent-averaging method with a 2 points of window before
derivative was taken.
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Figure 5.11 Kohler plot (showing only every third data point), ∆ρ/ρ(0, T ), for the highest and lowest
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for clarity. The AFM transition temperature, TN , was taken as the maximum in dρ/dT
[173] and is marked with arrows for H ≤ 42.5 kOe. As the magnetic field is increased, the
kink associated with the AFM transition temperature moves to the lower temperatures
and is suppressed below the base temperature of 0.46 K by H = 45 kOe. For the applied
field of 45 kOe, the low temperature ρ(T ) functional dependence appears to be essentially
linear, ρ(T ) ∼ T , from base temperature of 0.46 K to ∼2 K. Finally, for the applied field
larger than 60 kOe, at low temperature an upturn in the ρ(T ) appears.
ρ(H) isotherms for CeZn11 are shown in Fig. 5.10(a). The fields of transition, from
the low field ordered state to a higher field, most likely saturated paramagnetic, state are
denoted by arrows. This field of magnetic ordering was determined by the intersection
of two lines that go through the dρ/dH data presented in Fig. 5.10(b). Another feature
in the field dependent resistivity, marked with solid dots in Fig. 5.10(a), appears above
45 kOe and can be seen more clearly as a minimum in the dρ/dH data in Fig. 5.10(b).
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for CeZn11 for the field applied along the [110] direction. The dashed and solid lines
denote two manifolds that the data appear to follow.
This feature moves to the higher fields as the temperature is increased. Small amplitude
Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations can be seen for the applied magnetic fields larger
than 70 kOe in the lower temperature data in ρ(H) and even more so in dρ(H)/dH.
In order to better understand the magnetoresistance of CeZn11 away from the features
associated with metamagnetic transitions (i.e. in the ordered and in the paramagnetic
states), the data were plotted for the highest and lowest field and temperature on the
Kohler plot shown in Fig. 5.11. The graph with the data taken for all applied fields and
temperatures measured is shown in the Fig. 5.12. The Kohler’s rule is stated as ∆ρ/ρ0 =
F (H/ρ0) where ρ is the resistivity component ρxx(Hz), ρ0 is the zero field resistivity at
a given temperature, and F (H/ρ0) is a universal function for the particular material
regardless of temperature or impurity content. This rule theoretically is applicable to
single-band metals, for which the number of carriers does not vary with temperature or
impurity content to a very good approximation. Consequently, variation in ρ0 reflects
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Figure 5.13 (a) Heat capacity data for CeZn11 taken with the applied magnetic field H‖[110], (b)
and (c) expanded, low-temperature part of heat capacity curves. The arrows indicate
peaks associated with the magnetic ordering.
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one single relaxation time (one scattering mechanism). The magnetoresistance of many
metals and semimetals is known to follow the Kohler’s rule[49, 51] and several rare
earth bearing intermetallic compounds (and series) have shown remarkably large and
structured magnetoresistivities that can be understood in the context of Kohler’s law.
It is clear from the Kohler plot that the magneto-resistance of CeZn11 fails to show a
single, power-law dependence for all fields and temperatures but instead appears to have
two manifolds: one in the ordered state ([H/ρ(0, T )]0.7) and one in the paramagnetic
state ([H/ρ(0, T )]1) represented by the dashed and solid lines respectively in Figs. 5.11
and 5.12.
The heat capacity measurements of CeZn11 taken with different applied magnetic
fields, H‖[110], are plotted in Fig. 5.13. The arrows in Figs. 5.13(a), 5.13(b), and
5.13 (c), indicating the position of the peaks associated with the magnetic ordering, are
consistent with the resistivity measurements described above. As the applied magnetic
field is increased, the sharp peak corresponding to the AFM transition moves to lower
temperatures and decreases in size. From H = 47.5 kOe to H = 52.5 kOe, the lower
field peak in the specific heat evolves into a rather broad shoulder [see Fig. 5.13(c)].
Figure 5.14 presents the heat capacity data of CeZn11 as a function of magnetic field
at constant temperatures of 0.5, 1, and 3 K. At 0.5 K, field-dependent specific heat
appears to be almost constant over the 45−47 kOe field range which may be indicative
of multiple phase transitions or a fact that the region of the T −H phase diagram, shown
in Fig. 5.20 below, that is centered at this range of magnetic field, is rich and complex.
At 1 K, Cp(H) manifests a sharp peak at 40 kOe, that corresponds to a transition
from an ordered to a non-ordered state, followed by a small, higher field, shoulder, that
might be related to the first order nature of the AFM transition. As the magnetic field
is further increased, from 47 kOe < H < 90 kOe, C/T gradually drops towards zero,
consistent with establishing a low temperature, saturated paramagnetic state. At 3 K,
only a broad feature is observed at ∼ 70.5 kOe in Cp(H). It should be noted that the
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Figure 5.14 Cp/T of CeZn11 as a function of magnetic field measured at constant temperatures of
0.5, 1, and 3 K (solid symbol data) with the magnetic field along the [110] direction.
Open symbol represent the data taken from Cp(T )|H=const shown in Fig. 5.13.
field sweep data (solid symbols) agree well with the data taken from temperature sweep
in constant magnetic field (open symbols) that were shown in Fig. 5.13.
To shed further light on the field induced states of CeZn11 for H‖[110], the Hall
resistivity, ρH , and thermoelectric power, S were measured. Figure 5.15 shows ρH(H)
measured at several constant temperatures. For the temperatures higher than 25 K,
ρH is positive and almost linear. For the temperatures 10 K and below, ρH not only
becomes non-linear but also changes sign from positive to negative. As the temperature is
decreased, the field at which ρH changes sign moves toward lower applied magnetic fields.
As will be discussed below, the sharp, low field feature seen in the lowest temperature
data is associated with the transition from the low field, AFM state to a higher field
state that is most likely saturated paramagnetic state. To see this feature more clearly
and to track its progression as the temperature is increased, the linear background,
represented by a dashed line in the main graph, was subtracted. The result is shown in
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Figure 5.15 Hall resistivity ρH(H) of CeZn11 measured at different constant temperatures. The inset
shows the data after the linear background, represented by a dashed line on the main
graph, is subtracted. The arrow indicates the field of the maximum which corresponds
to a transition from an ordered to a non-ordered state at the lowest temperature. (The
data sets were smoothed with the adjacent-point-averaging method with a 5 points of
window.)
the inset to Fig. 5.15. The sharp peak, that corresponds to the AFM transition at the
two lowest temperatures, evolves into a broad peak positioned at a higher applied field
as the temperature is increased. This feature may be M(H) saturation related feature
[see Fig. 5.5(a)].
Figure 5.16 shows the Hall coefficient, RH = ρH/H, for CeZn11. Above 50 K, RH
is essentially temperature and field independent with the positive value indicating that
hole-like carriers dominate in the electrical transport, which is consistent with what was
observed in the zero-field TEP data in Fig. 5.8. Upon cooling below 1.8 K for H = 10
kOe, RH changes sign from positive to negative. The temperature at which RH changes
sign increases with the increase of the applied field, at H = 140 kOe, RH changes sign
at ∼ 20 K. The features seen at low temperatures (see inset to Fig. 5.16) in the data for
H = 50, 90 and 140 kOe possibly are related to a crossover from ωτ 1 to ωτ 1 limit
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140 kOe. The inset: low-temperature part of the Hall coefficient data. (The data sets
were smoothed with the adjacent-point-averaging method with a 5 points of window.)
(ω is the cyclotron frequency) which are correlated with the dHvA oscillations that were
seen in the resistivity data in Fig. 5.10.[49] In the one-band approximation, the carrier
density at 300 K is n ' 4.46 × 1028 m−3 (RH = 1.4 × 10−12 Ω cm/Oe) and is closer
to the carrier density of silver ' 5.86 × 1028 m−3 rather than to that of zinc ' 13.2 ×
10 28 m−3.[181] Although it might be useful for some context, it has to be stressed that
the one-band and m = me approximation is a gross oversimplification when applied in
CeZn11 case.
Figure 5.17 shows a semi-log plot of the temperature-dependent thermoelectric power,
S (T ), of CeZn11 taken at different applied magnetic fields. As the applied field is in-
creased, the temperature of the peak positioned at ∼ 40 K first moves slightly up, and
then moves more rapidly down and that of the lower peak at ∼ 8 K moves up and starts
to merge with the lower temperature tail of the one at ∼ 40 K at 140 kOe. Above ∼
100 K, the TEP is essentially unchanged by increasing magnetic field and has an almost
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Figure 5.17 The semi-log plot of the temperature-dependent thermoelectric power, S (T ), of CeZn11
measured with different applied magnetic fields, H‖[110]. The inset illustrates the evo-
lution of the two local maxima as a function of applied field.
linear temperature dependence. For H = 0 TEP reverses the sign at 4 K: S < 0 for
T < 4 K. As the applied field is increased, the temperature at which the sign is changed
moves to the higher temperatures. For H ≥ 120 kOe, the TEP changes sign twice. For
example, for H = 120 kOe, S > 0 for T > 6.3 K and T < 2.2 K. Within the experi-
mental temperature window accessible with current measurements, it is not possible to
determine exactly the magnetic field at which the TEP starts to change sign a second
time, although it seems that the required field is closer to H = 120 kOe rather than to
H = 100 kOe.
The TEP as a function of the field, S(H), taken at 2.3 K, is plotted in Fig. 5.18 and
has a complex behavior. Quantum oscillations are seen above ∼ 70 kOe in the S(H).
The amplitude of the quantum oscillations observed in the TEP is much larger than those
observed in other measurements, which is a unique aspect of the TEP because, rather
than depend on the density of states at the Fermi level, it depends on the derivative of the
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Figure 5.18 Field-dependent thermoelectric power S (H ) of CeZn11 at 2.3 K. The inset: FFT spec-
trum of the oscillations obtained from TEP at 2.3 K
density of states evaluated at the Fermi level.[182, 183] This is often a very useful method
of studying quantum oscillations in Ce-based compounds.[183] Fast Fourier transform
(FFT) analysis of the quantum oscillations seen in the TEP measurements is given in
the inset to Fig. 5.18 and shows strong peaks in the FFT spectrum at ∼ 2.0 MOe (α), ∼
4.1 MOe (β), ∼ 5.9 MOe (γ), ∼ 10.2 MOe (δ), ∼ 12.4 MOe (ε), and ∼ 14.4 MOe (ζ). To
obtained the FFT spectrum, the last 1024 data points were taken and the background
that was fitted with the polynomial function was subtracted. After that, the data were
plotted in 1/H and interpolated so that the 1024 data points were equally spaced. After
that, the FFT analysis was done.
5.3 Discussion
CeZn11 orders antiferromagnetically near 2 K. On one hand, the zero-field ρ(T ) shows
a broad shoulder, characteristic of that of Kondo compounds. On the other hand, the
close proximity of the Schottky anomaly to the low AFM transition makes it hard to
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obtain or estimate the Sommerfeld coefficient γ precisely and as a result to tell to what
extend the density of states at the Fermi level is enhanced. According to Ref. [184], at the
characteristic temperature TK , for a system that does not order magnetically, the entropy
reached by a Kondo system is 0.65R ln2. For CeZn11, 0.65R ln2 of entropy is reached at
∼ 2 K meaning that TK < TN , possibly much less. The Kondo temperature can also be
estimated from the paramagnetic Curie-Weiss temperature as TK = |Θp|/4.[185] From
the Curie-Weiss law fit of the polycrystalline average (see Table 5.1) Θp = −5.6 ± 1.0
K which translates into TK = 1.4 ± 1.0 K, which agrees with the TK obtained from
the entropy. These estimates, taken together with other data indicate that TN > TK
and possibly TN  TK . As was discussed above, estimates of γ associated with CeZn11,
which were done for T  TK , yield a value that is a little bit larger or equal to that of
LaZn11. This means that at least in H = 0 system is essentially not strongly correlated.
Changing the applied magnetic field along the [110] direction suppresses the AFM
transition temperature of CeZn11 and allows us to map the T − H phase diagram and
possibly find quantum critical point (QCP) effects. The criteria that were used to map
the T − H phase diagram were mentioned on several occasions above. The criteria for
inferring the AFM transition temperature, TN , from the specific heat, Cp, and derivatives
of resistivity, dρ/dT (Ref. [173]) and magnetic susceptibility, d(χT/dT )(Ref. [172]) data
were shown in Fig. 5.7(b). In dρ/dT data in addition to the sharp peak at 1.93 ± 0.07
K, that corresponds to TN , another broad shoulder is evident at 3.6 ± 0.5 K [denoted by
an arrow in Fig. 5.19(a)]. This broad feature moves to the higher temperatures as the
applied field is increased.
In the heat capacity measurements, as the applied magnetic field is increased, the
sharp peak corresponding to the AFM transition moves to lower temperatures and broad-
ens (see Fig. 5.13). For H ≥ 47.5 kOe, in addition to the broad maximum at low temper-
atures, another broad peak at slightly higher temperature develops and is more clearly
seen in the Cp/T versus T plots [Fig. 5.19(b)]. This peak becomes broader and moves
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to the higher temperatures as the magnetic field is further increased. It has to be noted,
that similar feature in the heat capacity was observed for YbNiSi3 compound [186] and
was attributed to splitting by the applied field of the nearly degenerate crystal-electric
field levels that form the zero-field-ground state.
Figure 5.20(a) presents the low-temperature/low-field phase diagram for CeZn11,
H‖[110], where, as the applied magnetic field is increased, the AFM order is suppressed
below the base temperature of 0.4 K in the 45−47.5 kOe field range and a system is
driven to a low-temperature state with no apparent long-range magnetic order. The
broad shoulder seen in Cp(T ) above 45 kOe [see Fig. 5.13(c)] is shown as ”+” and
does seem to follow from the peak in Cp associated with the TN . Figure 5.20(a) looks
promising in terms of bringing the AFM transition temperature to zero with the modest
applied magnetic field.
Figure 5.20(b) shows the T − H phase diagram over a wider T and H range. The
broad Schottky-type features seen in Cp/T (×), the broad minimum observed in dρ/dH
(⊕,) and the broad maximum in ∆ρH (∗) appear to delineate a broad stripe that starts
near the end of the AFM dome and around H ∼ 80 kOe starts to move to higher
temperature with increasing field along with Smin (C) and a feature seen in dρ/dT ().
The origin of the slight difference among these features is probably the fact that different
measurements see different degrees of scattering off of saturating moments and the CEF
levels.
The evolution of the TEP sign change as the system is tuned by the applied magnetic
field is also shown in Fig. 5.20(b) (	 and ◦). The TEP is negative in-between 	 and ◦.
It has to be pointed out, that for the TEP set-up used, 2.1 K was the lowest temperature
reached. Interestingly, the change of the sign of the TEP, S± (	), coincides with the
feature seen in the dρ/dTmax ().
In order to look for the Landau-Fermi-liquid or non-Landau-Fermi-liquid behavior as
the AFM transition is suppressed, a further analysis of the resistivity data was done by
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performing the fit of the low temperature part of the resistivity in the form ρ = ρ0 +AT
n,
where A is the coefficient and n is the exponent. For the Landau-Fermi-liquid regime, the
resistivity is governed by the electron-electron scattering, A is the quasiparticle scattering
amplitude and n = 2. When the system is close to the AFM QCP, some theories predict
n ≤ 5/3. [34] In the AFM state, the fit results in n ≈ 3 [Fig. 5.21(a)], except for the
applied fields of 20 and 30 kOe for which n ∼ 2 [inset to Fig. 5.21(a)]. Figure 5.21(b)
shows log-log plot of ∆ρ = ρ− ρ0 = AT n vs T for 45 kOe ≤ H ≤ 60 kOe, H‖[110]. The
low temperature ρ(T ) functional dependence for H = 45 kOe appears to be linear, n = 1,
from base temperature of 0.46 to 1.96 K. For the applied fields between 47.5 and 60 kOe,
the fit results in n ∼ 2 marking the region of the Landau-Fermi-liquid behavior. Given
that the Landau-Fermi-liquid behavior holds only for a very small temperature range:
from ∼ 1.12 K down to the base temperature of 0.46 K, further resistivity measurements
for T < 0.46 K will be required to have a larger span of the temperatures for which
the Landau-Fermi-liquid regime holds. Ironically, part of the difficulty in fitting of low-
T , finite H data may be due to the very high RRR values that can be achieved in
zero field. As recently shown for PtSn4 (with RRR ∼ 1000) [187], simple Kohler’s rule
magnetoresistance can lead to strong increases in ρ(T ) upon cooling in fixed fields. The
sum of this normal metal magnetoresistance with the possible Fermi liquid and non-
Fermi liquid contributions can result in complex, and hard to interpret, temperature
dependencies of the resistivity. Indeed, as seen in Fig. 5.9, the ρ(T ) at highest fields
appears to be dominated by this large positive magnetoresistance and actually shows a
local minimum upon cooling.
To look for non-Landau-Fermi-liquid behavior in the heat capacity data of CeZn11,
the magnetic part of the heat capacity, Cm/T , as a function of temperature is plotted on
a semi-log plot in Fig. 5.22. Cm was obtained by subtracting Cp(LaZn11) (H = 0) using
the assumption that for LaZn11 Cp(T ) is essentially field independent. Based on the
spin fluctuation theories for non-Fermi-liquid behavior of the specific heat proposed by
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Millis/Hertz, Moriya, and Lonzarich, for an ideal quantum critical system, for H = Hc,
the heat capacity data should diverge as Cm/T |T→0 ∝ −logT or Cm/T |T→0 ∝ −
√
T (see
Ref. [34] for discussion of the theory) indicating a non-Landau-Fermi-liquid regime. The
inset to Fig. 5.22 shows the data for 45 kOe ≤ H ≤ 50 kOe and no such non-Landau-
Fermi-liquid like signature is found.
Figure 5.22 also clearly shows that for H ≤ 60 kOe the electronic specific heat coef-
ficient γ, that reflects the effective mass of the 4f electrons, clearly becomes very small.
This is in contrast to such QCP systems such as YbAgGe (Ref. [38]) or YbPtBi (Ref.
[40]), where γ stays significantly enhanced for wide field ranges above Hc. Given the
0.4 K base temperature, Cp/T at 0.4 K can be plotted as a function of applied field as
shown in Fig. 5.23(a). As the magnetic field is increased, Cp/T increases, reaches the
highest value of 1 J/(mol K) at 47.5 kOe and then steadily and rapidly decreases to ∼18
mJ/(mol K) at H = 140 kOe.
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Figure 5.23(b) shows the evolution with field of the resistivity, ρ, at 0.46 K and ρ0,
obtained from log(ρ − ρ0)=log(AT n) fit. As the applied field is increased, both ρ and
ρ0 show weak features at about H = 45 kOe. ρ at 0.46 K increases, reaches a small
maximum at 47.5 kOe then goes through a shallow minimum and increases again. ρ0
behaves similarly to ρ|0.46K except its value dips only at 45 kOe. Figure 5.23(c) shows
the exponent n from log(ρ − ρ0)=log(AT n) fit. The ranges of temperature that were
used to perform the fit are given in Fig. 5.23(d). The range of temperature was chosen
from the base temperature to the point where the data in the log-log plot of ∆ρ vs T
started to deviate from linear behavior. ρ0 was adjusted so that the resistivity curve at
the lowest temperatures appeared linear on the log-log plot. The behavior of residual
resistivity and scattered coefficient n near the critical field may indicate that: (i) the
TN is almost or just suppressed below 0.46 K in the 42.5 kOe ≤ H ≤ 47.5 kOe field
range and the temperature region is not sufficiently wide to perform the fit; or (ii) the
functional dependence of the resistivity is altered by the remnant AFM transition (which
is hard to resolve in the resistivity data), and lower temperature is required to perform
the fit; or (iii) taking into account that the T −H phase diagram is quite crowded in the
42.5 kOe ≤ H ≤ 47.5 kOe region and there are actually multiple transition close to each
other that are hard to resolve in the resistivity data due to ∆T step with which the data
sets were taken. To resolve these issues one would need to take the measurements, with
tighter data step, down to lower than the current base temperature. Hence, taken as a
whole, Fig. 5.23 is more consistent with a quantum phase transition, similar to what are
shown in Refs. [186] and [188], that does not manifest any critical behavior. It becomes
evident that CeZn11 manifests a local moment-like, metamagnetic phase transition as a
function of field. With application of pressure, the AFM transition of CeZn11[189] splits
into two transition and both transitions increase with pressure indicating that CeZn11 is
far from the pressure induces QCP and is a local moment compound with small Kondo
temperature.
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5.4 Conclusion
The electrical, magnetic, and thermal properties of single crystals of CeZn11 were
studied by the means of magnetization, resistivity, specific heat, Hall coefficient and
thermoelectric power. Based on the analysis of the measurements, CeZn11 may be classi-
fied as essentially a local moment system with little or no electronic correlations arising
from the Ce 4f subshell, with TK < TN ∼ 2 K, and very likely TK  TN . Rather low
CEF energy level splitting is influencing the transport and thermodynamic properties of
the compound. CeZn11 manifests a strong anisotropy between the tetragonal c direction
and the (ab) plane (mild in-plane anisotropy) with the [110] direction being the easy axis.
The Hall coefficient is constant at high temperatures followed by a sign reversal at low
temperatures. Thermoelectric power shows an almost linear temperature dependence at
high temperatures and reverses the sign below 4 K at zero applied magnetic field. Both
Hall resistivity and thermoelectric power are positive at high temperatures indicating
hole-type carriers dominating the transport properties of CeZn11. The T −H phase dia-
gram indicates that the applied magnetic field drives the AFM order temperature below
0.4 K, the lowest temperature measured, by H ∼ 45−47.5 kOe for H‖[110]. For the easy
axis, H‖[110], the linear behavior in the ρ(T ) data was observed only for H = 45 kOe at
0.46 K ≤ T ≤ 1.96 K, followed by the Landau-Fermi-liquid regime for the limited range
of the applied magnetic field, 47.5 kOe ≤ H ≤ 60 kOe. No non-Landau-Fermi liquid
behavior was observed in the heat capacity data. Most likely, as the AFM transition is
suppressed, for the magnetic field applied along the easy [110] axis, a quantum phase
transition is observed, maybe even of the first order, as is the case for local moment rare
earth meta-magnetism, rather than a field-induced quantum critical point.
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CHAPTER 6. EFFECTS OF La DILUTION OF THE
KONDO LATTICE COMPOUND CeCu2Ge2
6.1 Introduction
The competition between the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) and Kondo
interactions in 4f intermetallic compounds leads to an abundance of possible ground
states. Both mechanisms depend on the exchange interaction J between the local f -
moment and the conduction electrons as well as the density of states at the Fermi surface,
N(EF ).[190] By changing J and/or N(EF ), with the external parameter − pressure or
chemical substitution, or by application of magnetic field − the system can be driven
from the magnetically ordered state, where the RKKY dominates, to the heavy fermion
state with Kondo interaction being dominant. In the latter case, the localized magnetic
moments are screened by the Kondo spin compensation preventing moments from or-
dering. For a continuous phase transition, a quantum critical point (QCP) at T = 0
separates these two regimes. Often new ground states are found in the vicinity of this
QCP.
This competition can be illustrated by the Kondo lattice compound CeCu2Ge2 with
TK ∼ 4 K [44]. The RKKY interaction dominates and leads to an antiferromagnetic
(AFM) ordering below TN ∼ 4 K [45, 46, 47]. It was shown that application of pressure,
p ∼ 10 GPa [191], induces superconductivity with Tc ∼ 0.64 K. Contradictory results
were reported for the field-induced QCP. According to Ref. [192], an applied magnetic
field, at ambient pressure, suppresses the AFM transition at Hc ' 80 kOe, H‖[11¯0]. The
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static long range order is replaced by short range dynamic correlations which tend to
become stronger as T → 0 K suggesting the quantum nature of the magnetic instability.
However, Ref. [193] reported that the magnetic ordering is still observed above 3 K for H
= 140 kOe, applied along the a- and c-axes and the field-induced QCP was estimated to
be at 350 kOe (H‖a) and 300 kOe (H‖c). A recent study, Ref. [194], of CeCu2Ge2 with
application of magnetic field at different angles θ with respect to the c-axis, resulted in a
complex T −H and H − θ, low-temperature phase diagrams. Reference [194] indicated
that the quantum transition at 80 kOe[192] becomes of the first order when H ' 100
kOe applied along the [100]-direction which suggests a quantum critical end point. Ref.
[194] also suggests that a possible quantum tricritical and quantum-critical end points,
may be realized in CeCu2Ge2 with T , H, and θ.
In addition to pressure and magnetic field, chemical substitution is another parameter
that can be used to tune the system. In this case, chemical substitution is done on sites
other than the ones containing magnetic ions (rare-earth) in order to change the lattice
parameters and/or the band filling.
A remaining question is what happens as the magnetic ion, Ce, is substituted by La?
In diluted Kondo alloys the magnetic impurities are randomly distributed and noninter-
acting and the Kondo effect occurs independently at each site. Physical properties of such
alloys are governed by the characteristic Kondo temperature TK , e.g. (CexLa1−x)Pb3
shows remarkable single-ion Kondo scaling for a wide range of x and T (for these con-
centrations TK is the same).[42, 83] Once the amount of magnetic impurities, e.g. Ce
ions, is increased enough, they form a dense periodic sublattice of Ce ions, Kondo lattice,
with more complex behavior compared to that of a dilute Kondo alloy. The interactions
between the f electrons in 4f - based Kondo-lattice systems are no longer negligible and
more elaborate theoretical models are required to describe their properties. Theories
developed for the single-ion Kondo impurity were successfully used to describe the prop-
erties of very diluted as well as, in some cases, coherent regimes of the Kondo lattice. For
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example, in the study of La dilution of the Kondo lattice, CeNi2Ge2, remarkable single-
ion Kondo scaling in the coherent Fermi-liquid regime as well as diluted regimes was
found.[43] Therefore, a study of La diluted Kondo-lattice system is often helpful in un-
derstanding of physics of the Kondo lattice itself. In addition, studies of diluted systems
are useful for separating out the coherent (lattice) from incoherent (dilute) effects.
In this work, La dilution of the Kondo lattice compound CeCu2Ge2 has been studied
with the help of magnetization, specific heat, resistivity, and thermoelectric power mea-
surements with the hope of learning how the coherent state of the Kondo lattice evolves
into the single-ion Kondo state upon La dilution.
6.2 Results and Analysis
6.2.1 Determination of La/Ce concentrations
Before proceeding to the analysis of the results, it is necessary to assess the con-
centration of La/Ce for every nominal concentration studied. La concentration will be
denoted by x and Ce concentration will be denoted by y = 1 − x to avoid confusion.
Concentrations of La/Ce were determined in two different ways: (i) by using a WDS
analysis and (ii) based on the results of the Curie-Weiss fit. Figure 6.1 presents the
results of both approaches. The modified Curie-Weiss law fit χ =χ0+yC/(T − θ) of the
polycrystalline average M(T )/H was performed in 150 K< T < 300 K range. y is Ce con-
centration, C = (NAp
2
eff )/3kB, peff = 2.54µB is the expected effective moment for the
Ce3+, µB is the Bohr magneton, NA is the Avogadro number, and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. Before the fit was performed, the polycrystalline averaged M(T )/H data from
LaCu2Ge2 were subtracted. The agreement between these two ways of estimation of Ce
concentrations is quite good, especially for larger amounts of Ce, Fig. 6.1(b). Clearly,
uncertainty at the ∆y = 0.01−0.02 level becomes very large in terms of the y value as
y becomes smaller than 0.2 or 0.1. On the other hand, the linearity of the x − xnominal
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Figure 6.1 (a) La concentrations of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single crystals, as determined by wavelength
dispersive spectroscopy WDS and Curie-Weiss law fit of M(T )/H data, versus nominal
La-values. The inset shows large and shiny single crystal from the series. (b) Difference
between the values obtained by WDS and Curie-Weiss law fit and nominal values as a
function of Ce concentration y.
plot is consistent with complete solubility of Ce in La for this structure. Nevertheless,
the WDS values of La concentrations will be used throughout the text if not specified
otherwise.
6.2.2 Lattice parameters
Figure 6.2 shows the lattice parameters a and c and a unit cell volume V as a function
of La concentrations. La-substitution results in the slight decrease of the value of c (0.1%)
and increase of a (1.1%) lattice parameters. The unit cell volume V increases with La-
substitution: V (LaCu2Ge2) is 2 % larger than V (CeCu2Ge2).
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Figure 6.2 (a) Lattice parameters a and c, and (b) the unit cell volume V as a function of the La
concentration of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single crystals.
6.2.3 Magnetization measurements
Figure 6.3 shows magnetic isotherms M(H) at T = 1.85 K. M(H) data were taken
with the magnetic field applied along the a- and c- axes. The M(H) data of LaCu2Ge2
were subtracted from each curve in an attempt to account for non-4f -shell related back-
ground. The magnetization for the field along the c-axis is larger than that for H‖a even
for the smallest amount of Ce.
M(H) data for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.51 manifest linear field dependence up to 55 kOe, except
for x = 0.51, H‖c, where it deviates slightly from linearity. For higher La level samples,
as the amount of La increases, the M(H) data show a tendency to saturation at higher
fields.
Figure 6.4 shows M(T )/H for (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single crystals for the magnetic
field applied along the a- and c- axes. The AFM ordering for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.51 can be seen
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Figure 6.3 M per mole of Ce versus H at 1.85 K of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single crystals (a) H‖a and
(b) H‖c. The M(H) data at 1.85 K of LaCu2Ge2 subtracted from each curve for each
field direction, respectively.
as a kink, much sharper for H‖a, that moves to lower temperature as the amount of
La increases. The magnetization for H‖c is larger than that for H‖a, consistent with
the M(H) data shown in Fig. 6.3, with the difference being most pronounced at lower
temperatures.
6.2.4 Specific heat measurements
The specific heat data for (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single crystals are shown in Fig. 6.5.
The low temperature linear fit of the C/T vs T 2 of LaCu2Ge2 results in γ = 4 mJ
mol−1K−2 (3.6 mJ mol−1K−2 was estimated based on the electronic structure calculations
[195]) and ΘD = 350 K. Due to the AFM transition at ∼ 4 K, a γ value is hard to estimate
precisely for CeCu2Ge2. The low temperature linear fit over 24 to 30 K temperature range
of the C/T vs T 2 of CeCu2Ge2 results in γ ≈ 90 mJ mol−1K−2 and the value of Cp/T at
0.39 K is 245 mJ mol−1K−2.
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Figure 6.4 M(T )/H of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single crystals (a) and (c) H‖a and (b) and (d) H‖c.
For all samples containing Ce, a magnetic field of H=1 kOe was used to collect the data.
For LaCu2Ge2, the field of H=10 kOe was used to collect the data. Panels (c) and (d)
show the data, with M(T )/H data of LaCu2Ge2 subtracted, in units of emu/mol-Ce, as
opposed to emu/mol shown in panels (a) and (b).
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Figure 6.5 Specific heat Cp(T ) data of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single crystals. The inset shows the
enlarged low-temperature data for 0.75 ≤ x ≤ 1. The data for x = 0.75 are shown in
both graphs for clarity.
An almost classic, mean-field-like second order AFM transition is clearly seen in the
specific heat Cp(T ) data for CeCu2Ge2 shown in Fig. 6.5. As the amount of La is
increased, the AFM transition moves to lower temperature and is still clearly observable
even up to x = 0.80. In addition to the AFM ordering, a broad maximum appears in the
specific heat data starting from x = 0.75 (inset to Fig. 6.5), the position of which shifts
slightly to lower temperatures as La concentration increases. The maximum becomes
almost indiscernible for x = 0.99. This maximum may be associated with the Kondo
temperature of the CEF ground state, a spin-glass state or a Schottky anomaly due to
the excited crystal electric field (CEF) doublet.
To check the origin of the maximum in the specific heat, the Cmag(T ) data at various
constant magnetic fields were collected for x = 0.85, Fig. 6.6. These data can be
compared with several possibilities:
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(1) If the maximum in the specific heat is due to the first excited CEF level, then
the application of the magnetic field results in the Zeeman splitting of the doublet which
broadens the maximum.[196] However, according to the specific heat [46] and neutron
scattering [197] measurements, the CEF splits the J = 5
2
multiplet into three doublets
with the first and second excited states being at ∆E1 ∼ 197 K and ∆E2 ∼ 212 K with
respect to the ground state doublet. This rules out a Schottky anomaly in C(T ) data at
low temperatures in zero field.
(2) In the case of spin glass state, the maximum in the specific heat is expected
to broaden, decrease in height and move to higher temperatures upon application of
magnetic field.[198] Although the feature does move up in temperature as the magnetic
field is increased, it also increases in height, this means that spin-glass state is also
unlikely.
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Figure 6.7 (a) Cmag/T versus T data normalized by the amount of Ce of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single
crystals. (b) Fit of the Kondo resonance model by Schotte and Schotte [82] for 1 mole of
the Kondo impurity with the effective spin S = 12 . TK is the Kondo temperature defined
as the width of the Lorentzian-shape Kondo resonance at the Fermi level. Each data set
was offset from previous by 1 JK−2(mol-Ce)−1 for clarity. Legends: • x = 0.97, ◦ x =
0.98, and half open circles x = 0.99.
(3) If the maximum in the specific heat is due to the single-ion Kondo effect, then
upon application of magnetic field, as the magnetic field becomes comparable and larger
than the energy kBTK , the specific heat peak becomes narrower and sharper and moves
to higher temperatures.[199] Thus, the specific heat data of (Ce0.15La0.85)Cu2Ge2, Fig.
6.6, show similar behavior to that of single-ion Kondo impurity. The maximum seen in
the specific heat for other concentrations of La is most likely associated with the TK of
the single-ion Konto impurity as well since La-substitution is not expected to drastically
alter the CEF level scheme. Similar behavior of the maximum in the specific heat data
upon application of magnetic field was observed for heavily La diluted CeB6 [200], CeCu6
[201], and CeAl2 [80].
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Figure 6.7(a) shows Cmag/T per amount of Ce as a function of temperature for
all samples measured. Again, a progression of the AFM ordering with the increase of
La content is clearly seen for x ≤ 0.80. For 0.97 ≤ x ≤ 0.99, the γ |0.4K is rather
large, indicating small Kondo temperature for these La concentrations. To check this
assumption, the specific heat data were fitted based on the Kondo impurity model. The
Kondo impurity with the effective spin S = 1
2
contribution to the specific heat per one
mole of impurity according to the Kondo resonance model by Schotte and Schotte [82]
is given by Eq. 2.44 and reproduced here again for ease of reading:
CKI = 2R
TK
2piT
[
1− TK
2piT
ψ′
(
1 +
TK
2piT
)]
, (6.1)
where R is the universal gas constant, ψ′ is the first derivative of the digamma function,
and TK is the Kondo temperature defined as the width of the Lorentzian-shape Kondo
resonance at the Fermi level. The results of the fit to the Cmag/T vs T data for the three
lowest Ce concentrations is given in Fig. 6.7(b). TK is the only fitting parameter. The
model seems to describe the data rather well for x = 0.99 and 0.98. However, for x =
0.97, this model does not describe the lowest temperature data well. Even worse fit (not
shown here) is obtained for x = 0.92. The presence of additional magnetic contribution
to the specific heat can be one of the possible reasons as to why the model does not
describe the data well for larger amounts of Ce.
Another approach can be taken to estimate the TK for the x ≤ 0.75 samples, for
which the broad maximum in Cp vs T data was observed (TK > TN). According to the
Kondo resonance model, the peak due to the Kondo resonance at the Fermi level in the
specific heat data is expected at Tmax = 0.45 TK [184]. This model assumes that the
system does not order magnetically. The results of this approach to extract TK are shown
in Fig. 6.15 below and will be compared with TK obtained from other measurements.
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Figure 6.8 (a) and (b) The zero-field, in-plane (I‖b), temperature-dependent resistivity ρ(T ) data
of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single crystals on a semi-logarithmic plot. The data for x = 0.85
is shown in both panels for continuity.
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point is shown for clarity of the data presentation. The inset shows Tmin as a function
of y1/5.
6.2.5 Resistivity measurements
A hallmark of the single-ion Kondo effect is the minimum and lower-temperature
logarithmic dependence of the resistivity data. The zero-field, temperature dependent
resistivity ρ(T ) data measured on single crystals of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 are shown on
a semi-logarithmic plot in Fig. 6.8. For CeCu2Ge2, the ρ(T ) data exhibit a broad
maximum at ∼ 100 K associated with a thermal depopulation of the exited CEF levels
as the temperature is decreased. The ρ(T ) plot of CeCu2Ge2 shows a broad maximum
corresponding to the temperature of a crossover from incoherent to coherent scattering
of the electrons on the magnetic moments at Tcoh ∼ 5.5 K, characteristic of that of
Kondo lattice compounds. The maximum is followed by (and actually truncated by)
a sharp change of the slope and a kink corresponding to the AFM transition. As the
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Figure 6.10 The zero-field, temperature-dependent resistivity (I‖b) ρ(T )mag data normalized to the
Ce content of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single crystals on a semi-log plot. The four lowest Ce
concentration were adjusted to yCe = 0.025, 0.04, 0.06, and 0.10 instead of y = 0.01,
0.02, 0.03, and 0.8, the data of which are shown in Fig. 6.9, respectively. The inset
shows Tmin as a function of y
1/5 with the four smallest y values adjusted.
amount of La is increased, the AFM transition moves to lower temperatures. The kink,
corresponding to the AFM transition, becomes less discernible. Most intriguingly, the
truncated maximum, at Tcoh for CeCu2Ge2, evolves into a broad maximum and remains
present up to x = 0.9. For x = 0.92, the resistivity data tend to saturation at the lowest
temperature measured. This behavior in the resistivity is reminiscent of the single-ion
Kondo impurity. For the three smallest Ce concentrations, the resistivity data display
the minimum followed by a −log(T ) dependence upon cooling to the lowest temperature.
It is worth pointing out that the slightly temperature dependent minimum at ∼ 20 K
in the resistivity data is observed for all samples containing Ce. Tmin is proportional to
the concentration of Ce, y1/5, only for 0.01 ≤ y ≤ 0.08 (see inset to Fig. 6.9) consistent
with a single-ion Kondo impurity effect in these samples.
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The magnetic contribution per Ce to the resistivity data ρmag is shown in Fig. 6.9.
The data for x ≤ 0.90 seem to fall onto a single manifold for T > TN . However, the
data for x ≥ 0.92 show a clear departure from this trend. This behavior might be due to
the greater variation of the TK for x ≥ 0.92 or the need to account for growing relative
uncertainty in the Ce values. To account for this uncertainty, the x values for the four
lowest La concentration were adjusted so that all data collapse onto one manifold and the
result is shown in Fig. 6.10 together with the new graph of low-temperature Tmin versus
adjusted values of y1/5 that still holds for the new adjusted lowest concentrations of Ce. If
these new values are adopted, then: (i) the M(H) data at 55 kOe, shown in Fig. 6.3, and
M(T )/H data at lowest temperatures, Fig. 6.4, for these four lowest Ce concentrations
fall in between the values of those for 0.42 ≤ x ≤ 0.80; (ii) the fits of Cmag/T , shown in
Fig. 6.7(b), do not describe the data very well any longer and result in TK= 0.15, 0.21,
and 0.21 K starting from the smallest Ce concentration. If additional parameter that
reflects Ce concentration is included in the Schotte and Schotter model, then original
values of Ce concentrations and TK-values shown in Fig. 6.7(b) are recovered. Therefore,
for now, the analysis of the data will be based on the values of Ce obtained by the WDS
analysis.
6.2.6 Resistivity measurements at H = const
To see how the magnetic field affects the TN and Tcoh, the temperature-dependent re-
sistivity measurements at constant magnetic fields were collected for (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2.
The temperature-dependent resistivity data in 0 and 90 kOe magnetic field for H‖c are
shown in Fig. 6.11. Upon application of magnetic field, the low temperature maximum
moves to lower values of ρ. The TN is little affected by 90 kOe magnetic field. At H
= 90 kOe, the low-temperature maximum appears in the ρ(T ) data even for those La
concentrations that did not display low-T maximum at H = 0.
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Figure 6.12 Temperature-dependent resistivity data at constant magnetic fields with H‖c, for (a) x
= 0.42, (b) x = 0.66, (c) x = 0.80, and (d) x = 0.92 (I‖b).
To get more insight into (i) how this low-temperature maximum evolves between H =
0 and 90 kOe and (ii) the physics of the coherent and single-ion states, the resistivity data
for x = 0.42, x = 0.66, x = 0.80, and x = 0.92, were collected at constant magnetic field as
the magnetic field changed from 0 to 90 kOe, H‖c. The data are shown in Fig. 6.12. The
lnT divergence of the resistivity at low temperatures is eliminated by the application of
strong magnetic field. The strong magnetic field disallows spin-flip processes and causes
a negative magnetoresistance.[202] The position of the Tmax is shifting toward higher
temperatures as the magnetic field is increased.
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Figure 6.13 Tcoh as a function of H. The data for 0.61% of Ce in LaB6 are estimated from the ρ(T )
data presented in Ref. [203].
The position of Tcoh as a function of magnetic field for these four La concentrations as
well as for other La concentrations at H = 0 and 90 kOe (H‖c) is shown in Fig. 6.13(a).
The functional dependence of Tcoh on H for x = 0.92 is different than that for smaller La
concentrations and closely resembles that of 0.61 % of Ce in LaB6 [203] which is in the
single-ion Kondo impurity regime. This suggests that the functional dependence of Tcoh
vs H may be another indicator of either coherent or single-ion Kondo impurity regimes.
6.2.7 TEP measurements
Thermoelectic power (TEP) can also provide information about the Tcoh and TK
characteristic energy scales. Temperature-dependent thermoelectric power S(T ) data
for (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single crystals are shown in Figs. 6.14. The broad peak observed
for LaCu2Ge2 at ∼ 75 K (∼ 0.2×ΘD) is probably due to the phonon drag contribution
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Figure 6.14 The zero-field, temperature-dependent thermoelectric power S(T ) of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2
single crystals. S(T ) of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 (0.92 ≤ x ≤ 1) single crystals at lower
temperatures is shown in the inset. ∇T‖b.
expected at 0.1−0.3ΘD [56]. For all samples containing Ce, a broad, high-T maximum,
due to the thermal depopulation of the two excited CEF doublets as the temperature is
lowered and possibly phonon drag contribution, is observed around 100 K. It is worth
recalling that the two excited CEF levels for CeCu2Ge2 are at ∆E1 ∼ 197 K and ∆E2 ∼
212 K from the ground state doublet.[197] Since the energy separation between those two
excited CEF levels is small, only one maximum at high temperatures is seen in the TEP
measurements. The position of this maximum is almost unaffected by La-substitution.
The TEP data of LaCu2Ge2 are positive over the whole temperature range measured.
However, 0.01 of Ce is enough to change the functional dependence of the TEP below ∼
24 K: the TEP for x = 0.99 crosses zero twice by going through a low-T minimum and
has a low-T maximum at ∼ 0.6 K (see inset to Fig. 6.14). Such TEP behavior is expected
for the Ce single-ion Kondo impurity.[60, 205, 206] For the very La diluted samples, this
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Figure 6.15 T −x phase diagram for (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 single crystals. Lines are guides to the eye.
The horizontal line at 0.36 K is the lowest base temperature of the measurements.
low-temperature maximum is believed to correspond to the single-ion impurity Kondo
temperature, TK . As the amount of Ce is increased, the absolute value of Smin increases
as well, probably reflecting the amount of Ce ions and increased scattering associated
with the increase of Ce ions.
6.2.8 Discussion
The T − x phase diagram, Fig. 6.15, for (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 shows the characteristic
temperatures and energy scales as a function of La concentration. TN (as determined
from specific heat, magnetization, resistivity and TEP measurements) decreases almost
linearly with x and moves below the base temperature of 0.36 K for x > 0.80. The
presence of the AFM transition and linear dependence of it on x to a high value of
La concentration is not unique to the (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 system. Such behavior of
TN upon La substitution was also observed in (Ce1−xLax)Pd2Si2 [207], as well as in
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as a function of TN . Solid line is a guide to an eye. (b) Variation of the jump
in the specific heat δCm at the magnetic transition as a function of TK/TN . The data
for the compounds not studied in this work together with the solid curve were digitized
from Ref. [204]. Solid line is the calculated specific heat jump at the TN for a doublet
ground state system. [204].
(Ce1−xLax)Au2Si2, and (Ce1−xLax)Ag2Si2 [208]. It has to be noted, that Ce-based par-
ent compounds of these series together with CeCu2Ge2 order antiferromagnetically and
belong to the same space group. However, a progression of the Tcoh, that corresponds to
the crossover from incoherent to coherent scattering, with La substitution was not com-
mented on for these system perhaps because TN and Tcoh could not be well separated. In
this respect, (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 seems to be a unique system − the Tcoh is well separated
from the AFM feature and extends all the way to ∼ 0.9 La.
The low-temperature maxima in the TEP data seem to coincide with the TK-values
estimated from the specific heat data (Tmax = 0.45 TK criterion, see the text above)
rather well. Here Tmax is the temperature where the maximum due to the single-ion
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Kondo temperature TK in the specific heat data occurs. The TK estimated using the
single-ion Kondo model Schotte and Schotte fit [82] of the specific heat data seem to
be lower than the ones obtained using the Tmax = 0.45 TK criterion however, they fall
within the error bars of the ones estimated using the Tmax = 0.45 TK criterion.
The observation of TN and Tcoh down to small values of Ce, can be explained by the
percolation limit of the lattice of Ce ions being rather small so that just ≈ 9 % of Ce
separates the low-temperature coherent and single ion regimes. In the single-ion Kondo
limit, the Kondo screening clouds of different Ce do not overlap or significantly interact,
but once the amount of Ce is increased to a sufficient number for the Kondo screening
clouds to overlap, where “sufficient” is determined by the percolation threshold, the
system will develop Kondo coherence. The percolation threshold can tell us a lot about
the Kondo cloud size and dimensionality. The 9% threshold rules out a 2D network and
indeed requires further neighbors overlaps even in the 3D case, where a cubic lattice
with second and third nearest neighbors gives percolation threshold of 0.0976 [209].
Once coherence is established, the system can develop an AFM transition. At a more
quantitative level, given that the clear AFM ordering signatures persist out to x =
0.8, indicate that there is clear coupling and interaction between the remains of the
Ce-sublattices. This same coupling and interactions support coherence between ions.
Remarkably, (Tcoh)
2 was found to be linearly proportional to TN , Fig. 6.16(a), over
wide range of x and both seem to collapse to zero at x ∼ 0.9. As of yet, there is no
theory to explain a clear and compelling dependence of Tcoh on TN .
Based on the molecular field calculations for the S = 1/2 resonant level model, a
close relationship between the specific heat jump, δCm, at the ordering temperature and
the ratio between the two characteristic temperatures TK and TN for magnetic Ce and
Yb Kondo systems for a doublet ground state was found [204]. If the TK-values shown
in Fig. 6.15 are used and TK for CeCu2Ge2 assumed 4 K, (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 fits that
description rather well, Fig. 6.16(b). This indicates that the molecular field theory can
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be used to describe the specific heat data of this Kondo lattice in the coherent regime
and the ground state of the system is a doublet. In addition, this observation further
supports the thought that the estimated TK values are reasonable.
6.3 Summary
In summary, the effects of La dilution of the Kondo lattice compound CeCu2Ge2 were
studied. The parent CeCu2Ge2 compound orders antiferromagnetically below TN ∼ 4 K.
La-substitution drives TN in a roughly linear fashion below 0.36 K, the base temperature
of the measurements, for x > 0.8. However, Tcoh, corresponding to the crossover from
incoherent to coherent scattering, was observed until x ∼ 0.9. This indicates that the
percolation limit of the lattice of Ce ions is rather small and implies the 3D nature of
the Kondo “clouds”. ≈ 9% of Ce separates the coherent state from single ion state. Tcoh
as a function of H (H‖c) was found to have different functional dependence in coherent
and single-ion regimes. Remarkably, (Tcoh)
2 was found to be linearly proportional to
TN over wide range of x. The Kondo temperature was found to slowly change in the
non-linear fashion from ∼ 4 K to ∼ 1 K upon La-substitution. For 0.01 ≤ y ≤ 0.08,
Tmin in the resistivity data is proportional to y
1/5 consistent with the single-ion Kondo
impurity. The jump in the magnetic specific heat δCm at TN as a function of TK/TN for
(Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 follows the theoretical prediction for the molecular field calculations
for the S = 1/2 resonant level model[204].
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS
The creation and understanding of phase diagrams is similar to the creation and
understanding of maps during the great age of exploration. In the same way a map
delineated the borders of new continents, showed where mountains and rivers were, es-
tablished regions of key interest (economic/military), a phase diagram defines the regions
of phase space that different states exist over and helps us understand the nature of their
interactions and also establishes regions of key interest, often close to quantum phase
transitions. In this thesis I have studied (and in some cases created) the phase dia-
grams for three different systems: BaFe2As2, tuned by K and TM = Co, Rh, Ru, and
Mn substitutions; CeZn11, tuned by applied magnetic field; and CeCu2Ge2, tuned by
La-substitution. In each case I have studied what happens as magnetic transitions are
suppressed toward T = 0 K with the hope that these examples will help to shed light on
how novel states and behavior emerge near these points.
As part of my thesis work, TEP measurements were used as a tool to access the Fermi
surface reconstructions, Lifshitz transitions, in the K and TM = Co, Rh, Ru, and Mn
substituted BaFe2As2. The initial TEP measurements together with the Hall coefficient
measurements on Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 [15] showed a clear discontinuity at x ∼ 0.02 that
later on was associated with the Lifshitz transition based on ARPES measurements.[4]
This observation inspired studies of TEP measurements on Rh, Ru, Mn and K substituted
samples as well as a more detailed study of the Lifshitz transition at x ∼ 0.02 and the
search for a possible Lifshitz transition in the heavier Co-substituted samples. The results
of these studies are as follows:
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− For Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (0≤ x ≤ 0.42), the TEP is negative for all Co concentrations
studied. x ∼ 0.02 was further confirmed to be a Co concentration where the Lifshitz
transition occurs. However, the new data indicate a rather smooth variation of the TEP
with the small feature, a slope change, in ST=const versus x across the Lifshitz transition.
In the process of this study, it was realized that the thermal gradient across the sample
is affected by the conditions of the silver paste that was used to make the thermal and
electrical contact between the sample and the surfaces of the SD packages of the Cernox
thermometers. The “poor” conditions of the contact affect not only the absolute value
of the TEP but make the data noisier. Therefore, a new protocol in a sample mounting
procedure was adopted.
In addition, x ∼ 0.11, and 0.22 were pointed out as the Co concentrations where
other possible Lifshitz transitions might occur. This prediction was supported by the
subsequent ARPES measurements [5]. The two lowest Lifshitz transitions also coincide
with the borders of the region where the S/T value is enhanced due to spin fluctuations
and ST=const versus x at x ∼ 0.05 displays a broad minimum across this region.
− For Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.171), the temperature dependence of the TEP is
very similar (sign and absolute value) to that of the Co-substituted samples. x ∼ 0.015
and 0.1 were identified as Rh concentrations where Lifshitz transitions may possibly
occur. Since the transport and thermodynamic measurements for Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2 are
very similar to the ones for Co-substituted samples, it is natural to assume that Lifshitz
transitions will be observed at the similar values of x. However, Hall effect and ARPES
measurements would be helpful to further support this conclusion.
− For Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.36), S(T ) displays very complex behavior. x ∼
0.07, 0.2, and 0.3 were identified as concentrations where Lifshitz transitions or other
significant changes of the electronic structure or correlations might occur. However,
subsequent ARPES measurements [140, 141] did not find measurable, significant changes
in the shape of the Fermi surface over the range of substitution levels studied. It is
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plausible that the small Fermi surface pockets, undetectable by ARPES measurements,
still form or disappear and give rise to the observed features. However, the contribution
to the observed features from changes in scattering of the charge carriers upon Ru dilution
of the magnetic Fe moments cannot be ruled out as well especially, as pointed out by
Ref. [141], that the band structure changes sufficiently near EF upon Ru-substitution
and the temperature-dependence of the electron and hole bands is substantial [142].
− For Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.147), the TEP is negative over the whole
temperature range studied for x ≤ 0.042. With further Mn content increase, S(T ) at low
temperatures evolves into a positive maximum and changes sign once or twice at higher
temperatures. The ranges of Mn concentrations 0.012≤ x ≤ 0.017 and 0.092≤ x ≤ 0.102
were delineated as the regions where Lifshitz transitions or other significant changes of the
electronic structure or correlations might occur. The feature at the lowest concentration
can be explained by taking into consideration the subsequent photoemission and x-ray
absorption spectroscopy studies [144]. They indicated that the density of states for the
Mn is very much different from those of Fe and Co and is more local moment like.
The second region corresponds to the concentrations where the structural transition
abruptly disappears and different magnetic order is observed. The neutron scattering
study indicated that above x ∼ 0.1 different type of the long range order is established.
It is interesting that, below the ordering temperatures, TEP data show different sign
maxima distinguishing two different magnetic ordering and probably different magnetic
scattering contribution.
− For (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (0.44 ≤ x ≤ 1), the TEP is positive over the whole tem-
perature range measured. The functional temperature behavior of the TEP is some-
what similar, except for the sign, to that of the heavier Co-substituted samples. x ∼
0.55 and x ∼ 0.8−0.9 were delineated as the K concentrations where Lifshitz transi-
tions might occur. These concentrations are similar to the ones delineated by ARPES
measurements.[151, 152]
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It is remarkable that TEP measurements were often able to identify and reflect so
much of the complexity of the physics of the series studied. However, the results of
the TEP measurements are hard to interpret without having additional knowledge from
other measurements or theory. (This statement probably stands true when one tries
to analyze any kind of measurements.) In addition, much of the anticipated theory to
explain any functional dependence and any features seen in the TEP measurements (or
in any electrical or thermal transport measurements) of a non single-band metal and at
finite temperature is still lacking. Take for example the Lifshitz transition, the theory
is only developed for a single band metal and for two generalized types of topological
transitions in the pure and not so pure cases.[2] However, extending the theory to a five-
band material with strongly correlated electrons is probably an insurmountable task.
Nonetheless, the TEP measurements have been instrumental in establishing a Lifshitz
transition and capturing other physics as well.
This thesis also presents a comprehensive study of transport and thermodynamic
properties of CeZn11 and LaZn11 single crystals. A magnetic field was used to search for
a possible field-induced AFM quantum critical point (QCP) in CeZn11 as well. CeZn11
orders antiferromagnetically below ∼ 2 K. The j = 5/2 multiplet is split into three
doublets by tetragonal point symmetry. The first and second excited CEF doublets
were estimated to be at 12.2 K and 65.5 K from the ground state doublet, respectively.
The zero-field resistivity and thermoelectric power data show features characteristic of
a Ce-based intermetallic with crystal-electric-field splitting and possible Kondo-lattice
effects. The constructed T − H phase diagram for the H‖[110] direction shows that
the magnetic field required to suppress TN below 0.4 K is in the range of 45−47.5 kOe.
A linear behavior of the ρ(T ) data, H‖[110], was observed only for H = 45 kOe for
0.46 K ≤ T ≤ 1.96 K followed by the Landau-Fermi-liquid regime for a limited range
of fields, 47.5 kOe ≤ H ≤ 60 kOe. No signature of non-Fermi-liquid behavior in Cp/T
data and enhanced γ associated with the QCP close to the critical field were observed.
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From the analysis of the data, it appears that CeZn11 is a local moment compound with
little or no electronic correlations arising from the Ce 4f shell and, as the AFM order is
suppressed, a quantum phase transition is reached rather than a QCP. The subsequent
pressure study [189] revealed that the TN is increasing under pressure and CeZn11 is far
from the pressure induced QCP and probably on the TK < TN side of the Doniach phase
diagram.
Given the very high quality of the single crystals, quantum oscillations were found for
both CeZn11 and its non-magnetic analog LaZn11. This observation led to a study of the
electronic structure, Fermi surface topology and electron effective masses by quantum
oscillation measurements in collaboration with the group of Dr. A. Coldea at the De-
partment of Physics at the University of Oxford. The preliminary results indicate that
effective masses are rather small for CeZn11.
In addition to magnetic field, chemical substitution of non-f ion on the place of 4f
magnetic ion can be used to drive the transition temperature for AFM ordering to zero.
In this regard, La dilution of the Kondo lattice CeCu2Ge2 has been comprehensively
studied in this thesis as well. The parent compound CeCu2Ge2 orders antiferromagnet-
ically below TN ∼ 4 K with the Kondo temperature TK in the range of 4−6 K. For
(Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2, La-substitution suppresses TN in an almost linear fashion below the
base temperature of 0.36 K for x > 0.8. However, Tcoh, corresponding to the crossover
from incoherent to coherent scattering, persists until x ∼ 0.9. This indicates that the
percolation limit of the lattice of Ce is rather small and implies the 3D nature of Kondo
“clouds”. ≈ 9% of Ce separates the coherent state from the single-ion Kondo impurity
state. Tcoh as a function of H was found to have different functional dependence in
coherent and single-ion regimes. Remarkably, (Tcoh)
2 was found to be linearly propor-
tional to TN and it appears that they are both collapsing to zero at ∼ 9 % of Ce. The
Kondo temperature was found to be slowly changing in the non-linear fashion from ∼ 4
K to ∼ 1 K upon La substitution. For the Ce concentrations, y = 1 − x, in the range
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of 0.01 ≤ y ≤ 0.08, Tmin in the resistivity data is proportional to y1/5 consistent with
the single-ion Kondo impurity. The jump in the magnetic specific heat δCm at TN as
a function of TK/TN , for (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2, follows the theoretical prediction based on
the molecular field calculation for the S = 1/2 resonant level model.[176]
As a future work, it would be beneficial to extend the measurements to lower than
0.36 K and confirm that both Tcoh and TN collapse to zero at ∼ 9% of Ce or to see if other
ground states are found, e.g., spin glass state, as TN → 0. Neutron scattering experiments
might also be necessary to address the question of whether the AFM stays of the same
type (same wave ordering vector) across the whole family. Finally, thermodynamic and
transport measurements at finite field and as a function of magnetic field will undoubtedly
give more insight into how this system behaves in coherent as well as in single-ion Kondo
impurity state.
Despite three different classes of compounds studied in this thesis, there is one general
conclusion, that is not limited to only the presented studies. The given system can be
tuned with multiple parameters: pressure, magnetic field, chemical substitution, with
each tuning parameter having its own advantages and disadvantages. However, only
in combination of the comprehensive experimental studies on good quality samples and
theory can the physics of any system under study be fully understood.
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APPENDIX A. ANALYSIS OF THE dHvA OSCILLATIONS
OF LaZn11
The de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) effect was observed in the M(H) data of LaZn11
shown in Fig. 5.5(b). This effect is due to Landau quantization of the electon energy
in the strong applied magnetic field. The period, when plotted against 1/B, is inversely
proportional to the area of the extremal orbit of the Fermi surface, in the direction of the
applied field. To measure the dHvA oscillations in LaZn11, the applied field was varied in
the constant intervals of 1/H in the 37−70 kOe field range for H‖[110] and H‖[001]. To
separate quantum oscillations from the observed data, the linear background (obtained
by the linear fit of the data) magnetization was subtracted point by point. The resultant
magnetization as a function of inverse field is plotted in Fig. A.1. The fast Fourier
transforms (FFTs) of these data are shown in Fig. A.2. The frequencies of the dHvA
oscillations for H‖[110] are smaller than the ones observed for H‖[001]. For H‖[110],
three large amplitude peaks are present at 0.23 MOe (α), 2.51 MOe (γ), and 3.21 MOe
(δ). A smaller amplitude peak is present at 0.47 MOe (β). For H‖[001], a large amplitude
peak is present at 6.32 MOe (δ1) and smaller amplitude peaks can be found at 0.32 MOe
(α1), 0.55 MOe (β1), 4.34 MOe (γ1), and 12.63 MOe (ε1). The frequencies of β and β1
are almost the same. It appears that β is 2α and ε1 is 2δ1, however, angular dependent
measurement would have to be done in order to support this statement. The frequencies
for LaZn11 obtained from the FFT are much smaller then the ones obtained for CeZn11
(see inset to Fig. 5.18). The frequencies and the effective masses m∗ obtained from the
dHvA measurements are listed in Table A.1.
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Figure A.1 Magnetization isotherms of LaZn11 for H‖[110] and H‖[001] at T=1.85 K plotted versus
1/H.
The effective masses calculated from the temperature-dependence of the FFT ampli-
tudes, A, of the oscillations can be used to determine the effective masses of the orbits
with the help of the Lifshitz-Kosevitch equation [55]:
M = −2.602 × 10−6
(
2pi
HA′′
)1/2
× GFT exp(−αpx/H)
p3/2 sinh(−αpT/H) sin
[(
2pipF
H
)
− 1
2
± pi
4
]
,
where α=1.47(m/m0)×105 Oe/K, A′′ is the second derivative of the cross sectional
area of the Fermi surface with respect to the wave vector along the direction of the
applied field, G is the reduction factor arising from the electron spin, F is the frequency
of an orbit, p is the number of the harmonic of the oscillation, and x is the Dingle
temperature.
From the slope of ln(A/T ) plotted as a function of temperature, the inset to Fig. A.2,
the effective masses for LaZn11 for H‖[110] were found to be mα = 0.11(1)m0, mβ =
0.18(1)m0, mγ = 0.20(1)m0, and mδ = 0.11(1)m0, where m0 is the bare electron mass.
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Figure A.2 FFT spectra of the dHvA data of LaZn11 for H‖[110] and H‖[001]. Inset: temperature
dependence of the FFT amplitudes, A, of the observed oscillations for H‖[110].
Table A.1 Frequencies and effective masses m∗ of LaZn11 obtained from the dHvA
(M(H) measurements).
H‖[110] H‖[001]
(MOe) m∗/m0 (MOe)
α 0.23 0.11(1) α1 0.32
β 0.47 0.18(1) β1 0.55
γ 2.51 0.20(1) γ1 4.34
δ 3.21 0.11(1) δ1 6.32
ε1 12.63
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APPENDIX B. PHASE DIAGRAM OF CeZn11 FOR H‖[101]
In addition to measurements for H‖[110] direction, measurements for the field applied
along the [101] direction were also made. This direction is closer to the hard c-axis as
could be seen in Fig. 5.5(a). The samples for the measurements are also easy to obtain,
compared to the ones for the field applied along the [110] direction or any other direction,
because the [101] direction is perpendicular to the naturally formed facets of the crystals
[Fig. 5.3(d)] and as such the samples require little effort to prepare.
Temperature-dependent resistivity, ρ(T ), data for CeZn11 taken at different applied
fields for H‖[101] are displayed in Fig. B.1(a). TN , represented as a kink, is not suppressed
by the applied field until H = 120 kOe. ρ at 0.4 K is increasing steadily as magnetic field
is increased. By 140 kOe it is 48 times that at H = 0. For H ≥ 80 kOe ρ(T ) manifests
an upturn at low temperatures. The magnetoresistance is positive for all of the fields
measured. Figure B.1(b) shows ρ(H) (H‖[101]) isotherms for CeZn11. The functional
form of ρ(H) for H‖[011] is somewhat different from that of H‖[110].
Heat capacity curves for CeZn11 taken at different applied fields for H‖[101] are
plotted in Fig. B.1(c). Due to the large torque on the sample, the measurements at the
fields larger than 100 kOe were not performed.
Figure B.1(d) shows a field-dependent Hall resistivity, ρH , of CeZn11 measured at
different constant temperatures for the field applied along the [101] direction. The data
were smoothed by applying the adjacent-averaging method with 5 points of window.
Overall behavior of ρH , for H‖[101], is similar to that for H‖[110] except the absolute
value of ρH for H‖[101] is smaller than that for H‖[110].
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Figure B.1 (a) Temperature-dependent resistivity, ρ(T ), curves for CeZn11 taken at different ap-
plied fields for H‖[101], (b) ρ(H) (H‖[101]) isotherms for CeZn11, (c) Heat capacity
curves for CeZn11 taken at different applied field for H‖[101], (d) Field-dependent Hall
resistivity, ρH , I‖[100] of CeZn11 measured at different constant temperatures for the
applied magnetic field along the [101] direction. The data were smoothed by applying
the adjacent-averaging method with 5 points of window.
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The T −H phase diagram for CeZn11, H‖[101] constructed from the resistivity, heat
capacity and Hall resistivity is presented in Fig. B.2. As the field is increased, the
AFM transition moves to lower temperatures and below 0.4 K, the lowest temperature
measured, at H ∼ 120 kOe which is much different from H − T phase diagram for
H‖[110]. Emergence of what looks like a second dome manifests itself as the applied
field is increased beyond 120 kOe. Interestingly, for the temperatures accessible with
the current TEP measurement set-up, the TEP for H‖[110] appears to change sign (Fig.
5.18) at low temperatures at the similar field as TN for H‖[101] being suppressed below
the lowest temperature measured. The measurement of the TEP with the field applied
along [101] at T < 2 K in addition to the TEP for H‖[110] at T < 2 K would be necessary
to clarify this statement. Though, the TEP measurements for H‖101] might be hard to
carry out in this TEP set-up due to the large torque on the samples.
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Figure B.2 Phase diagram, H − T , of CeZn11 for H‖[101]. Dashed lines are guides to the eye.
Long-range magnetic order (LMRO) region is marked on the phase diagram. Dashed
line at 0.4 K - low-temperature limit of the measurements.
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APPENDIX C. VAN DER PAUW METHOD: LaAgSb2
It might be advantageous to use van der Pauw instead of four probe technique to
measure resistance of a given sample. This method was developed by L. J. van der Pauw
[210, 211] for measuring resistivity of semiconductors. One of the advantages of the van
der Pauw technique is the fact that the same sample with four contacts can be used both
for resistivity and Hall effect measurements without removing or replacing any of the
contacts. In order to use this technique, the experimental requirements for the sample
are:
(a) small contacts at the circumference (or perimeter) of the sample,
(b) must be homogeneous and isotropic,
(c) must not have any holes,
(d) must have a flat shape of uniform thickness.
Figure C.11 shows preferred, acceptable and not recommended sample/contact ge-
ometries.
According to van der Pauw, [210, 211] the resistivity can be calculated as
ρ =
pid
ln2
RA +RB
2
f
(
RA
RB
)
,
where d is the sample thickness and the correction factor f
(
RA
RB
)
is given by the graph
in Fig. C.2. RA and RB are the resistances for the two different voltage and current
leads configuration shown in Fig. C.32.
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Van der Pauw method
2http://www.nist.gov/pml/div683/hall fig2.cfm
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Figure C.1 Some possible contact placements.
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Figure C.2 Correction factor.
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Figure C.3 Measurements of RA and RB .
Figure C.4 Measurements of Hall coefficient.
The Hall coefficient is given by
RH =
d
B
∆R12,24,
where ∆R12,24 = R(H)−R(0). The sample configuration for Hall measurements is given
in Fig. C.4.3
Here, the resistivity and Hall coefficient measured on a single crystal of LaAgSb2 in
a four-probe configuration and in van der Pauw configuration are compared. LaAgSb2
was chosen because small to no anisotropy in the magnetic and transport properties is
expected in the ab-plane. Figure C.5 shows the actual samples used for the measurements.
3http://www.nist.gov/pml/div683/hall fig3.cfm
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Figure C.5 (a) Single crystal of LaAgSb2 prepared for the measurements of (a) resistivity in
four-probe configuration, (b) resistivity and Hall coefficient using van der Pauw tech-
nique, (c) Hall coefficient.
Figures C.6 (a) and (b) show resistivity and normalized resistance of LaAgSb2 mea-
sured in four-probe and van der Pauw configurations. The agreement between these two
measurements is quite good. Around T = 220 K both samples show an anomaly that
corresponds to reported previously spin density wave (SDW) transition.[212]
Figure C.7 shows ρ(T )H/H and ρ(H)H for LaAgSb2 in regular and van der Pauw
configuration. The agreement is very good. Half open symbols and stars in Fig. C.7 (a)
were obtained by linear fit of low H ρ(H)H . These data also agree well with literature
[212, 213].
For the conventional four-probe technique for resistivity measurements, a precise
knowledge of the placement of contacts (especially voltage contacts) and of the sample
geometry is of course needed and determines the error in the estimated resistivity. This is
especially pertinent when the material under study is difficult to cut with great precision.
Therefore, van der Pauw technique allows avoiding problems associated with the incorrect
knowledge of sample geometry. It also allows to perform both resistivity and Hall effect
measurements on the same sample without removing or replacing any of the four contacts.
However, the van der Pauw technique cannot be used when there is a significant in-plane
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Figure C.6 (a) Resistivity and (b) normalized resistance of LaAgSb2 single crystals.
anisotropy of transport properties (it can be applied with caution to measure the in-plane
resistance of the tetragonal compounds).
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APPENDIX D. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND
PUBLICATIONS
During my PhD, I was mostly involved in the measurements of the physical properties
of single crystals, especially thermoelectric power measurements, as was outlined in the
body of this thesis, though, involved in other projects as well. In this Appendix I
summarize my most significant/complete projects.
Nickel borocarbides
When I joined the group I learned how to grow RNi2B2C (R denotes rare earth) single
crystals. Specifically, I studied the boron isotope effect in single crystals of ErNi2B2C su-
perconductor, particularly, the influence of local moment magnetism on the boron isotope
effect of Tc with the purpose to verify the predictions based on the Abrikosov-Gor’kov
pair-braking theory [214]. The obtained values of the partial isotope effect exponent
were αB = 0.10 ± 0.02 and αB = 0.10 ± 0.04 based on two different criteria applied
to extract Tc. No significant change in the partial isotope effect exponent compared to
the ones obtained for LuNi2B2C was observed. Based on this result, it was concluded
that pair-breaking due to the Er local magnetic moment appears to have no detectable
influence on boron isotope effect of Tc, despite theoretical speculations [215] that it could
be different. This research resulted in the publication:
− “Boron isotope effect in single crystals of ErNi2B2C superconductor”
by H. Hodovanets, S. Ran, P. C. Canfield and S. L. Bud’ko, Phil. Mag. 93, 1748
(2013).
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I was also involved in the growth of R1−xGdxNi2B2C (R = Lu, Y) single crystals.
These samples were grown to study the evolution of the ground state and the upper
critical field in the R1−xGdxNi2B2C (R = Lu, Y) single crystals. It was found that the
superconducting transition temperature decreases and the heat capacity jump associated
with it drops rapidly with Gd3+ doping (x . 0.3). Qualitative changes with Gd doping
were also observed in the temperature-dependent upper critical field behavior. It was
also found that superconductivity coexists with a spin-glass state and this region was
delineated on the x − T phase diagram. It was concluded that, the evolution of super-
conducting properties could be understood within Abrikosov-Gorkov theory of magnetic
impurities in superconductors, taking into account the paramagnetic effect on upper crit-
ical field with additional contributions particular for the family under study. The results
of this study can be found in the publication:
− “Evolution of ground state and upper critical field in R1−xGdxNi2B2C (R = Lu,
Y): Coexistence of superconductivity and spin-glass state”
by S. L. Bud’ko, V. G. Kogan, H. Hodovanets, S. Ran, S. A. Moser, M. J. Lampe,
and P. C. Canfield, Phys. Rev. B 82, 174513 (2010).
FeAs-based superconductors
Later, the focus of my research shifted towards TEP measurements, particularly study
of the Lifshitz transition in the Fe-based superconductors with the thermoelectric power
measurements. The thorough description of the results of the few FeAs-based families
studied is given in Chapter 4. The results of the TEP measurements were published in:
1) “Thermoelectric power of Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 and Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2: Possible
changes of Fermi surface with and without changes in electron count” by H. Hodovanets,
E. D. Mun, A. Thaler, S. L. Bud’ko, and P. C. Canfield, Phys. Rev. B 83, 094508
(2011).
2) “Anisotropic magnetism, resistivity, London penetration depth and magneto-
optical imaging of superconducting K0.80Fe1.76Se2 single crystals”, by R. Hu, K. Cho,
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H. Kim, H. Hodovanets, W. E. Straszheim, M. A. Tanatar, R. Prozorov, S. L. Bud’ko,
and P. C. Canfield, Supercond. Sci. Technol. 24, 065006 (2011).
3) “Importance of the Fermi-surface topology to the superconducting state of the
electron-doped pnictide Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2” by C. Liu, A. D. Palczewski, R. S. Dhaka,
Takeshi Kondo, R. M. Fernandes, E. D. Mun, H. Hodovanets, A. N. Thaler, J. Schmalian,
S. L. Bud’ko, P. C. Canfield, and A. Kaminski, Phys. Rev. B 84, 020509(R) (2011).
4) “Physical and magnetic properties of Ba(Fe1−xMnx)2As2 single crystals” by A.
Thaler, H. Hodovanets, M. S. Torikachvili, S. Ran, A. Kracher, W. Straszheim, J. Q.
Yan, E. Mun, and P. C. Canfield, Phys. Rev. B 84, 144528 (2011).
5) “Synthesis and Physical Properties of the New Potassium Iron Selenide Supercon-
ductor K0.80Fe1.76Se2” by R. Hu, E. D. Mun, D. H. Ryan, K. Cho, H. Kim, H. Hodovanets,
W. E. Straszheim, M. A. Tanatar, R. Prozorov, W. N. Rowan-Weetaluktuk, J. M. Cado-
gan, M. M. Altarawneh, C. H. Mielke, V. S. Zapf, S. L. Bud’ko and P.C. Canfield,
in Iron-based Superconductors: Materials, Properties and Mechanisms, edited by N. L.
Wang, H. Hosono, P. Dai (Pan Stanford, 2012), p. 53.
6) “Thermoelectric power of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (0≤ x ≤ 0.05) and Ba(Fe1−xRhx)2As2
(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.171)” by H. Hodovanets, A. Thaler, E. Mun, N. Ni, S. L. Bud’ko and P. C.
Canfield, Phil. Mag. 93:6, 661-672 (2013).
7) “Signatures of quantum criticality in the thermopower of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2” by
S. Arsenijevic, H. Hodovanets, R. Gaal, L. Forro, S. L. Bud’ko, and P. C. Canfield, Phys.
Rev. B 87, 224508 (2013).
8) “Fermi surface reconstruction in (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (0.44 ≤ x ≤ 1) probed by
thermoelectric power measurements” by H. Hodovanets, Y. Liu, A. Jesche, S. Ran, E.
D. Mun, T. A. Lograsso, S. L. Bud’ko, and P. C. Canfield, Phys. Rev. B 89, 224517
(2014).
I also calibrated the Cernox thermometers for the PPMS TEP Puck #2 and 3He
puck, and assembled and tested the PPMS TEP Puck #2.
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CeZn11 single crystals
The growth and study of the transport and magnetic properties of CeZn11 single
crystals resulted in the comprehensive characteristic of the single crystals as well as the
search for the field induced and identification of quantum phase transition (QPT). This
study was presented in great detail in Chapter 5. The results were published in:
“Anisotropic transport and magnetic properties, and magnetic-field tuned states of
CeZn11 single crystals” by H. Hodovanets, S. L. Bud’ko, X. Lin, V. Taufour, M. G. Kim,
D. K. Pratt, A. Kreyssig and P. C. Canfield, Phys. Rev. B 88, 054410 (2013).
Based on this work, Dr. V. Taufour led a study of the pressure effects on the anti-
ferromagnetic transition of CeZn11. The results of this study can be found in:
“Electical resistivity study of CeZn11: Magnetic field and pressure phase diagram up
to 5GPa” by V. Taufour, H. Hodovanets, S. K. Kim, S. L. Bud’ko, and P. C. Canfield,
Phys. Rev. B 88, 195114 (2013).
Since quantum oscillations were observed in CeZn11 and LaZn11 single crystals, we
collaborated with the group of Dr. A. Coldea at the Department of Physics at the
University of Oxford to study the electronic structure and the topology of the Fermi
surfaces of CeZn11 and LaZn11 by measurement of quantum oscillations, particularly the
de Haas-van Alphen effect.
CeGe2−x single crystals
I also collected an x-ray diffraction pattern, temperature- and field-dependent mag-
netization, and grew single crystals of CeGe2−x for the study of the physical properties of
CeGe2−x single crystals. It was found that the electronic coefficient of the heat capacity,
γ ∼ 110 mJ mol1K2, is enhanced. Three magnetic transitions, with critical temperatures
of ≈ 7, 5, and 4 K were observed in thermodynamic and transport measurements. The
data indicated that the ground state has a small ferromagnetic component along the
c-axis. Small applied field, below 10 kOe, is enough to bring the material to an apparent
saturated paramagnetic state (with no further metamagnetic transitions up to 55 kOe)
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with a reduced, below 1.2 µB, saturated moment. The results of this study can be found
in:
“Physical properties of CeGe2−x (x = 0.24) single crystals” by S. L. Bud’ko, H.
Hodovanets, A. Panchula, R. Prozorov, and P. C. Canfield, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter
26, 146005 (2014).
We collaborated with Wageesha Jayasekara and other researchers from the Neutron
and X-ray Scattering Group led by Prof. Alan Goldman at the Ames Laboratory to
establish the nature of the three magnetic transitions and magnetic ordering in CeGe2−x
(x = 0.24). The results of this study were published:
“Complex magnetic ordering in CeGe1.76 studied by neutron diffraction” by W. T.
Jayasekara, W. Tian, H. Hodovanets, P. C. Canfield, S. L. Bud’ko, A. Kreyssig, and A.
I. Goldman, Phys. Rev. B 90, 134423 (2014).
TbCu2
The compound TbCu2 crystallizes in the orthorhombic CeCu2 type structure. It
orders antiferromagnetically below 54 K and the magnetic unit cell is three times as
large as the chemical unit cell. The magnetic moments lie along the a-axis.[216] TbCu2
shows a very sharp first order spin-flip, single step, transition at ∼ 20 kOe at 4.2 K
for the field applied along the a-axis. [217] This system offers a chance to study the
physics associated with a tricritical point − a point that separates the low temperature,
high field, first order and the high temperature, low field, second order phase transitions
− with only field- and temperature-dependent magnetization measurements. For this
measurement, the samples have to be very well oriented with respect to the field (H‖a).
The single crystals were grown by the researchers in the group of Dr. T. A. Lograsso
at the Materials Preparation Center, the Ames Laboratory. However, the magnetization
measurements indicated that the single crystal was not oriented well and that it might
be very hard to get H‖a for these particular single crystals and as a result the tricritical
point might be missed. Thus, this study was not further pursued.
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(Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2
I grew single crystals of (Ce1−xLax)Cu2Ge2 family and studied the effect of La-dilution
of the Kondo lattice CeCu2Ge2. The results of this study are discussed at length in
Chapter 6.
(Yb,Lu)Fe2Zn20
YbFe2Zn20 is a heavy fermion with γ = 520 mJ mol
−1K−2 and TK = 33 K.[95]
The compound does not order magnetically down to 0.05 K. To study the effects of
Lu-dilution, three batches of single crystals with the composition Yb0.1Lu0.9Fe2Zn20,
Yb1/3Lu2/3Fe2Zn20, and Yb2/3Lu1/3Fe2Zn20 were grown by Dr. S. Jia when he was a
graduate student in our group. From his magnetization data, the amount of Yb estimated
from the Curie-Weiss fit is 6% and 25% for the first and second batch, respectively.
According to the magnetization measurements, the third batch is the same as YbFe2Zn20,
meaning that Lu did not go in. Dr. S. L. Bud’ko and I measured specific heat of
LuFe2Zn20 and Yb0.06Lu0.94Fe2Zn20 down to 0.5 K. From these measurements, γ ≈ 600
mJ (mol-Yb)−1K−2 was estimated for the sample with 6% Yb. However, it appears that
LuFe2Zn20 has a ferromagnetic component based on my magnetization measurements. It
is not clear at present moment whether it is a ferromagnetic second phase or just the Fe
impurity. In any case, the accurate estimation of the magnetic contribution due to Yb
in this case might not be possible, making the study of Lu dilution of the heavy fermion
YbFe2Zn20 not easy and that is why the project was not further pursued.
